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1. EXPLANATION
I had finished the first three parts of INTRODUCTION INTO PATTERN CHEMISTRY
without any desire to continue. Very soon I discovered that I could not ignore economy
anymore because it was the very fabric of all current events and, therefore, of a good deal
of thoughts in my head. I found myself unable to stop thinking about econochemistry as
seen by a chemist and looking for new names, facts, ideas, and testing grounds.
By the twenty-first century, economy has become Everything Human, which is to say
everything on the astronomically small globe populated by humans, animals, and other life
and irradiated by the sun. At this point I can tentatively define econochemistry as the study
of stability of evolving complex systems (exystems) represented by life and human history.
I begin to believe, however, that economy has always been pertinent to everything on
human scale and life itself. I am not original in the idea that current human history is a
continuation of a process which started with the emergence of life, but I want to focus on
post-tribal human history where traditionally understood economics and traditionally
understood history can hardly be decoupled. Here is a fresh illustration from an old source
on hand.
In the beginning of the 1964 paperback edition of The Arabs by Philip K Hitti (Henry
old but still popular and re-published, I found the following paragraph
about the rise of Islam:

Regnery, Chicago),

The enfeebled condition of the rival Byzantines and Sasanids, who had conducted incessant
wars against each other for many generations; the heavy taxes, consequent upon these wars,
imposed on the citizens of both empires and undermining their sense of loyalty; the previous
domestication of Arabian tribes in Syria and Mesopotamia, particularly along the borders; the
existence of schisms in the Christian church, together with the persecution by the orthodox
church—all these paved the way for the surprisingly rapid progress of Arabian arms (p. 57).

By the end of the book we read:
Egypt began its history under proud and triumphant rulers who had cleared Syria of the last
vestiges of Frankish dominion and had successfully stood between the Mongols and world
power. By the end of the period, however, with its military oligarchy, factions among the
dominant caste, debased coinage, high taxation, insecurity of life and property, occasional
plague and famine and frequent revolts, both Egypt and its dependency Syria were all but
ruined. Especially in the valley of the Nile, superstition and magic were prevalent, coupled with
the triumph of reactionary orthodoxy. Under these conditions no intellectual activity of high
order could be expected. In fact the whole Arab world had by the beginning of the thirteenth
century lost the intellectual hegemony it had maintained since the eighth. Mental fatigue
induced by generations of effort and moral lassitude consequent upon the accumulation of
wealth and power were evident everywhere (pp 243-244).
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It is difficult to ignore the vision of some hidden algebra, in which Byzantium and Egypt,
Europeans and Arabs, Christianity and Islam are the arguments of functions such as
taxation, reactionary orthodoxy, accumulation of wealth and power, and even
“domestication of X [Arabian tribes] in Y [Syria and Mesopotamia].” It is equally difficult and
even naïve to draw a too close parallel with mathematics. The pattern perception of history
has little calculating and predictive power because it abandons the very foundation of
mathematics as we know it. The mathematical structure, with its terms and axioms, is
closed for as long as we can rely on it, while evolution in complex open systems—
exystems—always brings novelty which requires a revision of the knowledge structure
with its terms and dogmas. I call such systems Heraclitean to distinguish from Aristotelian
ones which, like our planetary system, mixture of chemicals, and internal combustion
engine, are based on solid axiomatic foundation and principles which are not expected to
change overnight. Of course, never say never.
The pattern description of complex systems is also a branch of mathematics—see Pattern
Theory of Ulf Grenander—but the doubt will remain about its predictive ability in human
matters, of which economy is both most powerful and most evasive factor. My position is
that this ability may be very limited in the scope of application but very strong and reliable,
unlike the perishable fruits of the science of economics.
The question is about what patterns have to do with the study of exystems where
mathematical equations have brought us nothing but economic disasters. The story of Long
Term Capital Management is the most dramatic example, especially in an acerbic
historian’s rendering (Niall Ferguson, The Ascent of Money: A Financial History of the
World, Penguin Press, 2008, p. 320). The Almost-Great Depression of 2008 is another
example, more tragicomic than dramatic.
My answer, which has been emerging gradually, is that patterns in exystems are much
more lasting throughout history than equations, but we cannot expect from them the same
accuracy and imperative power. The most lasting patterns are those that apply not just to
exystems, but also to the rest of the nature. They give us just a few warnings, but they are
grave.
What everybody—except mainstream economists—is trying to apply to exystems is
thermodynamics. It originated from the study of the simplest possible large system—the
ideal (not even real!) gas—and it has little to do with the most complex open evolving
system like economy. What if we start not with molecules but with society and try to
develop a doctrine capable of overlapping with thermodynamics at some level of
abstraction? In other words, can we try to reconstruct the common rational ancestor of a
“gas-ape” and a “citizen-human”—a very crude creature, robust enough, however, to
generate the understanding of both? In other words, I am suggesting to replay the
intellectual history and reconstruct the evolution of thermodynamics as if we started not
with gas, but with the complexity of human society, which we experience first hand every
day.
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As a matter of fact, that was the actual intellectual history. It started with philosophers of
Antiquity, especially with Aristotle and Lucretius, and was continued by philosophers,
poets, and writers of Enlightenment. As soon as science diverged from the totality of
human knowledge, however, it became the highest authority for homo faber (man the
maker, or the man who does “what a man's got to do”) because, unlike humanities, it was
consensual and testable.
As soon as we start thinking in such terms, we will be forever carried by the unstoppable
river of current events, without a hope to come to any final destination. We need to test our
few principles on each new large scale event because any final, complete, and rounded
theory is out of question by the very nature of our belief in evolutionary novelty. This is
something a natural scientist would not find attractive—how can you sell it?—but a
creative artist, whose universe is inside, could consider natural.
This PART FOUR of INTRODUCTION TO PATTERN CHEMISTRY is a
monologue of a self-interrogation, doubts, insights, and recapitulations. Gaps could be
filled out from Parts 1 to 3. A lot of supplemental and illustrative material has been caught
and stored in spirospero.net. Just knock on the doors there.
I borrowed major pattern-theoretical concepts from Pattern
Theory of Ulf Grenander and added to them the chemical
perception of the transition state. The latter is the
irregular configuration of Pattern Theory. For the first
attempt to apply pattern ideas to society and other human
matters see History as Points and Lines by Yuri
Tarnopolsky and Ulf Grenander (google it for other sites).
I remain (alone) wholly within econo-chemistry and make
no claims whatsoever on econo-economics or any hard
science.

Ulf Grenander
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2. PATTERN CHEMISTRY ON ONE FOOT
A Gentile asked the great Jewish sage Hillel to explain the Torah while standing on one
foot. Hillel said: “What is hateful to you, do not do to your fellow.”
Let us start with Pattern Chemistry on one page:
1. Evolution (history) of exystems (Evolving Complex SYSTEMS) consists
of longer stretches of relative stability alternating with shorter stretches of
relative instability (change). Instability is propensity to change. History is
irreversible and non-random.
2. The act of change is the transition from the initial stable state through an unstable
transition state to the final stable state. It takes memory to perceive change.
3. We cannot measure absolute stability, but can compare the stability of two states in
terms of MORE and LESS. In physical sciences, energy is a concept somewhat close to
instability: the higher the energy the lower the stability.
4. For a given stable state, the more stable the transition state, the more likely the transition
to another (not necessarily MORE) stable state. Chemistry focuses on the question “how
soon?” This is the most difficult question about exystems.
5. For an exystem, the act of change consists in the change of structure, i.e., combination
of stable blocks and mobile bonds between them. In terms of Pattern theory, state is
configuration of generators (blocks) and pattern is, roughly, a class of configurations.
6. Paradoxically, it is the large size of exystems which makes their complexity
comprehensible. Change is often local and involves only some subsystems.
7. The behavior of a real exystem in the future is comprehensible only partly because its
structure is logically open and axiomatic assumptions are subject to unexpected novelty.
Patterns are generally more stable than configurations, but they provide less detail.
8. Temperature is the measure of spontaneous chaotic change. Freezing stops change,
melting ruins structure. Exystems must be warm.
9. The less equal the distribution of a property over the system in time or space the less
stable the system. In physical sciences, entropy is the closest to inequality of distribution. It
is low for sharp gradients, imbalances, and localized concentration.
10. Economy is an exystem. The pattern-chemical reason for economical instability is
inequality of distribution of properties, provided the temperature is warm enough. Same
applies to human history in general, which merged with economy after WW2.
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The tenth point is Pattern Chemistry on one foot.
The phenomenon of novelty—spontaneous evolution of axiomatic base—is the cardinal
difference of exystemic structure from mathematical one. The current science of
complexity, however, attempts to emulate physical sciences. The financial crisis of 2008
could be an awakening to the real world in which the chemistry of money is as powerful
and perplexing as the chemistry of love. It comes as no surprise because love, with its aura
of madness and fever, is a pattern and it embraces love of money, too.
Note that the approach of Pattern Chemistry to the world is different from that of physical
sciences, including molecular chemistry. Flying across interdisciplinary borders, Pattern
Chemistry is not fit to land and tackle scientific and practical problems, for which only
hard science and technology are equipped. What it promises is some understanding of the
future of the human condition in a few trustworthy statements. Pattern chemistry does not
contradict physics, but keeps it at arm’s length.
It happened so that we understood how steam engine works before achieving a consensus
on the basic principles of human life and society—and are still far from it. Physics tacitly
assumes that the laws of nature will remain unchanged tomorrow and at least hundred
years later. This belief makes calculation of the physical future of an object, such as a
space station or bridge, largely successful and predominantly consensual. Predictions of
the human future—and even assessment of the present—are contentious because the
irreversible exystems do not satisfy requirements of scientific method. They are unique,
complex, and changing while we observe them.
ASIDE: With all my belief in science, I do not completely trust it regarding the
global warming because the climate change is for the first time in history
contaminated by human participation, as well as by our love of nature, love of
God, love (or hate) of the neighbor,
and love of money.

I believe that we should cut the use of
mineral fuel, play by ear, and if there
is anything 100% certain as a remedy
it is an adaptation through
population decline. As soon as I
have typed those words, I hear Sarah
Palin screaming about Obama’s
“death panel”. Can you talk
rationally to Sarah Palin or Rush
CNN, 12/8/2009, ~ 10:05 AM
Limbaugh or any lover of God, pretty
face, and/or money? Yes, you can, but only about money. As an evolutionary
fatalist, however, I am sure that adaptation will come anyway and in the form we
cannot reliably predict.
Next, I will comment on the points.
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. Evolution (history) of exystems (Evolving Complex SYSTEMS) consists of longer
stretches of relative stability alternating with shorter stretches of relative instability
(change). Instability is propensity to change. History is irreversible and non-random.

Life, human or not, individual or social, displays a particular kind of randomness. It is
called scale-free or, better, scale-invariant.
This area of hard-scientific research , not yet of unifying name (scale-free networks is part
of it, movement ecology yet another) , has been growing and flourishing with the advent of
the Internet. Its modern roots go back to the very influential concept of punctuated
equilibrium (Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould , 1972; punctuated equilibrium
“consists of morphological stability and rare bursts of evolutionary change”) .

Figure 2-1: Animal behavior at different scales.
From: Ran Nathan, Wayne M. Getz, Eloy Revilla, Marcel Holyoak, Ronen Kadmon, David Saltz,
and Peter E. Smouse, A movement ecology paradigm for unifying organismal movement research,
http://www.pnas.org/content/105/49/19052.full.pdf

This “floating bead” pattern invokes an even
older views of George Cuvier (1769 – 1832) ,
who over time had gained some weight in the
shadow of Darwin, not exactly contradicting
Darwinism. Cuvier saw extinction and
emergence of species as result of periodic
natural catastrophes (cataclysms).

Levy flight

Floating bead
necklace
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The most recent and very general reformulation of the idea belongs to Greg Paperin, for
example, Greg Paperin and Suzanne Sadedin, The Dual Phase Evolution Framework for
Understanding Evolutionary Dynamics in Complex Adaptive Systems , from which I quote:
There are several possible explanations for punctuated equilibrium (Gould and Eldredge,
2000). However, the strong geological association between disasters (such as asteroid strikes,
volcanism and climate change), mass extinction and subsequent radiation events suggest that
these external drivers are crucial in that they force the switch from stability to variation phases
by altering the connectivity of food webs and landscapes.

Figure 1 illustrates the pattern from a different source.
1970

The scale-invariant structure and behavior, with statistics governed by
power laws, strongly unites economy with other exystems. The most
popular example is wealth distribution. The degree of inequality in
America began its relentless ascent around 1970, see Part 1,
 Figure 3.7.5: Income inequality revolution in 1970.

To illustrate power law distribution, let
us imagine 100 cats of different size,
from the skinniest to the fattest, 20 of
them weighing as much as the remaining
80.

80

20
A POWER LAW
DISTRIBUTION
of cats by weight

As I intuitively suspect, the ultimate reason for the power law distributions in exystems is
the combination of reversible self-replication with competition for a limited resource,
which is just another way to define large exystems. Here is a possible reference for a start:
Kunihiko Kaneko and Chikara Furusawa , Consistency principle in biological dynamical systems, Theory
Biosci. (2008) 127:195–204. The initial fundamental work in this direction was done by Manfred
Eigen around 1970, the year of a fabulous explosion of great ideas and the ascent of Total Economy.

What I find remarkable in all the above examples is the use of term stability/instability. It
confirms in my pattern-tuned eyes that instability is a more general term of physics than
energy. The latter is reserved for the world in which the laws of nature are themselves
stable. Pattern Chemistry is a kind of physics, as any chemistry is, with laws unstable in
time. Human history is the most intimate example of chemistry we feel skin deep and in
the guts. See comments to Point 7.
How much our knowledge is contaminated with human participation is the eternal problem
of philosophy. I believe, very much and this is why knowledge evolves, although not yet
to the extent that our future is controllable. We should be happy about that because “we” is
pure chemical fiction. Control means a single manager with big ego, big stick, and a small
plastic carrot.
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2. The act of change consists in the transition from the initial stable state (IS) through an
unstable transition state (TS) to the final stable state (FS).

The concept of transition state is the main motive of Pattern Chemistry. There are plenty of
illustrations in Parts 1 – 3. Here is a fresh one: the battle over the healthcare reform in US.

Figure 2-2: From Passing the baton. The Economist , November 18th 2009, p
After the election of Barak Obama, the healthcare initiative, which had never before
entered even a transition state, caught fever and may end up again in either death or, for a
change, recovery. Figure 2-2, borrowed from The Economist, November 18th 2009,
exemplifies instability: neither the reform itself, nor the President’s action—or inaction—
finds a clear support. The attitude toward the reform fluctuates within a narrow range.
 Figure A9 in Part 2 (from CNN) discloses the
nature of some disturbances and clearly shows that it
was the financial crisis that toppled the Republican
candidate with his Alaskan albatross.
At this moment (November, 2009) we are still far from the final state, but probably much
closer than a year ago.

3. We cannot measure absolute stability, but can compare the stability of two states in
terms of MORE and LESS. In physical sciences, energy is the concept somewhat close to
stability: the higher the energy the lower the stability.

The mechanical instability is exemplified with a ball on top of a hill (Figure 2-3A), the
Devil’s Marbles in Northern Australia (2-3B), and a man-made stone arrangement against
a view of Macleod Tables in Scotland (2-3C). The man on stilts with a high bicycle (2-3D)
is in the same row, but why?
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A

B

C

D

Figure 2-3: Unstable mechanical systems (A – C) and a not quite stable exystem
(D)
The extreme cases define patterns best. It is instructive to ask even in what sense a stone
and a man can be similar. To ask what an individual and a society have in common and
why both are exystems is more to the point. As a possible answer, a whole “society of the
mind” (Marvin Minsky, 1986) is hidden in human head. The human body and mind
expressed in numbers and the variety of generators makes this modestly sized system an
exystem with its constant flow of many interacting processes, dependence on previous
evolution in the form of learning and training, and perpetual consumption of energy. The
stilt walker and bicycle rider maintain balance not just by constant movement and
dissipation of energy, but also with memory, code, and feedback. It is neither equilibrium,
nor, strictly speaking, steady state, but homeostasis. It keeps disturbances in check and
fluctuations within the limits which are selected and remembered as safe.
Jumping on a pogo stick seems to be an extreme case on the edge of homeostasis
because the pogo stick has no clear zone of relative stability and no alternation of
periods of intense correction and safe routine.
It is as good to ask questions as eat healthy food, drink clean water, and be reasonable. Let
us then define memory in Pattern Chemistry as just as an exercise.
MY ANSWER


It follows from the answer, that there is no sharp distinction
between real and imaginary loads in memory or their Minotaurlike hybrids and no border between true and false. To err is
human, but so is to fight fantasies. This is where the high wall
between mind and computer runs. In Pattern Chemistry “Memory
is ability to store configurations and patterns and classify them as initial,
transitional, and final.”

I suggest to explore Etienne Jules Ramey's Theseus and the
Minotaur (Jardin des Tuileries, Paris) as a snapshot of a transition state. For example: (A)
Darwinism against creationism; (B) Apple against Microsoft; (C) deliberation on divorce;
(D) optimism and pessimism concerning global warming; (E) the West against terrorism.
Note that unlike the story of Minotaur, we do not yet know the outcomes.
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The mindless mechanically unstable systems are sensitive to fluctuations such us
accidental jolt, earthquake, or, in case of the multi-stone balance, strong enough wind. The
human presence (or technical after-presence in the form of a regulating system with
feedback) makes the transition to a more stable configuration reversible. The case with
human presence makes the loss of balance reversible, but the rider is himself the main
source of instability because of spontaneous internal fluctuations. The reason for that is the
liquidity of the brain cell content; we are mostly water, which means that we are
thermodynamically warm: sandwiched between ice and steam. Brain is the thermostat for
the mind.
ASIDE: Homeostasis is the function of both the mind in the
head and the government in Washington, DC. I mean the
same government which the citizen militia in some states is
preparing to fight with firearms and the Republican Party
wants to shrink as the Amazonian Jivaro tribes used to do
process the heads of the enemies.
Exystemic order is not the “order from fluctuations” introduced by Ilya Prigogine in the
very beginning of the science of complexity. It still maintains its grip on the physicists, but
it is the stable order of a solid template, like DNA, laws of the land, handbook, and
blueprint which maintain order in an exystem, even if it is on stilts. I cannot imagine how
order from fluctuations can be inherited and how it mutates.
If the mind is an exystem, is there any inherent power law distribution of thoughts? I am
not aware of experiments in this direction, but I dare to predict that not more than 20% of
recurrent thoughts during the day occupy us for not less than 80% of the time.

4. For a given stable state, the more stable the transition state, the more likely the
transition to another (not necessarily MORE) stable state. Chemistry focuses on the
question “how soon?” This is the most difficult question about exystems.

Why is it so difficult? The predictions about the
motion of planets and solar eclipses were pretty easy
even in Antiquity. The reason is trivial: the celestial
mechanism works like a clockwork. Yet I want to
change the vantage point: the life span of human
civilization, let alone human life, is much shorter
than life span of the solar system and the times when
the clockwork will show some temper seem
irrelevant. Human life and the time horizon of
relevance are so close that history shows its full
bandwidth of caprice and derangement, which
religions and ideologies have been trying to tame by
their own nutty zeal.

Life's but a walking
shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his
hour upon the stage
And then is heard no
more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.
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In our context, Shakespeare’s comparison of life with stage performance misses the
existence of the script making repetition of the performance by another, better actor
possible. Our DNA is all the script we have, but continuing the metaphor, the audience
constantly interferes with the actor, either pushing and punching him or carrying high in
triumph. The DNA of society aims at keeping the public in check.
The exystem can be compared to riding a bicycle or walking on stilts. It requires a constant
change of position to adapt to instability of the high center of gravity and small footprint,
for which a constant supply of energy is necessary. This is why “stable state” of molecular
chemistry is a rather poor metaphor for exystem. Exystem goes from one steady state to
another through a perturbation. Homeostasis is the best term, in my opinion.
Self-replication ("Be fruitful and multiply") commanded to living creatures by God and to
things by economists is the guaranteed way to never achieve any steady state for a lifetime
of a generation. In American and Middle East politics God is feared as nowhere else.

5. For an exystem, the act of change consists in the change of structure, i.e., combination
of relatively stable blocks and relatively unstable bonds between them. In terms of Pattern
theory, state is configuration. Possible states are possible structures.

Here is how Amos Oz, a writer with roots going back to Hillel, describes the process of
writing in his remarkable book:
I work like a watchmaker or an old-fashioned silversmith: one eye screwed up, the other fitted
with a watchmaker's magnifying glass, with fine tweezers between my fingers, with bits of
paper rather than cards in front of me on my desk on which I have written various words, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs, and bits of dismantled sentences, fragments of expressions and
descriptions and all kinds of tentative combinations. Every now and again I pick up one of
these particles, these molecules of text, carefully with my tweezers, hold it up to the light and
examine it carefully, turn it in various directions, lean forward and rub or polish it, hold it up to
the light again, rub it again slightly, then lean forward and fit it into the texture of the cloth I am
weaving. Then I stare at it from different angles, still not entirely satisfied, and I take it out
again and replace it with another word, or try to fit it into another niche in the same sentence,
then remove it, file it down a tiny bit more, and try to fit it in again, perhaps at a slightly
different angle. Or deploy it differently. Perhaps farther down the sentence. Or at the beginning
of the next one. Or should I cut it off and make it
into a one-word sentence on its own?

Amos Oz, A Tale of Love and
Darkness, Harcourt, 2004, p.268
That the craftsmanship of creative writing has its
chemistry is no revelation, but nobody has ever
expressed it in such beautiful pattern-chemical
language. Naturally, the process of selection of
configurations ends with the most stable text
under circumstances. Openness of a system
means that there are always external

Tolstoy’s proofreading of War and
Peace
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circumstances. Leo Tolstoy used to endlessly edit his major novels and his wife had to
rewrite them by hand. To say that we are married to our computers is not so facetious as it
may sound. Marriage is a pattern, not a configuration. It evolves, too, bringing new
instability resolved by adaptation and change.

6. Change is often local and involves only some generators and bonds. Paradoxically, it
is the large size of exystems which makes their complexity comprehensible.

This statement is natural for molecular chemistry. The typical
chemical transformation occurs, with few exceptions, within the
neighborhood of a single atom or a pair of atoms. We can
reduce it to an alternating sequence of breakup and formation of
single bonds. DNA is a giant molecule, but the process of
protein synthesis occurs within a small moving area, exactly as
reading a text aloud.

Local episode of
global change

ASIDE: Why aloud? Because, strictly speaking, we do not know what
happens inside the mind. Probably almost nothing when you silently
read 2074 pages and 336000 words of the Healthcare Bill., but who
knows?

Social transformations, revolutions, and reforms also develop
within a small part of the exystemic structure, like the sex revolution and digital revolution,
even though they may spread like wildfire within a particular area.

7. The behavior of a real exystem in the future is comprehensible only partly because its
structure is logically open and axiomatic assumptions are subject to unexpected novelty.
Patterns are generally more stable than configurations, but they provide less detail.

The war against the guerillas who do not wear uniform and have no national identity is an
example of a novelty which can present a debilitating challenge to the most powerful
democracy. War in general is nothing new in itself. Neither is liberalism and humanitarian
necessity to spare the innocent. It is the schizophrenic necessity to combine both which is
historically new. The two modern American hot wars fluctuate between cruelty to our own
troops, put through the meat grinder of Afghan roads, and cruelty to the innocent and even
“guilty.” The paralysis regarding piracy at sea is another example.
The above examples, however, point not to new patterns, but to a new combination of the
old ones in the oxymoron of human war. The truly new phenomenon is what I call
privatization of power. I define power as amount of effort (measured in energy, money or
lives) for a single goal (Essay 53. Power: Hidden Stick, Shared Carrot). It is nothing but a
generalized counterpart of chemical concentration.
Wireless communication, Internet, and land-to-air rockets are radical evolutionary
novelties which immensely amplified human power and made it cheap, so cheap that a
single human mind of a hacker can successfully wrestle with the power of the state and
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corporation, especially when the state is torn by its own cold civil war and revival of
mindless fanatical pseudo-religiosity.

8

. Temperature is the measure of internal motion. Exystems must be warm. Freezing
stops change, melting ruins structure.
I am turning to Amos Oz once again for an illustration to the notion of a warm exystem:
Thinking, but not right to the end, that everything that's hard and everything that's cold will stay
hard and cold forever and everything that's soft and everything that's warm is only soft and
warm for the time being. In the end everything has to pass over to the cold, hard side. Over
there you don't move, you don't think, you don't feel, you don't warm anything. Forever.

Amos Oz, A Tale of Love and Darkness, p. 243

9. The less equal the distribution of a property over the system in time or space the less
stable the system. In physical sciences, entropy is the closest to inequality measure. It is
low for sharp gradients, imbalances, and local concentration.

For the inequality of temperature distribution, melting ice is the best
illustration.

As for another inequalities, here are some:
A. Lender-debtor inequality between USA and China. An instability is imminent.
B. Red-versus-Blue inequality of geographic distribution of political allegiances on
the US map.
C. Inequality of political power distribution in authoritarian states. Watch the news
from time to time. Remember Communist Russia and its satellites.
D. Wealth inequality in America which leads to economic earthquakes.
E. Inequality of global distribution of water resources (water wars)
F. Size inequality of market players: a few are too big to fall.
G. Size inequality in Islamic guerilla war: the solider of a regular army wears a
uniform and is in a company of other soldiers. The insurgent or terrorist is alone
and indistinguishable from civilians: too small to target. The Russians went home.
The Americans will, too.
H. Concentration of wealth, regardless of inequality, is a source of risk-driven
instability.
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3. REVOLT AGAINST MONEY
Although I mentioned Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen several times in Part 2, by that time
my knowledge of his work was limited. I had not read his The Entropy Law and the
Economic Process. That omission, as I am now confessing with relief, was bothering me
like the splinter under a fingernail. Finally I got hold of the book and found it a difficult
and even disconcerting reading.
The year of publication, 1971, was a special time in intellectual history, similar to
Cambrian Explosion in natural history. The variety of new large scale ideas, each of them
promising a further diversification, was so dense that some of them were left unexplored.
Those that advanced to dominance were driven by the prospects of immediate profitability.
Science was happy being fattened, devoured, and digested by economy.
William Ross Ashby’s (1903-1972) concept of homeostasis, pushed aside by algorithmic
computation, usually comes to my mind as an example of a lost treasure. It was a cardinal
idea promising understanding and simulation of the mysterious human thinking. Still well
remembered, homeostat remains a curious little animal waiting to being rediscovered.
The non-pecuniary (i.e., not in terms of money) representation of economy was another
cardinal and heretic idea, left to languish in the slush pile of heterodox economics.
Ashby occasionally—because he does not separate economy from other complex
systems—refers to economy in his An Introduction to Cybernetics, 1957, Chapman & Hall,
London.

In the study of some systems, however, the complexity could not be wholly evaded. The
cerebral cortex of the free-living organism, the ant-hill as a functioning society, and the
human economic system were outstanding both in their practical importance and in their
intractability by the older methods. So today we see psychoses untreated, societies
declining, and economic systems faltering, the scientist being able to do little more than to
appreciate the full complexity of the subject he is studying. (p.5).

Discussing the problem of stability—the main problem in my version of econochemistry—
he notes :
The question “what will this system do?” applied to, say, an economic system, may require
a full description of every detail of its future behavior, but it may be adequately answered
by the much simpler statement “It will return to its usual state” (or perhaps “it will show
ever increasing divergence”). (Ashby, p.85).
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This passing remark not only resonates with my view, but also suggests a truly practical
idea: we will probably never have a consensus on “what will this [economic] system
do?” Neither will we agree on what should the system do. Both questions have a great
variety of answers each. But we will be able to radically simplify the situation by
regulating the stability of the system and asking ourselves only the following question with
yes or no answer: Do we want the system to be more stable?
ASIDE: I have forced myself to put probably before never. There is still a
chance that we will have a social and economic consensus and economy will be as
predictable as a good engine, if by that time good engines are in existence. For long
periods of time, although not forever, such stable civilizations existed, from
Ancient (Egypt and China) civilizations to closed tribal societies. The freezing of
human society into a rigid but shaky order, as Sci-Fi writers see it, a kind of global
tribe—or global anthill with a dictator—can make economy predictable, even if
shocks are perpetual. Sci-Fi is nothing but a search for alternative configurations.
It is part of everyday thinking process of molecular chemists and scientists in
general. Moreover, it is one of two components of any creativity. The other
component is test and selection. The best source: Henri Poincaré, Science and
Method, Book 1, Chapter 3, Mathematical Creation. Available online. I will return to
Poincare’s ideas.

Simplification is the essence of econochemistry. While we lose in content, we may gain in
significance.
Near the bottom [i.e., being most radical] lies such a simplification as would reduce a
whole economic system with a vast number of interacting parts, going through a trade
cycle, to the simple form of two states:

(Ashby, pp.108-109).

Ashby has nothing against money and hardly mentions it
at all (“And a money-amplifier would be a device that, if
given a little money, would emit a lot,” p.265 ) . He
clearly explains why, joining the Penniless Country
Club by default:
It takes for granted that the ovum has abundant free energy,
and that it is so delicately poised metabolically as to be, in a
sense, explosive. Growth of some form there will be,
cybernetics asks “why should the changes be to the rabbitform, and not to a dog-form, a fish-form, or even to a
teratoma-form?” Cybernetics envisages a set of
possibilities much wider than the actual, and then asks
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why the particular case should conform to its usual particular restriction. In
this discussion, questions of energy play almost no part—the energy is simply
taken for granted. Even whether the system is closed to energy or open is often
irrelevant; what is important is the extent to which the system is subject to
determining and controlling factors. (p.3)

We believe that money moves mountains and buys immortality, but Ashby is simply not
interested in what drives transformations. He is preoccupied with the other, not so dazzling
aspect of econochemistry, which (I speak for myself) in chemistry is called catalysis: the
art of achieving the desired change in spite of tight competition with other trends. Note
that the language I use is equally applicable to molecular chemistry, business, politics,
career, scientific problem solving, and love life.
In a similar negative way Ashby defines what I call novelty by defining non-novelty
through the property of closure. This is much better that Aristotelian axiom of closure
which I used.
If Ashby looked so far ahead, how about an advice to the FED chairman or, for that matter,
to the chief executive?
Let us therefore approach the very large system with no
extravagant ideas of what is achievable (p. 245).
The Russian edition of An Introduction to Cybernetics appeared in 1959 and I have been
infatuated with Ross Ashby since then. There is much more to take from Ashby, but I have
to move on to other luminaries in the Penniless Country Club. I promise to come back soon.
In Georgescu-Roegen’s The Entropy Law I found a goldmine of
shrewd observations and witty remarks, notably about the concept
of novelty, event, and the inherent anthropocentrism of economics.
I enjoyed it, but this nectar is not for six-pack guzzlers. More than
half of the book was just sweet philosophy and bitter polemics and
the rest looked either too behind or too ahead of our times.
The author seems to believe that mathematical equations in
Nicholas
economics, which he prophetically criticizes, could be improved
Georgescu-Roegen
and ultimately applied as soon as economy was acknowledged an
open dissipative system. Alas, as physicists, including Einstein, already saw, calculation of
entropy would need a detailed and complete representation of the system—the more
complex the more detailed. In economics it would require reading the minds of billions of
people, as I would reformulate George Soros’ reflectivity. (True, stock traders are simple
creatures and there are swarms of them, but investment banks are not and there are but few
of them—even less than a year ago). Yet the book left on me a deep subconscious
impression, which has been only gradually rising to conscious level: I saw something like
author’s wrestling with God on the subject of the nature of things.
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Georgescu-Roegen’s name guided me to Herman E. Daly, whose Beyond Growth: The
Economics of Sustainable Development (Beacon Press, 1996) I truly
enjoyed. While Georgescu-Roegen was a fountainhead of answers
without questions, Daly stirred up great and painful questions with no
answers acceptable to the ruling elite of the world: politicians,
economists, and businessmen. His concise essays
on the history of the field of Sustainable
Development directed me back in time to
Herman E. Daly Frederick Soddy (1877 – 1956), a Nobel Laureate,
one of the founders of nuclear chemistry, who
introduced the very term isotope and anticipated nuclear war. Soddy
was greatly skeptical about any science of the substance called
“money” which can be overnight made with a bang or lost without
even a puff of smoke. When exactly that had happened both ways
Frederick Soddy
during the current decade on a grand scale, Soddy’s noble ghost was
conjured from the dawn mist of the twentieth century by Eric Zencey
(The New York Times, April 11, 2009). I hurry to acknowledge that I have only cursorily
looked through the main Soddy’s book Wealth, Virtual Wealth and Debt, but Zencey’s
eloquent article and other secondary sources say all what is important. Zencey’s later
article on GDP (“G.D.P. R.I.P.” , NY Times, August 9, 2009 ) joins Herman Daly’s fight
against GNP and the crushing tyranny of growth.
By educational background, Ashby, Soddy, and Georgescu-Roegen were a psychiatrist,
chemist, and mathematician, respectively. Is being an economist a kind of a disability? Or
the opposite “Is not being an economist…” is the right question? If the question is half the
answer, both provide it.
My personal impression is that Soddy’s invasion of economics was motivated by his
perception of WWI as the evidence of the catastrophic instability of unstoppably growing
economy. It seems that he wanted to return to the predictable quasi-mechanical order of the
last half of the nineteenth century. Other than in form of grants money did not fit science.
I think that the baskets—“new system of economic units of measurements” indexed to
inflation—proposed as “part of the subprime solution” by Robert Shiller, the influential,
original, and authentic economist, meekly continue the anti-money line going back to
Frederick Soddy (and probably somebody else whom I do not know).
In contrast, the traditional currency units used by countries all over the world are a poor
measure of value, since their buying powers changes unpredictably over time.
Robert J. Shiller The Subprime Solution: How Today's Global Financial Crisis
Happened, and What to Do about It , 2008, Princeton U.P, p.142.

Now let us listen to Soddy:
It is true that the nation must act, and continue indefinitely to act, as if it possessed more
wealth than it does possess, by the aggregate purchasing power of its money, but the
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important thing is that this Virtual Wealth does not exist. It is an imaginary negative
quantity—a deficit or debt of wealth, subject neither to the laws of conservation nor
thermodynamics. But it is a quantity which has reference to wealth and not to money.
It is not the amount of money people have that is of any real importance, but the
amount of wealth they are in a position to obtain any time in the future on demand,
and therefore go without in the present, that is of importance. It is the quantity of
goods that the community abstains from possessing that is definite, and the number
of units of money this definite quantity is worth is all the money, whatever that all
may be.
Frederick Soddy, Wealth, Virtual Wealth and Debt. London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd. ,
1926, pp. 139-140 [There is a 1987 edition].

It looks like Soddy forgets the quality of goods, without which no possessing can be
definite, but the principle is clear.
As an amateur, I would not mind the above quotation from Robert Shiller containing the
word new in the title of section A New System of Economic Units of Measurement ,
Chapter 6. Shiller points there to the Chilean prototype and he has an earlier book on the
subject. But it seems to me that Shiller also forgets quality and the simple fact that the rich
rarely use goods for the poor, while the poor almost never use the goods for the rich.
ASIDE: The rich and poor have different habitats and
ecological niches. They do not compete for the same food
and territory. Nor have they the same predators, not even
the IRS. They may come in close contact, but intermarry
only as aberration. This is in my eyes a sufficient evidence
that they are different species, probably even different
families, orders, and, apparently but not surprisingly,
classes. Sources: Barbara Ehrenreich, Nickel and Dimed,

Robert L. Frank, Richstan, Wikipedia,
and limited but close personal observations of both
symbiotic lifestyles.
Example: frogs and mice are in different classes of the superclass
Tetrapoda (four-legged) of the phylum Chordata (Vertebrates).
Actually, close enough for brotherly love. They are said to have
common predators: owls, same phylum, class Aves (Birds).

Besides, only big money buys power. The daily baskets for two economic classes (for the
class deniers in America, let us call them not Marx but Pareto classes) have not only
different size, but also dramatically different compositions. Indexes like human
development or happiness, suggested instead of gross indexes, never reflect the Pareto
80/20 inequality of what they represent.
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While I am writing this, another high rank economist Joseph E. Stiglitz suggests to
“rethink GDP fetish” and abandon not only GDP, but also any other single numerical
index of economic progress.
I see no reason to bury any gross monetary index of progress by growth, however gross it
is. I would rethink it as an index of danger. GDP should be a ticking reminder of what is
similar to the situation of astronauts stranded in space with a limited stock of oxygen. Of
course, dum spiro, spero.
There is another, more sinister ticking device, The US National Debt Clock,
http://www.usdebtclock.org/ , a negative quantity which I believe Soddy would
immediately interpreted as the time bomb set to start WWIII.
The stack of dollar bills equal to
the US debt on 9/10/2009 will be
over 3 times higher than the
distance to the moon (238.857
miles between the centers). The
same amount of money in $1000
bills would weigh about 12,000
ton. The terrifying fact is that
American GDP is of the same
order of magnitude!
My reading of the founders of
economic skepticism has had an
unexpected effect: I now firmly
believe in the traditional economics that counts money, whatever slips between its fingers
or magically appears from behind the ear. It cannot be replaced by anything else. Neither
can GDP. We simply have no other hard numerical measure of economy, however devious
this one is. But we have to rethink it.
US Debt Clock, 9/10/2009 6:48 PM ET, fragment;
12/8/2009 : ~$12.1⋅⋅1012

I split the following quotation, where Soddy acknowledges the factor of variety, into
two parts:
[1] It is difficult or impossible to get a physical means of measuring wealth—as, for
example, in the units of physical energy and of human life-time expended in ifs
production—which shall be capable of common application to all the numerous varieties of
wealth ; [2] but this difficulty must not blind us to the palpable absurdities in
conventional economics introduced by always measuring wealth by exchange-value or
money price (p. 62).

Another reason is the factor of individual “quality inequality.” Yet another is corporate and
individual privacy, legally non-existing only under Communism. But how is justified the
second part of the above quotation? It makes no sense to rely on the pandemonium of
mainstream economists who make predictions. As for the skeptics, unfortunately, what we
gain in predictability we lose with triviality. As Herman Daly noted, Georgescu-Roegen’s
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insights were “really elementary by virtue of being so fundamental” (Beyond Growth, p.
193). Fundamentals are feather light. Besides, skepticism has no market value.
Traditional—monetary—economics is exactly the technology of making and losing
money on micro and macro scale. The energy economics represented by Soddy,
Georgescu-Roegen, Daly and supported by money economists like Shiller and Stiglitz,
argues in terms of conservation of energy during the process of making and losing
order. One cannot exclude the other, but can the “alchemy of finance” (George Soros) and
the somber hard-knock chemistry of human condition meet? As for econochemistry,
which is about stability, money has no place there. Alas, if no money out, no money in.
I hope to return to this inexhaustible subject. Right now I have a peacemaking proposition.
Let us count economics and ecology as one science, not two. Living economics today is
ecological economics. There is no other macroeconomics, or, as Herman Daly says,
“macro-macro” (p.50) economics. Ecology is hijacked by economy. Economy is in the
tightening ecological straitjacket. Eco in economy and ecology has the same meaning: our
oikos, planetary home. Ecological economy is a tautology like “new innovation” and “free
gift.”
ASIDE: How about egonomics—the individual human economy of well-being?
To conclude, I venture an explanation why money makes sense as a universal economic
measure. Because it is a conservative value indeed: the balance of debit and credit is
always exact in honest accounting. It is the only keyhole for hard scientists to peep into the
giant halls of economy and earn some living.
/=============================================================/

P.S. August, 2011. The revolt against money continues.
The End of Money and the Future of Civilization, by Thomas Greco,
Jr. ,Chelsea Green Publishing, 2009
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4. ENTROPY AND MATERIAL WASTE
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen considered material waste, of which
the discarded plastic yogurt cup is an appropriate example, 
a manifestation of the entropy law. This is true, but not in the same
absolute sense as regarding energy. Contrary to his view, I do not
see it as irreversible loss. For a chemist, matter is what cannot be
lost except in nuclear transformations, which are outside molecular
chemistry.
The unwritten corollary of molecular chemistry means that any chemical compound can be
converted into a set of its pure chemical elements, as well as synthesized from that set,
provided the conditions of chemical laboratory and availability of energy, time, and
knowledge of chemistry. For example, 100 g of aspirin, C9H8O4 can be converted into
approximately 60 g pure carbon, 4.4 g hydrogen, and 35.6 g oxygen of which aspirin
consists. Of course, there is absolutely no sense in doing that. The constituents from aspirin
are in no practical way different from carbon black and the elements obtained from water.
Note, however, that to reconstitute aspirin from elements is a much more complicated task
than the decomposition. It would require an excess of components because of the losses
during the synthesis. The reason why it is so reflects the very essence of the idea of
entropy.
The synthesis requires the arrangement of as many as 21 atoms in ONE of MANY
possible ways, while the decomposition results in only ONE final result. For example, the
same 21 atoms can be arranged in MANY different stable ways, three of which are shown
in Figure 4-1.
COOH

COOH
COOH
OCOCH3

OCOCH3
OCOCH3
Figure 4-1. Aspirin (left) and two of its isomers
Black points stand for six out of nine carbon atoms. I see no practical way to arrange them
in a hexagon in one step. The actual pathway to make aspirin from elements—carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen—could be very long, tortuous, and wasteful: sheer madness.
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Although the first aspirin was made from natural coal quite easily, it was only because coal
(Figure 4-2) already contained six-member carbon rings, created by nature step-by-step.
It is crucial for the set of ideas which I put forth as the
foundation of econochemistry—and Pattern Chemistry in
general—that the chemical idea of entropy does not
necessarily involve any numbers and calculations. All it
needs is the awareness of the difference between ONE
and MANY, as well as MORE and LESS.
ASIDE: I am indebted by the realization of a
profound difference between ONE and MANY to
my outstanding high school teacher of
mathematics Rimma Hirsh, who used to say, so
long ago,“one is one, but two are many.” I hope
that some young minds will be similarly
Figure 4-2. One of many
imprinted by the idea that chemistry is not just
suggested structures of coal
about atoms and molecules, but about anything
that can be counted one by one, joined, and taken apart.
Chemistry prays on very general combinatorial ideas like owls on mice. Thus, any
structure made of Lego blocks can be split into a pile of individual blocks and reassembled
back or into any other structure, provided the set of spare blocks is big enough. In
chemistry, however, the price of synthesis of a complex substance from chemical elements
can be very high. Chemists play no such games and use commercial reagents of low and
medium complexity, which can be used for a wide variety of purposes. Chemical synthesis
proceeds stepwise, the same way technology progresses historically. Human history
proceeds in the same manner, as a sequence of more or less dramatic steps.
To take an example of practical reversibility of material waste, all growing carbon dioxide
in atmosphere—the main reason for our global pessimism—can be, in principle, converted
into pure carbon and oxygen: CO2  C + O2. The plants come pretty close to this. They
absorb water H2O and convert CO2 into oxygen and carbohydrate, typically (CH2O)n :
n (CO2) + n (H2O)  (CH2O)n +nO2
By heating a carbohydrate to a high temperature in a closed space we can split it into
carbon and water. This can be reproduced, for example, with common sugar or starch in
the kitchen. Any severely burnt food is mostly carbon. Same process of pyrolysis has been
used for millennia to make charcoal from wood.
All we need to split CO2 into carbon and oxygen or convert back into hydrocarbon and
oxygen is energy. We have approximate knowledge and time to develop it. But the fact
that we generate CO2 from carbon and hydrocarbons makes this economically senseless,
unless we have an external—non-coal, non-oil, and non-gas—source of energy, which we,
of course, have: sunlight, wind, and tide. To simulate vegetation is not easy but possible in
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principle. The easiest way is to just plant trees. But what makes more sense: (1) to wait
until we switch to renewable energy which would still be insufficient to maintain unlimited
growth on the limited planet, (2) to voluntarily decrease the global population to ensure
steady state economy, or (3) to re-establish slavery and keep the majority of global
population oppressed and regulated to ensure the sybaritic life for the ruling elite? Those
who have read about Ancient Rome and other empires, up to the Soviet one, know how
little the sybaritic life was guaranteed for the elite: it was in turn regulated by the will of
the tyrant, who himself was never sure he would not part with his head tomorrow. That
kind of meta-stable economy could last for centuries, however.
Let us take a more mundane example: aluminum is the most abundant metal in earth crust.
Yet its production is extremely energy-consuming. A soda can made of aluminum and
thrown into garbage is a waste of aluminum and the energy spent on its manufacturing. As
for energy, when supplied by hydroelectric power stations it is considered renewable, but
is ultimately supplied by the sun. China is the largest manufacturer of both aluminum and
hydroelectric energy.
In principle, the dispersion of metals like aluminum or much rarer lithium, used for
batteries, with waste is fully reversible. Moreover, practically any destroyed man-made
thing can be resurrected. Metals, for example, can be concentrated and recovered from
highly diluted solutions with organic extractants and ion-exchange resins. The material
waste, therefore, is not an irreversible entropic waste; only thermal waste—dissipated
heat—is irreversibly lost. We lose energy, not matter. Only in nuclear transformations we
lose both. This illustrates my thesis that economy is
assembly, separation, and rearrangement of atoms
and molecules. All we need is energy. In fact, energy
is all we need to generate knowledge, while we still
have heads on our shoulders and not cabbage. It looks
like China realizes that the American careless and
ignorant attitude toward material waste will fuel
Chinese economy by the mid-century. In spite of
temporary snags.

In practical terms, however, the recovery of human-generated material waste may require
either less, or as much, or often more energy than the original production.
Human history is by its nature an optimistic undertaking, but with macabre undertones:
optimism is not granted on the individual human scale. Money in modern society is the
pocket sun but there is no individual pocket clockwork generating tides, winds, and
seasons. The society—American capitalism, French socialism, or Afghan tribalism—is the
evolving use of solar presence in the sky.
No wonder, the outlandish ideas of Frederick Soddy and Nicolas Georgescu-Roegen failed
to captivate economists. The sun, the moon, the tide—it is all for poets, farmers, and
fishers. Few of them are on the gravy train.
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5. HENRY POINCARÉ ON BEAUTY

As promised in REVOLT AGAINST MONEY, I turn again to ideas of Henri Poincaré
about thought process in Science and Method, Book 1, Chapter 3, Mathematical Discovery.
Available online.
Since I had read the book at least 30 years ago in Russian, I returned to it many times and
it has been on standby in my memory. In an ASIDE to REVOLT AGAINST MONEY in
the present text (page 18) it readily sprang up, prompted by the word “creativity.”
I am reading again Poincaré’s Mathematical Creation and this time see it in quite a new
light. It helps me that the 1921 edition of his book is in public domain an I can freely
quote it.
Poincaré asks: “And further: how is error possible in mathematics? “ He wonders how he
can be a good mathematician with poor memory. Here is his explanation why he does not
get lost in a long mathematical reasoning (my emphasis):
A mathematical demonstration is not a simple juxtaposition of syllogisms, it is syllogisms
placed in a certain order, and the order in which these elements are placed is much more
important than the elements themselves. If I have the feeling, the intuition, so to speak, of
this order, so as to perceive at a glance the reasoning as a whole, I need no longer fear lest I
forget one of the elements, for each of them will take its allotted place in the array, and that
without any effort of memory on my part.

I read it as a description of what pattern is: an order in the form of slots or bags connected
in a certain order, a pile of items that could be put into slots, and the rules of filling the
slots.
But how can we feel the order, keep it in memory,
and convey to somebody? Poincare is looking for an
exact word, but finds only “feeling,” “intuition,”
and, characteristically, “so to speak.” I can imagine
only one way to do that: the empty slots belong to
the pile of the items that can be placed inside the
slots. Thus, the Christmas socks can store a wide
variety of things, including real Christmas socks in
turn stuffed with Christmas socks. The order can be
linear, circular, or any other, as if the socks were
atoms in molecules. This is what comes to mind
when a pattern chemist “feels” order: a structure of

Pattern Theory for children
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points and lines.
Next, Poincaré seems to express the idea of novelty:
In fact, what is mathematical creation? It does not consist in making new combinations with
mathematical entities already known. Any one could do that, but the combinations so made
would be infinite [?] in number* and most of them absolutely without interest. To create
consists precisely in not making useless combinations and in making those which are useful
and which are only a small minority. Invention is discernment, choice.

* NOTE: There is a problem with the English translation of this paragraph. “Infinite
in number” is the opposite of “d’un nombre fini” (finite in number) of the original
French text. Indeed, what could “most of infinity” mean? Poincaré was not a fan of
Georg Cantor.
They [“the mathematical facts worthy of being studied” ] are those which reveal to us
unsuspected kinship between other facts, long known, but wrongly believed to be strangers to
one another. Among chosen combinations the most fertile will often be those formed of
elements drawn from domains which are far apart.

Some elements were always far apart and now , suddenly, they are forever close. This is
what I mean by novelty: not just a new combination, but the combination whish had been
impossible, illegal, and irregular until it became new. Note that this combination, once it
is stabilizes, is a new element.
Poincaré’s discussion of many subtleties of creative process never ceased to fascinate
scientists, probably, because his explication is never formalized and based on metaphors.
His essay on creativity is often quoted. As he remarks,
Again I beg pardon, my comparison is very rough, but I scarcely know how otherwise to make
my thought understood.

This remark concludes a comparison so chemical, that I want to quote it in its entirety and,
thank Google, I can:
Permit me a rough comparison. Figure the future elements of our combinations as something
like the hooked atoms of Epicurus. During the complete repose of the mind, these atoms are
motionless, they are, so to speak, hooked to the wall; so this complete rest may be indefinitely
prolonged without the atoms meeting, and consequently without any combination between
them.
On the other hand, during a period of apparent rest and unconscious work, certain of them are
detached from the wall and put in motion. They flash in every direction through the space
(I was about to say the room) where they are enclosed, as would, for example, a swarm of
gnats or, if you prefer a more learned comparison, like the molecules of gas in the kinematic
theory of gases. Then their mutual impacts may produce new combinations.
What is the role of the preliminary conscious work? It is evidently to mobilize certain of these
atoms, to unhook them from the wall and put them in swing. We think we have done no good,
because we have moved these elements a thousand different ways in seeking to assemble them,
and have found no satisfactory aggregate. But, after this shaking up imposed upon them by our
will, these atoms do not return to their primitive rest. They freely continue their dance.
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Now, our will did not choose them at random; it pursued a perfectly
determined aim. The mobilized atoms are therefore not any atoms
whatsoever; they are those from which we might reasonably expect the
desired solution. Then the mobilized atoms undergo impacts which
make them enter into combinations among themselves or with other
atoms at rest [pure chemistry! – Y.T.] which they struck against in their
course. Again I beg pardon, my comparison is very rough, but I scarcely
know how otherwise to make my thought understood.

The parallel between molecules and thoughts was the main idea of my Molecules and
Thoughts. It was further developed regarding the linearization of thoughts into speech, see
linguistic essays in complexity , which I do not want to rehash here. I must confess,
however, that Poincaré’s libretto for an atomic ballet completely escaped my memory and,
while writing this Part 4, I read it as for the first time. Before, I was focused on another
great idea of Poincaré expressed in his Mathematical Creation: competition of thoughts for
the place in consciousness.
Finally, I ask, together with Poincaré, what is beauty?
Now, what are the mathematic entities to which we attribute this character of beauty and
elegance, and which are capable of developing in us a sort of esthetic emotion? They are those
whose elements are harmoniously disposed so that the mind without effort can embrace their
totality while realizing the details. This harmony is at once a satisfaction of our esthetic needs
and an aid to the mind, sustaining and guiding.

I suspect that mathematical or, more generally, intellectual beauty and harmony, is nothing
but pattern-chemical stability. The intellectual configuration is beautiful and harmonious
when it is stable, and it is stable when it has minimal number of internal contradictions and
weak bonds. Obviously, the smaller the size of the intellectual construct the more elegant it
is, the less room there is for flaws and contradictions and the easier it is to see them half
way to the completion of the construct. Compare with the 2000 pages of a congressional
bill. Ughh! Or, to take the opposite example, imagine that the entire Christian Scriptures
consist of the Sermon on the Mountain.
I conclude with Poincare:
“I … shall confine myself to saying that the majority of witnesses confirm my
conclusions; I do not say all, for when the appeal is to universal suffrage unanimity
is not to be hoped.”
This is the natural consequence of size.
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6. TRAVELS IN TIME WITH RICHARD FEYNMAN
In this Chapter, I will make some crazy mental jumps from a beer mug to newborn
galaxies and from murder to enzyme inhibition, but this is exactly the point.
The whole idea of pattern chemistry comes from an observation that chemical phenomena
and human matters have a profound similarity. Yet molecular transformations follow the
laws of physics while exystems, to which human matters belong, seem to resist clear cut
physical equations for the reasons which I have already presented earlier. The next
question I am trying to answer is:

What is the physics of exystems, if any?
I have a temerity to ask this question because the green grapes of physics keep teasing me,
although my physical and mathematical competence is inadequate to reach them. As a nonphysicist, I can rely only on quoting grandmasters of science. Is the “profound similarity”
more than just intuitive?
Richard Feynman was, in my opinion, a physicist who could not only naturally speak the
language of common mortals but also step in their shoes. Feynman had an allencompassing view of physics, as if from outer space, but did not hesitate to say,
“we don’t know.” His monologues, preserved in videos (also), are as
breathtaking as mountain scenery. He takes us, mortals, to a summit to watch a
sequence of receding backdrops separated by increasing haze. Moreover,
although Feynman acknowledged his dismissive youthful stance toward
humanities, his published heritage shows a deep natural immergence in all
human matters as a source of intriguing questions the answers to which existed
and had to be found. In his memoirs, science and life are inseparable. He
designed his Lectures as a course in mathematics and real life.
Feynman had a hands-on experience with biology, chemistry and biochemistry, was
interested in new fields beyond physics, and saw the romantic side of organic chemistry:
“This is one of the most fantastic pieces of detective work that has ever been done—
organic chemistry” (Lectures, Vol.1,1-8). He was an artist, musician, linguist, and concerned
citizen. I take him as my guide into physics where I would be lost after a few steps. (I will
be lost, anyway…).

There is no consensus on what energy is, see a witty commentary.
Compare two definitions from Wikipedia:
(1) Energy in physics is a “ scalar physical quantity that describes_ ___
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the amount of work that can be performed by a force .“
(2) Work in physics is “the amount of energy transferred by a _______ force
acting through a distance.”
Richard Feynman:
It is important to realize that in physics today, we have no knowledge of what
energy is. We do not have a picture that energy comes in little blobs of a definite amount.
It is not that way. However, there are formulas for calculating some numerical quantity,
and when we add it all together it gives the same number. It is an abstract thing in that it
does not tell us the mechanism or the reasons for the various formulas (Lectures on
Physics, Volume 1, 4-1).

Feynman discusses general problems with definitions and their circularity in Lectures,
(Vol.1, 12-2). In my interpretation, the result is: tell but don’t ask. If there is a relation, do
not ask what the related things are. In mathematics it does not matter, in real world
everything is approximate.
The word “energy” (energeia, “in work”) was first used by Aristotle in the 4th century B.C.
What Aristotle meant by that is still disputed, but it was certainly not physical energy.
Most commentators agree that it was activity or actuality, as opposed to something
potentially possible. This opposition is very familiar to chemists—and criminal
investigators—who can imagine a whole series of possible transformations but must
decide (or explain) what has actually happened or will happen next. This ultimately
depends on energy considerations, so that the word of a chemist is worth taking to account.
The term energy first appeared in physical literature relatively late, in 1807. It was
introduced by Thomas Young, “The Last Man Who Knew Everything” (the title of a book
about him by Andrew Robinson, Pi Press, 2006) . Young, himself an encyclopedic thinker
of almost Aristotelian gift, in his A Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy and
Mechanical Arts (1807) used the word energy in at least five meanings:
(1) kinetic energy, proportional to mass times velocity square (mv2 /2);
(2) “the tendency of a body to ascend or penetrate to a certain distance, in opposing
to a retarding force;”
(3) electrochemical energy, which is not mechanical;
(4) human creative energy (“Yet with talent, energy, and courage, he almost
literally died…”);
(5) “nervous energy,” which is exhausted at the moment of animal’s death.
Today the words energy, work, and force are used in such non-physical areas as economy,
management, politics, medicine, and personal life: strong economy, energetic interference,
weak health, strong incentive, creative energy, large body of work, political force,
workaholic, etc. None of those qualities can be calculated in calories or Joules. Money,
measurable exactly to the cent, changes its value day to day, can evaporate without a cent
left, and even turn negative. Entropy has penetrated common language as a synonym of
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chaos, disorder, as well as tendency to spontaneous decomposition, disintegration, decay,
and collapse.
We use the four key words of the previous paragraph without giving a thought to their
meaning because we largely agree on what they mean outside physics. Thus, energy can be
defined in dictionaries in non-circular way:
1 a : dynamic quality <narrative energy> b : the capacity of acting or being active
<intellectual energy> c : a usually positive spiritual force <the energy flowing through all
people>
2 : vigorous exertion of power : effort <investing time and energy>
3 : a fundamental entity of nature that is transferred between parts of a system in the
production of physical change within the system and usually regarded as the capacity for
doing work
4 : usable power (as heat or electricity); also : the resources for producing such power
(Merriam-Webster Online ) .

I find these definitions admirable: linguistics, strangely, wins over physics. The capacity
for work appears here with the adverb usually and force with the adjective spiritual, not as
categorically as in physics. Nothing has been left from Aristotelian energeia , so that there
is nothing to argue about. The definitions apply to the common non-professional language.
But what exactly does physics say?
Here is what Richard Feynman says (my emphasis):
There is a fact, or if you wish, a law, governing all natural phenomena that
are known to date. There is no known exception to this law—it is exact so far as we know.
The law is called the conservation of energy. It states that there is a certain quantity, which
we call energy, that does not change in the manifold
changes which nature undergoes. That is a most abstract idea, because it is a

mathematical principle; it says that there is a numerical quantity which does not
change when something happens. It is not a description of a mechanism, or
anything concrete; it is just a strange fact that we can calculate some number and
when we finish watching nature go through her tricks and calculate the number
again, it is the same. (Lectures on Physics, V.1, 4-1).
What seems odd to me is the use of the word law , even with “if you wish.” The law that
there exists something timeless and unconditional looks like the closest analogy to the
belief that there is God. I thought that law always looks like: if…then, but not with “if you
wish.” If something happens, is there something which does not change? Obviously, if
nothing happens, nothing changes, but something is not everything and everything never
changes all at once on human scale. By definition, change is partial. If everything changes,
we and our memory change, too, who knows in what way, and so we lose the point of
reference. “Everything” is the most evasive beast in philosophical jungles and it has a
match in mathematical infinity, with probability roaming nearby.
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In 1915, physicist Emmy Noether formulated and proved a law (theorem) behind
conservation of energy and other principles of conservation in physics. Richard Feynman,
of course, told about it in his Lectures, but without mentioning the author (why?!):
In quantum mechanics it turns out that the conservation of energy is very closely related to
another important property of the world, things do not depend on the absolute time. We can set
up an experiment at a given moment and try it out, and then do the same experiment at a later
moment, and it will behave in exactly the same way. Whether this is strictly true or not, we do
not know. If we assume that it is true, and add the principles of mechanics, then we can
deduce the principle of the conservation of energy. It is a rather subtle and interesting thing,
and it is not easy to explain (Lectures…, V1, 4-4).

Aha! If and then are in place, although with an “if you wish” tinge. Here is the crux of the
law: behavior of physical systems does not depend on time. It is, actually, a law about
laws, which looks like a vicious circle. The physicist Lee Smolin believes that physical
laws may evolve and I see no possible objection a priori. Feynman admits that
conservation is true only for as much as we know. For exystems, however, like economy,
society, technology, and individual human beings like you and me, this is not true. I get the
best illustration from Richard Feynman himself:
That symmetry [i.e., time independence] means, of course, that if one bought General Motors
stock three months ago, the same thing would happen to it if he bought it now! (Lectures…,
V1, 52-2).

This tells me all I need from physics to answer George Soros’ questions about what is so
special about markets as compared with physical systems: You cannot wake up in the same
economy twice. If only all market players and investment bankers had partaken of Richard
Feynman’s irony, we would never have the Great Recession. They were smart enough to
use “seize the day” as the rule of thumb.
I could leave here the difficult for me terrain, but I share at least one trait with physicists: I
am searching for laws of Everything, however idealistic it may seem.
I am encouraged by Richard Feynman:
All scientific knowledge is uncertain. This experience with doubt and uncertainty is important.
I believe that it is of very great value, and one that extends beyond the sciences. I believe that
to solve any problem that has never been solved before, you have to leave the door to the
unknown ajar. You have to permit the possibility that you do not have it exactly right.
Otherwise, if you have made up your mind already, you might not solve it. (The Meaning of

It All, available from Gutenberg-Australia; copyright laws, fortunately, are not as universal as the
laws of nature).
Everything changes irreversibly in human matters and, more generally, in biosphere.
Moreover, exystems are unique, they do not form statistical ensembles, and there is
nothing to generalize, except that they all (1) come, grow, change, exit the stage in due
time and (2) consume energy, matter, and produce thermal and material waste.
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At the end of Volume 1 of his Lectures (52-2 and 52-3), Feynman returns to the
conservation of energy and Noether’s theorem, but again without mentioning her name. He
adds that principles of physics may change with the change of spatial scale, but not with
the change of time. This is where he sarcastically mentions the stock market.
Do economy and economics change with time? This is a rhetorical question. Exystems
evolve. For this reason alone economics and physics do not mix, except in econophysics,
where this mix is potentially explosive.

The fear of analogy is wide spread among natural “hard” scientists relying on logical and
experimental proof and research grants. On the contrary, metaphor and analogy, the
fraternal twins, preside over humanities and human matters in general. They have been
greatly influential in the developing our thought and language.
The use of analogy in reasoning, far from being the work of the devil, is today a major research
topic in cognitive science and is widely considered a key to what makes us smart ( Steven
Pinker, The Blank Slate, Viking, 2002, p. 106).

This is why physicists and mathematicians, with their equations instead of analogies, gut
feelings, and other “work of the devil” were embraced, patted on the back, given each a
desk, telephone, computer, and check with impressive number of digits when they had
knocked on the doors of investment banks. Since the classic and devilishly funny Michael
Lewis' Liar's Poker, a whole library, still expanding, has been published on this topic.
While hard natural sciences assume that the laws of nature are unchangeable—otherwise
logic could not be used—the human condition changes while we speak. Regardless of
whether economics is hard, soft, or scrambled, it is the best illustration of the difference of
exystem from the typical systems of physics and chemistry.
One of the reasons that the crisis of 2008 happened was not because the equations of the
“quants” were wrong, but because they were believed to be true at least for the foreseeable
future. The future of an exystem is indeed foreseeable, but we never know for how long.
There is nothing wrong with the quantitative analysis of investment and econophysics as
science, as there is nothing wrong with a new car, which sooner or later will let you down,
unless you sell it in time.
There is nothing wrong about making money on the future, see INTRADE.com,
until you sell it in time—long or short.
As it becomes clear with time, for most people in investment banks and related institutions,
the truth did not matter for as long as the checks were coming. Optimism pays in the brave
old world. Does it mean that we can once and for all fix both problems and whatever else
will come up? The limited size of the foreseeable future gives us no certainty unless we are
staunch optimists. The same Michael Lewis in his latest The Big Short (W.W.Norton, 2010)
shows that pessimism pays big in the brave new world. To be a pessimist, however, you
need to stay away from the optimists: they spray the germs of optimism around when they
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sneeze. Besides, most Americans are inoculated against pessimism since childhood as if it
were smallpox.
The main question I pose in INTRODUCTION TO PATTERN CHEMISTRY is, in short:
In spite of their morphing and contorting right before our eyes, what is that we still
can know about the future behavior of exystems for a long time ahead?

But what is “long,” anyway? Let us say, long is as long as you care. In human matters I
would take a human life span as the basic unit of “long.” I do not know anything longer. Do you?
More optimistically (or, if you wish, pessimistically) “long” means for as long as the
sources of energy on planet Earth last. This is a very long time, even if oil, coal and gas are
exhausted after a few “longs.” If the solar energy alone was sufficient to generate lush life
on earth, it will be sufficient to sustain it. See, I am an optimist. I am not sure about clean air
and water, but you have a good chance to keep your solar cell phone available in many
colors and with fancy ringtones.
In short, I see no way to clone and transplant the notions of energy, entropy, and
temperature from physics to the exystems which by definition are complex and evolving.
Neither do we have a good understanding of behavior of open complex systems far from
equilibrium, as far as I know. Paradoxically, we understand well only the life of the cell in
biology because biology is less ambitious than physics. Come to think of it, how could be
otherwise? If the system is open and interacts with another system, than both must be
considered together as an open system. In nature, there are no closed systems which are
forever closed, as there is no forever. Forever is supernatural. Living cell, however, has a
distinct border with exact accounting of import and export of energy and matter.
Probably, only the planet Earth as a whole, simplified to the status of astronomical body, is
stable enough for the time span so large that it means practically forever for us. Something
can happen big time on that scale, too, as the giant ancient bones and teeth testify. In a way,
the Earth is a lonely living cell of the universe.
Is the planet Earth an exystem? Is Gaia a realistic idea? Atmosphere and the oceans
are an interesting test case. Exystems are quasi-solid: they have a long range
structure which changes stepwise. Fluids undergo only limited stepwise changes
(phase transitions), like icewatersteam. There is no sharp borderline, however,
and this is why the emergence of life from the fluid layer of the earth enveloping
the slowly evolving geological skeleton seems like a natural pattern idea. From this
angle, the living ocean of Stanislav Lem in Solaris does not look like an exorbitant
mental construct. What the fluid skin of the Earth over the hard mineral skeleton
lacks to be fully alive is its own replicable template. One can say that the earth has
already acquired its code in human atmospheric science, but isn’t this too farfetched? Yet nothing in patterns can be qualified as “too far.” Go to the beginning
of this Chapter.
In human matters, if not energy, entropy, and temperature, if not numbers and equations,
and if not laws, then what instead can tell us about the future?
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I am watching daily news with pattern eyes. I saw the signing of the Healthcare Bill on
March 23, 2010. I kept track of all preceding and subsequent events with the physical
sensation of increasing social temperature and pressure. After reading Richard Feynman, I
am more than ever convinced that patterns in the sense of Pattern Theory are the surrogates
of physical laws for human matters: they can hold for a very long historical time.
Protesters against the Healthcare Bill shouted racial slurs at John Lewis, a Black
congressman and a leader of the civil rights movement of the 1960s . The reporter Tim
Henley , apparently, born well after 1960, commented on March 22, 2010:
So, excuse me if I am a little confused about which century this is. For a second, I thought I
accidentally stepped into a time machine that sent me 60 years into the past.

Regarding time travel, here is a page from my own travel diary.
Reading Steven Pinker’s The Blank Slate, Chapter 6, Political Scientists (p. 115), I myself
was transported over 60 years back into the dusk of the Stalin’s era in Russia.
The name of Trofim Lysenko, the butcher of Soviet biology, is remembered in America.
Around 1950, the science of formal genetics, which contradicted Lysenko’s ideas and, to
some extent, the Communist ideology of creating a “new man,” was declared bourgeois
pseudo-science. Dozens or maybe hundreds of biologists were denounced and expelled
from scientific institutions. It is less known that similar campaigns, in the style later
mimicked by Mao’s “Cultural Revolution,” were launched also in other fields of science:
physics, neurophysiology, linguistics, cybernetics, and what not. Only mathematics and
applied sciences were spared. As a teenager interested in science, I personally read some
published transcripts of “scientific” trials of anti-Marxist pseudo-scientists in chemistry
and psychiatry and I well remember the general tone of the speakers.
Steven Pinker quotes a letter (2002) of Professors of Anthropology Terence Turner and
Leslie Sponsel, regarding the book of journalist Patrick Tierney who accused
anthropological field studies of James Neel and Napoleon Chagnon on Yanomami tribe
of Venezuela of being, so to speak, the work of the devil. I reproduce the quote from a
Web source.
This nightmarish story—a real anthropological heart of darkness beyond the imagining of even
a Josef Conrad (though not, perhaps, a Josef Mengele)—will be seen (rightly in our view) by
the public, as well as most anthropologists, as putting the whole discipline on trial. As another
reader of the galleys put it, this book [by Tierney] should shake anthropology to its very
foundations. It should cause the field to understand how the corrupt and depraved
protagonists [Neel and Chagnon] could have spread their poison for so long while they were
accorded great respect throughout the Western World and generations of undergraduates
received their lies as the introductory substance of anthropology. This should never be
allowed to happen again.

I swear that the quote reproduces exactly the spirit, and largely the letter, of Stalin’s
pogroms of science in late 1940s and early ‘50s. The words in bold font copy the Russian
words said and published countless times in those frightening for scientists years. There is an
incomplete overview of the suppressed research in the Soviet Union.
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The patterns I keep thinking about most often are the American Civil War, Medieval
Europe, the Monkey Trial, and the long and rich history of suppressing historical and
scientific truth, to which the Texas Board of Education , which revises American history,
and Ahmadinejad, who calls 9-11 a big fabrication and the Holocaust a myth, add new
configurations.
The explicit declarations of a Civil War from the American Right have recently sprung up
on the Web, but I do not want to quote them. Death threats to some congressmen and their
families, including their children, followed, in the name of saving unborn children. Actual
violent acts followed. That prompts me to continue my little experiment on time symmetry
in exystems, started in 2006.
In my Essay 43, The Cold Civil War in America (2006) I googled out less than
1000 links to "cold civil war" America . On March 24, 2010, the Google dragnet
is bringing something less abstract:
35,900
93,800
99,600
266,000
98,200
99,600

"cold civil war" America
"cold civil war" America healthcare
"cold civil war" healthcare
American "cold civil war"
American "cold civil war" healthcare
healthcare "cold civil war"

I see Google as a working prototype of an exystemic instrument capable of gauging the
energy accumulating along the fault lines of American society. The tandem of the
American Google and the Chinese search engine Baidu is equally or even more sensitive.
It measures the stress at the top of Chinese power elite by what Baidu blackens out from
the Web.
As far as measurable physics of exystems is concerned, the word cloud (or
tag cloud), based on search engines, works as a version of the exystemic thermometer.
This principle of measuring exystemic temperature is much older that the Web, however. It
was first implemented in the size of the newspaper headlines.
By invoking headlines and word clouds I am obviously trying to imitate, naively or maybe
not, experimental physics in order to incorporate pattern chemistry together with physics
and molecular chemistry into a single picture of the world. I do not expect any numerical
calculation of the future, however. I am looking for a deeper interdisciplinary unity.
I suspect that it is impossible to arrive to a unified world paradigm by generalizing a single
field of science. But we can attempt to synthesize this paradigm from most general ideas
regardless from where they are coming.
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The word cloud of a Ben Bernanke’s speech
Old headlines

Figure 6-1. Two social thermometers
Biology contributes the idea of evolution with novelty as the central abstract idea.
Chemistry looks into the intimate mechanisms of transformation, physics separates known
from unknown and possible from impossible. From this point of view the interdisciplinary
borders disappear, but so does science as we understand it. Until global civilization
becomes a king of a dystopian clockwork (an extremely remote possibility, explored by
sci-fi writers), we cannot promise knowledge of the future, except that any clockwork
breaks down, but understanding the future as a natural phenomenon is possible.
It seems to me that physics can contribute a specific conceptual cement to the unified
picture.
Let us turn to Richard Feynman once again.
Experiment is the sole judge of scientific "truth." But what is the source of knowledge? Where
do the laws that are to be tested come from? Experiment, itself, helps to produce these laws, in
the sense that it gives us hints. But also needed is imagination to create from these hints the
great generalizations—to guess at the wonderful, simple, but very strange patterns beneath
them all, and then to experiment to check again whether we have made the right guess.
(Lectures, Vol. 1, 1-1).

A great generalization and a strange pattern, although only in my imagination, come from
the template of symmetry. (Template in Pattern Theory is a typical configuration, the starting
point for exploring similarity transformations).
The following reasoning walks over a few stepping stones, mostly borrowed from the final
chapter of Richard Feynman’s Lectures (Vol.1). They are pretty slippery in the context of
human history and, in general, pattern chemistry. But I have nothing else to cross the river
from one bank to the other: from human matters to physics.
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(1) Noether’s theorem attributes a certain conservation law to a particular symmetry. Thus,
conservation of energy is inherently connected to symmetry under translation in time. The
latter can be compared to traveling in a time machine and observing the laws of nature.
(2) Symmetry in physical phenomena can be imperfect: “almost symmetry” (Feynman).
(3) Exystems are physically fully conservative: energy is conserved, but not configurations.
(4) Some exystemic patterns reappear in time (I cautiously say reappear instead of are
translated in time) while configurations change.
(5) Pattern in Pattern Theory is a conservative notion: it is invariant under the similarity
transformation, but not necessarily under translation in time. Patterns of history can fall
asleep, hibernate, and wake up.
(6) HYPOTHESIS: Pattern picture of the world is compatible not only with the
chemical picture of the world, but also with the physical one. The unifying idea is
symmetry.
We can make this statement with more certainty if we formulate what in particular is
conserved while being “translated” from the physical world into the exystemic world of
human matters and back—not in physical space and time. The answer may sound
awkward: conservation along the timeline is conserved.
In physics energy is conserved in time, while in exystems it is pattern. The symmetry
under time is not perfect: patterns of history (and personal life) from time to time change,
although they can come back. In physics energy changes form back and forth, although
with some limitations. In the very long run, we do not know what happens to energy.
Does it mean that evolution, which does not leave anything unchanged, is also conserved
in the physical world, as Lee Smolin suspects? If the world is deeply symmetrical, then yes.
I really cannot look outside the solar system. As far as our planet is concerned, it is the
conservation under transformation (symmetry in the physical sense) which makes the
world survivable and understandable. We are sustained by hope that the laws of nature and
the patterns of our existence will last until tomorrow and this hope is statistically well
founded.
“This is so trivial,” somebody may say. Trivial? Good! Then I don’t need to prove it.
NOTE: (1) I am still having a problem with deep foundations of physics. Noether’s
theorem states: “For every continuous symmetry of the laws of physics, there must exist a
conservation law”. But symmetry is conservation! My doubt arises because I look at the
world trough the pattern filters and see only the common property of conservation, being
blind to differences. I suspect a kind of pattern tautology in Noether’s theorem. Richard
Feynman remarks, in pattern language: “So, with certain symmetries something which is
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true initially is true for all times. But isn’t it just a conservation law? Yes!” (Lectures, V.3,
17-4). This looks like yet another definition of pattern, but it is incomplete. Patterns are
true also across all abstract but realistic spaces: chemical, biological, social, economic,
psychological, etc.
(2) My second problem concerns time in physics. Feynman, allegedly, said that “time is
what continues when everything else stops.” I haven’t found the source, however, but
noticed a different view:
We could also say here that time must have started with the first motion and will
only stop when everything else stops moving. (Riadh H. Al Rabeh, New Ideas for
the Extra Dimensions and for Deriving the Basic Laws of Physics , Progress in
Physics, 2010, V.1. p. L14).
As I see it, Pattern Chemistry knows only one kind of time: if nothing changes, it does not
move. I call it “Leibniz time.” The idea that we can translate anything in time may have
limited sense only regarding a closed isolated system. We cannot find isolation at least
within the solar system. In Pattern Chemistry time is synonymous with irreversible change,
i.e., in line with Ilya Prigogine’s view of time.

I feel like I have indeed crossed the chasm from human matters to physics. I believe we
can have exystemic surrogates for the conservation laws. This may be sufficient for
understanding, but I am not sure about calculated hard knowledge. Physics always
generously supplied us with metaphors, but stood far apart from human matters. Now that
we have made an attempt to peek into the hall of complexity in which physics is still a
wallflower, but at least inside the walls, I am going to cross the divide back and return to
life and humans. My steps are:
(1) If the inequality of pressure on both sides of a piston in the cylinder is high enough, the
piston moves in the direction of equalization of pressure as far as the resistance allows—
and stops.
(2) If a sugar cube is dropped into a cup of coffee, it will dissolve as fast as the
temperature allows—and nothing more happens.
(3) If an ice cube is dropped into a glass of water, it will melt as fast as the temperatures of
water and ice differ—and that will be the end of show.
(4) If the distribution of power is sharply unequal, people rise to resistance and can change
the laws of society toward more freedom—until the next round of concentration of power.
(5) If the concentration of money under individual control is too high, the owners start
behaving more risky because loss would not completely destroy their wealth. They
destabilize the economic system. This means that the wealth of lower population strata can
be completely destroyed. The stagnating masses then begin to look for a strong hand
promising a pie in the sky and slaying of the monster of socialism (or capitalism). Then
GO TO (4).
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(6) If a powerful military, industrial, financial, technological, scientific, or any other
empire spreads the said power all over the world in the form of business, education,
technology, and military bases, its concentrated power can dissolve like a sugar cube in a
cup of coffee and become concentrated somewhere else—until it starts dissolving there.
(7) If the military power of a nation or a supranational agglomerate is too high, its leaders
become prone to a risky behavior and lose the advantage for as much as the difference of
the brainpower between the nation and its enemies allows—until they wake up to reality
and try to reverse the process.
Physical systems (1) to (4) come to a “quieter” state—equilibrium or not—while exystems
(5) to (7) cannot stop going through the periods of stability separated by more or less
turbulent transition states, never returning to the same state twice.
We may feel reassured about conservation laws, but
philosophical comfort does not decrease the pragmatic
uncertainty of the future. Philosophy does not sell well. What
about thermodynamics and equations of econophysics with their
confident and sellable equality sign 2 + 2 = 4 ? What about
energy and entropy?
As I believe, exystems require pattern chemists to sacrifice the equality sign and limit
ourselves to inequality sign, as in LESS < MORE. This is a rather habitual situation for
molecular chemistry where stabilities of the transition states with not exactly known
structures and energies are compared. For a related problem of quantifying humanitarian
values, see my Essay 13. On Numbers ( also in complete Essays).
From a clear and simple notion of thermodynamics, entropy has developed into another
Science of Everything—from elementary particles to stars. The range of approaches is well
reflected in the open access journal Entropy.
There is a big problem with entropy in physical systems of sufficient complexity (see this
INTRODUCTION , Part 2 (and on SCRIBD) , February 26 and further to the end of Part 2). It
turns out that inequality is by no means a well defined notion, either. There are dozens
different measures of inequality, as there are dozens of various entropy measures. The
MORE/LESS criterion can simplify the situation.
I use “MORE/LESS” to avoid ambiguity in the use of the word “inequality” or “relativity,” or
“comparative method.” In fact, I mean “partial order.”

Since 1905, Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient have been used almost exclusively for
measuring economic inequality, as originally intended by Max Otto Lorenz . The method,
however, has been slowly creeping into other areas, such as biodiversity, distribution of
scientific publications, and selectivity of some enzyme inhibitors (very interesting!). Lorenz
curve was praised for its unique absence of ambiguity among other measures of inequality
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( F. Gosselin, Lorenz partial order: the best known logical framework to define evenness
indices” )
Recently I was happy to see the use of Lorenz curve in the study of purely physical process
of foam decay and bubble size distribution (Sonja Sauerbrei, Lorenz Curves, Size
Classification, and Dimensions of Bubble Size Distributions, Entropy , 2010, 12, 1-13).
The bubbles of beer foam undergo the process of demixing, i.e., increasing inequality
(“away from equality,” as the author writes).
Regarding exystems, I would expunge entropy completely, together with freedom, from
consideration.
The opinion that entropy is the notion closest to freedom had already been
expressed (references A and B), although not often. The so-called Maximum
Entropy Production Principle (“MEP,” see a recent publication: James Dyke and Axel
Kleidon, The Maximum Entropy Production Principle: Its Theoretical Foundations and
Applications to the Earth System, Entropy 2010, 12, 613-630)

Entropy for exystems is a complicated and controversial issue, to which I am not qualified
to contribute anything but skepticism. Privately speaking, planet Earth is, probably, the
least complicated case because the source, interface, and the balance of energy are well
defined. There is a much simpler reason for simplification, however: the local parameters
of land, water, and atmosphere are distributed in Euclidean space and continuous Newton
time, although they can be represented as a fine or coarse grid, quite in tune with the
concept of histogram, essential for Lorenz curve. Human civilization is described in
physical time and space only to a small and
uninteresting degree, however. Yet the distribution of a
value over a set of elements is universally applicable,
regardless of whether large enough statistical
ensembles are involved. A hostility between just two
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neighbors creates enough local tension to turn into violent conflict,
no statistics involved.

The distributions of income, education, unemployment,
probably, even gravity of crime and political partisan
strife, have no “physicality” in space. In Figure 6-2, I
plot the Gini coefficient for murder rate per capita in
76 US cities .
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Figure 6-2. Cumulative
distribution of murder
per capita in 76 US large
cities, 2008 (data source).
It shows a high inequality (Gini = 0.47), while total violent crime distribution for 75 cities
is even less equally distributed (Gini = 0.34).
I do not venture either to interpret the data, although it is possible (“crime begets crime like
money begets money and sheep beget sheep”), or to discuss the validity of entropy calculation
for this subsystem (a provisional rule: “no entropy outside probability theory”).
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For comparison, I present an illustration from the area of biochemistry, Figure 6-3. Three
inhibitors of the enzyme group kinase (“crime”) were tested against 85 individual kinases
(“cities”). The non-selective inhibitor has a very low Gini. It means that it acts on all
kinases indiscriminately in the same way, not that it is inactive.
By reverse analogy, some crimes are
sensitive to particularities of the cities. But
are there non-specific crimes?
In Figure 6-4, I plot the cumulative
distribution of murder for 31 US cities with
population under 400,000. Gini = 0.01 (no
“selectivity”).

Figure 6-3. Cumulative distribution of
kinase inhibiting activity over 85 kinases
Source (modified)

I have already written about the
MORE/LESS approach on many occasions
because that was one of the main
contributions of chemistry to pattern
chemistry. The idea of equality of
distribution as an exystemic counterpart of
physical entropy follows not from either

chemistry or Pattern Theory but from
observations of processes in nature, whether
inanimate, living, or human, as well as from
general meaning of entropy as the measure of
order.
Local tensions, i.e., concentrations of energy
(high thermodynamic potentials), lead to
discontinuous changes, from earthquakes to
revolutions and from extinctions to emergences.
This can happen in solid and quasi-solid
structures. By quasi-solid structures I mean any
configuration, like molecule or system of
government, not solid in physical sense, in
which some bonds require energy to be broken.
Figure 6-4. Cumulative distribution
I call such bonds positive, to distinguish from
of murder per capita in 31 US
negative bonds, which require energy to keep
cities, population under 400,000;
them locked. Fluid systems mostly dissipate
the local concentrations, unless at high enough 2008 (data source).
speed or specific circumstances. This is why
chemists strongly prefer to conduct chemical transformations in stirred solutions and
skilled leaders try to quickly resolve internal conflicts.
To create a stable structure in a fluid system, a significant level of energy dissipation is
needed. This is where the tax dollars go, if you wonder.
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In pattern chemistry, where relative values are sufficient, any measure of inequality is fine
for as long as the inequality is preserved for any two objects. This may not be so in the real
world.
If we accept pattern surrogates for temperature and entropy, what about energy? I would
say in the MORE/LESS language of inequalities that (1) the higher the temperature, the
higher instability, (2) the higher inequality, the higher instability, and (3) instability is
surrogate energy (I skip clarifications).
I realize that this kind of primitive physical chemistry looks childish, but the more I think
about it, the more I believe in the potential of children. As soon as we lose the Euclidean
ground under our feet, we have to learn flying on the wings of featherweight ideas. We
cannot conquer grave complexity with grave complexity.
I do not moralize inequality. I am no egalitarian. Concentration of money and power—and
inequality in general—keeps civilization far from equilibrium and makes it plastic and
adaptable to external changes. Nobody wants America to be poor and weak except its
enemies. Low concentration of power and money brings no benefits.
I call Richard Feynman again:
I started to say that the idea of distributing everything evenly is based on a theory
that there's only X amount of stuff in the world, that somehow we took it away from
the poorer countries in the first place, and therefore we should give it back to them.
But this theory doesn't take into account the real reason for the differences between
countries—that is, the development of new techniques for growing food, the
development of machinery to grow food and to do other things, and the fact that all
this machinery requires the concentration of capital. It isn't the stuff, but the power to
make the stuff , that is important. But I realize now that these people were not in
science; they didn't understand it. They didn't understand technology; they didn't
understand their time.
( Surely, you are joking, Mr. Feynman!, W.W.Norton, 1997, p. 283 ).

Concentration of capital boosts up the economy with the Aristotelian energeia, the ability
to turn possibility into reality. Only the government or the crooks can redistribute wealth
within the constant sum. What happens when a machine for concentrating the income and
profits—the yearly new crop of money which is not yet taken from anybody, but generated
by economy—is invented and privately put up for sale? I am certain that Richard
Feynman could crack our economic conundrums faster than any safe because he would see
it as a scientific problem.
I greatly enjoyed the incomparable Gone with the Wind as a whole but one moment was
most striking.
“What most people don't seem to realize is that there is just as much money to be made
out of the wreckage of a civilization as from the upbuilding of one," Rhett Butler was
coaching Scarlet O’Hara.
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I consider the Great Recession of 2008 a direct result of the realization of Rhett Butler’s
idea applied to the civilization of money. The modern financial engine, which combines
long term investing, short selling, and risk reduction (derivatives), is a miraculous
invention of practical human mind possessing hardly anything above the knowledge of
arithmetic and human nature. It has been involving for at least 400 years but grew into the
present MMM on electronic hormones.
MMM stands for Money-Making-Machine, as well as for Money-Money-Money and
Magnificent-Majestic-Marvelous, although is sometimes seen as Murky–Malicious-Mean.
The machine, the posterity of donkey, sail ship, caravan, and windmill, is effectively
concentrating wealth. The hedge fund follows the pattern of the watermill or windmill
where the miller takes his pay in the form of grain. The more grain is brought to the mill,
the richer the miller, while power is free. The money mill, however, works regardless of
whether the harvest is good or bad. In lean years, the miller can sell his stock. This is not
really analogy, but just a pattern of profiting on change of a parameter in any of two
directions. There is nothing mystical in that. Tidal power stations can work at both flood
tide and ebb tide and the wind turbine follows the wind direction. The water mill is also an
MMM, but it works on external source of practically inexhaustible (some say “renewable”)
energy. The markets work on a fluctuating but limited money supply, aptly called liquidity,
maybe in nostalgic memory of water and wind. This is a far cry from the ocean liquidity
and atmospheric fluidity, however. In addition, money itself changes its value, ostensibly
violating the principle of conservation. The latter applies only to accounting, unless it is
cooked.
Therefore, the wealth concentration results only in skewing the distribution of wealth
toward more inequality which, in Pattern Chemistry stands for the main internal cause of
instability. Is there an external cause? As far as I know, Jesus does not want you to be rich.
Figure 6-5 illustrates the measure of inequality called Gini coefficient, based on Lorenz
curve. I have already mentioned all that in previous parts of INTRODUCTION (for
example, Part 2, November 23, 2008) and good explanations can be found on the Web. I
repeat some points because of a different context and some new personal discoveries.
Figure 6-5 shows four Lorenz curves used for representing distribution of some value
over a population split into equal narrow slots along X. Each is a sum of all slot values (Y)
from 0 to X. The slot values are strictly ordered from minimum to maximum. Since it is
more difficult to measure wealth than income, economists prefer income to wealth while
estimating inequality, although Lorenz curve is a universal abstract representation of any
inequality. Thus, it can represent the distribution of the passengers across the deck of a
ship, as well as of the cash in their pockets.
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Figure 6-5. Lorenz curves for some distributions

NORMAL

Difference in shape (as between A and D) is reflected in
Lorenz asymmetry coefficient

D
EQUAL (A) means that everybody has the same wealth (or some other value). The sum of
all individual possessions increases at the same rate. VERY UNEQUAL (B) shows the
presence of large number of poor individuals and a minority of a very rich owners.
Normal distribution (D) is a special case of random allotment of wealth with probability
decreasing with the distance from the average value.
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Figure 6-6. The number of stars closer than 10 parsec of the Sun versus their
photographic magnitude (left) and Lorenz curve (black) for their distribution
(right). Source.
Growth, weight, and IQ follow the normal distribution (Gibbs distribution). Wealth,
income, and stellar mass (Figure 6-6) distributions do not. The difference between the two
groups of indexes is that people exchange money and bargain for income, but do not
exchange IQ , height, and weight.
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As for the stars, I am not into astrophysics, but their non-Gibbs , i.e., non-normal,
distribution (mixture of Weibull and power law distributions) , probably, follows from their
interactions during formation from gas clouds when the process consists of fragmentation
and merger.
In other words, stars “compete” for a limited resource like humans, animals, and, probably,
even the bubbles of beer foam. Similar phenomena show up in other physical systems with
exchange, for example, phase transitions, like icewatersteam, which is somewhat similar
to condensation of interstellar clouds into stars. Note a dramatic difference of freezing, melting,
crystallization and dissolution: they run on surfaces instead of volume. Information replication
and expression runs along a line.

If most passengers of a small ship or ferry gather along one side of the deck, the ship can
become unstable and turn over. When wealth is hoarded by one segment of society, the
economy boat can roll and get water into the hull or even capsize.
That inequality distribution in an exystem results in instability seems to me the most
important exystemic law compatible with physical laws. It applies also to internal conflicts
in human soul, cognitive dissonance, small social groups, and societies.
What I am afraid of is that the exystemic earthquake, unlike the roll of a ship, does not
return the exystem to the initial state. My fear seeps out of my close familiarity with the
history and reality of the Soviet Russia, to which Cambodia, Cuba, and South Korea have
added each its own postscript.
In 2010, observers register an unprecedented concentration of political poison, fringe
aggressiveness, demagogy and violent trends, which, in my view, is a typical warning sign
of a possible exystemic change.
What can it be? Either a de-facto one party system or a more than two party system.
But I do not see it on INTRADE :
No matches found for "one party system"
No matches found for "three party system"

And yet the price of Sarah Palin goes up, Figure 6-7
C. P. Snow was, probably, not the first to discover the great divide between sciences and
humanities, but he was the first to put it on the map of culture, where it remains. He was
an interpreter across the divide, but more from the humanitarian side, although he could
put himself into scientific shoes. This is how he formulated the laws of thermodynamics in
the language of humanities:
You cannot win (that is, you cannot get something for nothing because matter and energy
are conserved).
You cannot break even (useful energy degenerates into non-useable, disorganized energy,
because there is always an increase in disorder).
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Figure 6-7. Contract 2012.REP.NOM.PALIN
displayed on Intrade.com , Sunday, April 11, 2010.
UPDATE: April 3, 2011: Last trade: 5.9 

Can they be applied to economy as a whole? Yes, but only in a statistical sense. An
individual can always count on his or her luck. The society can expect lots of wreckage.
A few win big, a few lose a little, many lose all, and some never lose. This is the
Darwinian essence of the evolution in exystems: the whole survives at the expense of
victims, the large the whole, the better the chances. But the exystem changes and
dinosaurs may become lizards or, at best, crocodiles.
Michael Lewis’ The Big Short , in a way, continues and confirms the story of Rhett
Butler. A few can indeed make big money out of the wreckage of a civilization, but then
another one could be built, possibly, with neither money nor freedom, as it happened in
Russia in the twentieth century.
TEST QUESTION: Can the three- or four-party political system in America
add to stability as compared with two-party system?
Finally, who invented the MMM?
Jacob of the Genesis (30: 27-43) could file the first patent on wealth concentrator. I will
quote only the beginning and the end of the invention description.
And he (Laban) said, What shall I give thee? And Jacob said, Thou shalt not give me any
thing: if thou wilt do this thing for me, I will again feed and keep thy flock (30: 31).

Concentration, unlike dissipation, will not happen on its own, unless in geological time.
There is always some intricate technology behind it. Better read the original source, it is
interesting. Here is the end:
And the man (Jacob) increased exceedingly and had much cattle, and maidservants, and
camels, and asses (30: 43).

The next chapter begins with the nonsensical complaint of Laban’s Marxist sons that
“Jacob has taken away all that was our father’s.”
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Are the lost jobs taken away by the Wall Street sharks (and their bloody Socialist friends)
or is it a configuration of a very old pattern? But this is a different story and the question
should be better left for homework.
The great charm of the Bible is for me the treasury of pattern templates. After so many
long jumps, how about one more, from the success of insurance in Ancient Egypt to the
collapse of AIG, the American company in the same business ?
The story of Joseph in Egypt is probably known better than the story of Jacob and Laban.
Here is its end:
And he (Joseph) gathered up all the food of the seven years (of abundance) , which were in
the land of Egypt, and laid up the food in the cities: the food of the field, which was round
about every city, laid he up in the same (41:48).
And the famine was over all the face of the earth: and Joseph opened all the storehouses,
and sold unto Egyptians; and the famine waxed sore in the land of Egypt (41:56).
And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph to buy corn; because that the famine was so
sore in all lands (41: 57).

There is a delicate nuance in the story, however. Apparently, the Pharaoh did not pay
money for the grain, all the more it was, the story says, as abundant after seven good years
as sand. But he definitely put it up for sale. Moreover, it was actually bought by the
people.
In the story of Joseph, the Hebrew Torah uses the same word for both buy and sale: רבש
(shabar). A few translations dissent, however. For example, The Torah: A Modern
Commentary (Ed: W. Gunther Plaut) , The Union of American Hebrew Congregations
(New York, 1981) translates it as ration instead of sell and procure instead of buy. My
personal impression, confirmed by dictionaries, is that  רבשwas used specifically in the
meaning of “trade grain.” There is also a translation by “retail”, which is probably the
best.
There are other different words for buy and sell in the Torah, as well as in modern Hebrew,
but one episode of the story of Joseph leaves no doubt that his brothers came to Egypt to
buy food: they brought some silver for that. In modern Hebrew, the main meaning of רבש
is fraction, but sell (food) is also mentioned.

Rhett Butler, probably, had a point. What I want to note is that Egypt would not be saved if
people of the land and around could not have saved enough money or valuables. Saving
looks like a forgotten art in America. Those who have a lot will not give a damn for
anything, and those who have nothing drown in the synthetic saccharine syrup of
individualism. But what can be more individualistic than saving for a reader of the Torah?
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7. NATURAL HISTORY OF EXYSTEMS
Very crude draft, unfinished

We have big gaps in understanding how people lived thousands years
EXYSTEM
ago. The origin of the giant stone heads of the
Olmecs (Mexico) is still a mystery, although the heads are open to
inspection and apparently do not have inside anything else to tell. We have
a better—imperfect, though—understanding of how we live now, but we
can literally lose our house by betting on how we will live in ten years.
Indeed, many people have lost their houses during the Great Recession of
2008 in exactly this way.
Olmec head
Thirty years ago, a few people could have predicted the global digital network, waning of
Russia, rise of China, global economic earthquake, the epidemic of terrorism, and the
internal polarization of America, although much more experts can explain all that with a
hindsight, disagreeing with each other, though. Consensus would mean that no guru was
better than the other. Just because of the large number of the experts and small number of
alternatives somebody can always turn out right.
Some specialists are right because they understand how the world works, if not as a whole
then in some of its domains. People at the controls of the world are expected to see above
the crowd, but the height of a public figure does not always correspond to the cast shadow.
If a man of Alan Greenspan’s caliber acknowledges that he had a wrong understanding of
how the world worked, it means that this understanding cannot be found either in a book or
in experience. Yet if even the snowflakes are surprisingly imperfect, what to expect of
people?
In this Chapter, I return again—like a stubborn athlete who is
training to beat a record—to the basic idea of Pattern Chemistry: let
us explore exystem as we explore physical and chemical systems,
but with patterns instead of equations, and see how far we can go.
This is a very high bar to pass. My pole for the vault is made of a
composite material combining Pattern Theory with chemical
kinetics. This time, at my last attempt, I am trying to take a very
long approach, but not along a straight line.

Pole vault

What is the origin of exystems? They emerged at some point—or
interval—from the state of the earth without life and passed the whole
distance to human societies and further to the modern civilization.
They can further evolve into new forms. Can we foresee them? This is one question, not
EXPECTATION
SURPRISE
NOVELTY
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two: there must be a single pattern of emergence for past and future. It can be generalized:
What is novelty?
The reconstruction of the past and prediction of the future are ancient human tasks. They
range from the tribal myths of origin to divination and from origin of life to global
warming, with the past market performance and its prediction somewhere near the center
of worries of affluent species of modern life.
The problem of expecting the unexpected—as I can rephrase the task again—arises
because of the relative shortness of individual human life in comparison with the lifespan
of exystems. For an eternal being it would be of no importance: eternity has neither past
nor future. The brevity of life and its constant transformation from progress to decline—
under capricious blows and nudges of events—remains the main source of our creativity. I
see its subconscious goal as stability.
In order to approach the origin of exystems as a pattern chemist, I have
to classify the exystems and their forms. I need to select a pattern
template, i.e., a configuration which I consider typical, analyze it in
order to obtain a set of generators (atomic blocks), characterize the rules of connection, if
there are any, and check other configurations in question against the analytical pattern. I
can also synthesize configurations under the same pattern, regardless of whether they are
real or imaginable. Pattern is what configurations preserve while being transformed one
into another by the same rules.
GENEALOGY
OF EXYSTEMS

Thus, I can select life (Bios) as pattern template and show that all other exystems on earth
are configurations under the same pattern. For example, technology (Technos), i.e. mode
of existence and propagation of man-made things, has essential components of life: cyclic
processes, non-equilibrium states requiring consumption of energy, birth, death,
competition, elements of metabolism, multiplication in the form of production along a
blueprint, mutations (inventions and discoveries), and evolutionary history. In this
representation of technology humans (just plain humans) play part of enzymes, or, more
generally, catalysts. They connect and separate things and perform the changes that are
highly improbable on their own.
If we expand the concept of “thing” to printed or spoken word, the previous paragraph
expands to cover ideas, doctrines, cultural practices, superstitions, etc., which does not
seem such a big stretch after the convincing argumentation of Richard Dawkins regarding
memes—configurations under the same pattern with genes.

Singularity

Ultimately, I have to arrange exystems in order of their appearance. This
is not so difficult to do for the last five to two thousand years, and even
millions of years deeper, but there must be an ultimate point of origin not
just of life as a sequence of chemical processes, but the exystemic pattern
itself. It must be represented not in chemical or other equations but in
some highly abstract symbolism. The appearance of exystems was a point
of extreme singularity where exact definitions cannot be given and
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continuity breaks so sharply that the mathematical sign of equality cannot be used.
Most ideas of this Chapter have been already expressed and illustrated in my
previous e-publications in complexity and, occasionally, simplicity. Some
even sneaked into poetry or crawled out of it. Here I am
attempting a pattern-chemical overview of exystems in
evolutionary and systematic dimensions by sketching some branches
and offshoot of their evolutionary tree. I want to show that life on earth
and its current creations, up to culture and technology, not only emerged
from molecular chemistry—it is pretty obvious—but took chemical
patterns as a guide for the rest of the evolutionary road, at least up to
Water drop
present day.
WHAT?
WHEN?

This is a recapitulation of the subject in the most abstract way I am capable of, which
means crossing very large intellectual and subject-matter distances over the steppingstones of concrete examples, some as simple as a drop of water. I am trying to make a
chemical contribution to the pattern map of Everything initiated by Ulf Grenander. The
endless and probably annoying digressions should be seen as the branches of the tree
because the natural history of exystems can only be presented as a phylogenetic tree. Birds,
squirrels, and pattern chemists, can traverse the tree from any leaf and any branch to any
other along the shortest path, without clinging to the bark. On this tree a drop of water and
the planet Earth are neighbors.
The soft Science of Human Matters, unlike the hard science, based on measurement and
experiment, should use inequalities instead of equations, the space of ideas instead of
Euclidean space, and Leibniz time instead of Newton time. It should expect the unexpected
instead of relying on a manual. Its foundation is Pattern Theory of Ulf Grenander, to which
I add a generalization of kinetic ideas of chemistry. Plainly, its main question is: what is
going to happen and when? Certainly, to ask this question in human matters takes a lot of
hubris, not to mention answering it.
The drop of pure water on a plate is a simple system. It contains
~3.3x1020 (hundreds of quintillions) of practically identical molecules CONTINUITY
AND BREAKS
moving in a chaotic way. Some molecules leave the drop and others
come from the air. At normal conditions, the drop will evaporate after a while. It will
disappear in a paper napkin.
We understand what water is and what it is not, why it preserves its volume, but changes
its shape, how it behaves on different surfaces, and why it cannot be too big. The shape of
the drop follows continuous deformations of sphere, but drops can split and fuse in a
break of continuity.
We understand the difference between drops of oil and mercury, as well as why a paper
plate does not immediately absorb water. Properties of water are in the domain of hard
sciences. Do we have good reasons to believe that any drop of water was the same as
today a million years ago, long before the paper plate appeared (in 1904), and will be one
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million years later, when, most certainly, all paper plates will disappear? We do not really
need to know the answer, but the question addresses a soft spot of any hard science.
The physicists, who believe in the permanence of the laws of nature, confidently use the
symbol of equality “ = “ in physical equations describing the behavior of the drop.
For example, the shape of drops (and bubbles) is defined by the Young-Laplace equation
∆p = γ (1/Rx + 1/Ry) , where ∆p is the pressure difference, γ is surface tension, and Rx and
Ry are radii of curvature in each of the axes that are parallel to the surface.

Strictly speaking, we still may learn something new about the droplet of water, but we can
safely bet our house on our current knowledge at least for the term of our mortgage, if not
for a million years.
We can continuously and reversibly deform a rubber egg, up
to a point, but the chicken egg will irreversibly break under
pressure. Continuity and reversibility is something that rarely
(to be exact, never) happens in nature and society, but can be
imitated with man-made things (Technos), at least for a while.
Egg and rubber egg

Patterns, although never continuous, can be
PATTERNS
long lasting and reversible. The historical vacillations of France between
WITHOUT
monarchy and republic and reversal of post-Soviet Russia to centralized
BORDERS
authoritarian structure are examples. I believe, their chemistry is the
surrogate code of laws for human matters. Afghanistan has been experiencing sharp
historical jolts back and forth for over 110 years—the period really instructive, but rarely
evoked.
The point on the American political Ring of Fire, the Roe v. Wade can be legally reversed,
but the society will not reverse to its state a day before, all the more, to 1973.
The opponents of abortion are trying to turn it into a rubber egg. Both sides of the abortion
wars have the territory of 266 days (38 weeks of pregnancy) to defend or attack. The whole
battlefield situation with abortion reveals a sharp discontinuity between irrational beliefs,
as well as belief and knowledge.
Behind the blessed but rarely practiced concept of tolerance is the idea of social continuity:
stressful instability can be eased by a little give and take, which is the working principle of
business and peaceful politics. While property can be continuously measured in dollars,
acres, and square feet up to a cent and inch, ideology is pure patterns, discontinuous like
the cast of puppets of a shadow play. It is difficult but not impossible to bargain over
religion and ideology in the currency of generators, however, but only if the configuration
is large enough. Thus, the Russia of 2011 has incomparably more freedom than the Russia
of 1984, but the vertical structure of power remains. Its very complexity leaves a lot of
height to be easily cut while the oil is flowing from earth, while the still largely horizontal
American structure of power is very hard to add floors for the same reason.
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Why then is the rift between Israelis and Palestinians unmanageable? Because one side has
a great superiority of strength within the borders of the conflict. But the potential
inferiority on a larger regional map is even greater because of the contrasts of population
and resources. Why then the situation appears more or less stable? The very size and
variety of the Muslim world has been diluting the concentration of power, while Israel
concentrates power of resistance, and even more so by the recent shift to the right. This,
however, increases the internal stress. The pattern picture has just a few gradients and
pattern forces. Its simplicity will not satisfy any participant of the conflict, all the more,
any academic observer, but a Martian will have all he/she (it/they?) need to understand
what can in principle happen with the demise of the latest dictators in the Middle East in
2011.
We shall return to the subject of inequality as the major force of historic events. In an
introductory way, the pattern-chemical reason for the Great Recession of 2008 is that
inequality of distribution of an intensive parameter in an exystem means instability by
definition of a dynamic system, i.e., a system with exchange.
Pattern chemistry does not discover any new laws of nature. It reveals how we understand
the nature and ourselves. We do it by using universal patterns that do not recognize borders.

Snowflakes (Figure 7.1) exemplify complex
order. They consist of the same water molecules
as drops, but display a great variability of shape,
both discrete and continuous, although they are
more fragile than the chicken egg.

SIZE AND
COMPLEXITY

Snowflakes are still being studied by science. Some believe there is no two alike, while all
drops or water look the same. The Russians would translate the English “as alike as two
peas in a pod” with “as alike as
two drops of water.” The
B
A
C
reasons why snowflakes show
individuality is that they their
complexity has room for
countless symmetry
imperfections, as well as
continuous size variations of
components. To paraphrase
“you cannot step into the same
river twice” of Democritus, you Figure 7.1. Water (A) and snowflakes (B) in
cannot see the same snowflake
twice. The original dictum tells about irreversibility of time, while its derivative hints to
the reason why it is so. It draws attention to the often-neglected significance of size.
Small systems are reversible, large ones do not go back, and very large ones are slow to go
forward.
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Size is a prerequisite of complexity and one of its components. Another one is the diversity
of building blocks. Although both snowflakes and drops consist of the same molecules,
structure made of building blocks is possible only in solid state. The drop of water has
shape and a certain degree of order, absent in steam, but no structure in the sense of Pattern
Theory. The concept of structure is linked to the concept of stability.
I am wading in icy water with a purpose: very abstract concepts, such as structure, order,
complexity, individuality, building blocks, and even temperature, solidity, liquidity, etc.,
are meaningful and useful over the entire human experience, up to culture and stock
market. Even the term “culture” spreads its wings from the Petri dish to—surprisingly, but
for a reason—the Wall Street and even Washington, D.C. Culture is something complex
and somewhat fluid that perpetuates: an exystem, a life form, but as the order of relations
and interactions and not the material substance.
The individuality of snowflakes follows from their complexity,
INDIVIDUALITY
which increases with size. Small snow crystals are less
individual. At low temperature, snowflakes, as all normal solids, are stable while droplets,
as all normal fluids, have no stable shape. Yet there is nothing stable on earth in the very
long run.
The difference between two drops of water and two snowflakes (Figure 7.2 ) is
noteworthy for a deeper understanding what chemistry is about. Two snowflakes can be
transformed into each other only with a breach of continuity (C  D), unlike two drops of
water (A  B). The difference between continuity and discontinuity (or quantity/quality)
fascinated outstanding minds from the great Aristotle (384 BC – 322 BC) to the
philosopher Georg Hegel (1770 – 1831) to the mathematician René Thom (1923-2002)
and it is incorporated in Pattern Theory.
Source of photos: Individual snowflakes,
Kenneth G. Libbrecht, water drops on paper
plate, Meg Newberg , groups of snowflakes,
Charles Russel “charlesimages”. Each site is
remarkable in its own.

A

B

Chemistry is about qualitative transformations,
C
D
leaving everything quantitative—together with the
equality sign—to physics and borrowing it back
?
with the certified equality signs of equations. In
short, new quality arises from combining discrete
Figure 7.2. Continuity
atoms, similarly to assembling and re-assembling
and discontinuity
Lego structures. We can see the entire process in
detail while observing a child playing Lego. What
we cannot see happens in the child’s mind and we can only guess that both processes are in
some way similar (I am sure they are). Today we often can not only see very well how a
radical social transformation happens or fails by watching events by the hour or relying on
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historic records, but also have some access to the documented processes in the minds of
the actors.
EXAMPLE: “My own view is that we may be able to develop a defensive shield so effective
that we can use it to rid the world once and for all of nuclear missiles. Then—since we all know
how to make them we preserve sdi [Strategic Defense Initiative] as we did our gas masks in the
event a madman comes along some day and secretly puts some together.”

Ronald Reagan, letter, 1986 (source).

Pole vault is a continuous process
observable in high resolution.
Chemical reaction is similar to
the vault because it goes from one long lasting state
to another of the same kind through a relatively short
high-energy transition period. The same can be said
about social revolutions and even reforms. In spite
of its continuity, the pole vault consists of several
distinct states: run, plant, takeoff, pull, turn, push, clearance, and landing.
THE FUTURE

A social (economic, technological, cultural, geopolitical…etc.) transformation is like a
pole vault: it is a single irreversible event, full of uncertainty, in the life of society that can
fall back or clear the bar or crush it. If we take the vault as a pattern template, then
chemical transformation belong to the same pattern and vice versa.
The chemical reaction is a template for the same pattern that also comprises any exystemic
discontinuity. There is a simple practical wisdom in that: if something was regular,
continuous, and expectable (all three words are synonymous here) it would stay this way.
If not, then some obstacle was preventing it from happening. The exystemic obstacle is the
instability of the transition state. The latter is associated in physics with high Gibbs energy
known also as free energy.
To give a chemist’s simplification of what Gibbs energy may look in case of pole
vault, it is the physical force of the jumper (kinetic energy) plus the correct
orientation of the body over the bar even if it does not change the energy. A finger
in a wrong position can knock down the bar. This importance of orientation during
interaction is typical for chemical reactions, which run in the same 3D space as
high jump and pole vault. Note that it is difficult, if not impossible, to measure this
kind of factor unless there is a sufficient statistics, which in case of chemistry
always sufficient. Gibbs energy is not used for mechanical systems, but no system
operated by a human is either mechanical or plain chemical.
Chemistry can rarely, if ever, directly observe the very fast changes in atoms and
molecules that happen between two different structures. They consist of fast
rearrangements of atomic nuclei and extremely fast, almost instantaneous changes in some
electrons. Yet chemistry possesses a kind of a practical philosophy, also borrowed from
physics, which—important!—allows for predicting the future and explaining the past by
analyzing what can happen between the beginning and an end of a discontinuous change.
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The difference between a chemist and a political figure is that the former can immediately
test a hypothesis while the latter and the rest of participants and onlookers have to wait,
like the lottery players, for the fateful drawing.
EXAMPLE: While I am writing these lines (Friday, February 11, 2011, around 11:00 AM),
a radical transformation is about to happen—or fail—in Egypt. There are three possible general
outcomes: success, failure, and compromise, each in many shades of gray, each unstable. An
hour later, while I am still writing, President Mubarak steps down. It took 18 days. But a much
longer wait for stability is ahead.

Chemistry seems to believe in continuity even where physics does not: in events at the
atomic level. But in fact it just splits the transformation into smaller discrete steps and
radically simplifies the complexity of the process.

SIMPLICITY

Simplicity of choices is a blessing in any decision making because small
discrete systems or small simplifications of large continuous systems
have a limited number of alternatives.

Let us consider a real-life chemical example in which I substitute letters A and B for atoms
of two chemical elements. How can A—A and B—B interact if all they can do is to break
and lock bonds?
The simple answer is that A—A and A—B collide and exchange their halves.

A—A + B—B  A—B + A—B
There is also another way, however. If we have only two A and two B, the following
mechanism (as it is called in chemistry) can take place:
A—A  A + A ;

A + B—B  A—B + B ;

A + B  A—B

If we have a large number of A—A and B—B, a new possibility arises:
A—A  A + A; A + B—B  A—B + B; B + A—A  A—B + A;
A + B—B  A—B + B ; B + A—A  … and so on (chain reaction).
There are also other ways, but not many.
The extreme minimalism of choice in US presidential elections forces the two candidates
to shape the platforms for maximal appeal and not for the maximal concentration on the
solution of current problems. Religion, medicine, and economic philosophy could be in one bundle and
meteorology, employment, and education in the other, but a third candidate with a focused agenda would
have no chances.
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TRANSITION STATE

I have already illustrated the concept of transition state many
times in complexity. Here I am only reproducing a typical

illustration:
A—B + C—D  [A B C D ]*  A—C + B—D

[A B C D ]*

A—B + C—D
Initial state

A—C + B—D
Transition state

Possible final states
time

Figure 7.3 Transition state

Transition state is not really a state, but a process, “the state of transition,” Figure 7.3.
Chemists prefer the term “activated complex,” which is internationally defined:
In other words, it [activated complex] refers to a collection of intermediate
structures in a chemical reaction that persist while bonds are breaking and
new bonds are forming. It therefore represents not one defined state, but
rather a range of transient configurations that a collection of atoms passes
through in between clearly defined products and reactants (Wikipedia).

Back to Figure 7.2. We can disassemble C into molecules of water or
SCRIPT
their very small Lego-like aggregates, but how can we reassemble
CODE
them into D without a manual? Yes, we can do it by random “trial
TEMPLATE
and error,” which can take an astronomical time. The manual can be
in the form of the photo or description of D. By using it as a script, we, like actors on
stage, would display the Shakespearian drama of catalysis and DNA-like catalytic
templates, playing ourselves the part of enzymes.
Figure 7.4 shows a scene of the Japanese puppet theater Bunraku (source, Tzu-Chiao Hsu).
I see it as an allegory (pattern template) of the above imaginary performance. The energy
for the performance is supplied by the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules in the body
cells of the hooded puppeteers. ATP , "molecular unit of currency" of biochemical energy
originates from food consumed by the actors and paid for in yen, the local monetary
currency.
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For the Bunraku scene (A) to run along the script (B) we need dark figures (C) capable of
forming bonds with the puppets (D) and the linear script (B) which establishes the
sequence of moves (E) within the limited space of the stage (F).
For the translation (A) of mRNA (B)
into proteins we need enzymes (C)
capable of forming bonds with amino
acids (D) and the linear mRNA (B),
which establishes the sequence of
joining amino acids (E) within the
limited space of the cell (F).
NOTE: Ribosome plays the role of
enzyme here. More exactly, (D)
means a complex of an amino acid
with tRNA.
From the point of view of Pattern
Figure 7.4. Japanese puppet
Theory, the previous two paragraphs
can be considered two configurations
theater Bunraku
related through a similarity transformation. The pattern is obvious, but similarity is
incomplete. The puppets cannot chaotically move on their own, while molecules can. The
mechanism of expression makes the absolute majority of spontaneous moves improbable.
We can complete the parallel by employing chaotically twitching and jumping puppets
while the dark figures are determined to restrain them. Or, we can employ a team of
Maxwell demons to move frozen molecules. Instead of either fantasy we can just leave the
invariance and disregard differences.
The puppet theater template can be modified to generate a
different pattern. Let the puppets, which do not possess the ability
to act independently, to be in command of puppeteers who do not
have a script. This is the pattern of any authoritarian society,
institution, or group.

IMAGINATION
INVENTION
FANTASY

Various fantastic combinations can be designed, but not too many. Patterns are
configurations of a small number of abstract generators. They are simpler objects as
compared with configurations systems. As Ulf Grenander notes, “A pattern has less
information than one of its configurations” (Elements of Pattern Theory, 1996, p.103). This
explains the nature of science (and Hollywood) fiction, counterfactual history, and utopian,
as well as dystopian literature: the authors recombine realistic patterns. The same
mechanism works for technological and scientific inventions.
The metaphor of the Black Swan (Nassim Taleb) is contradictive and dissonant:
it is something unexpected, but explainable post factum. The tsunami of 2011
in Japan was fully imaginable, so was the 9/11 attack on New York. If it is
explainable, then it was imaginable, although not in all detail. Would the
landing of aliens be a Black Swan?
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On March 16, 2011, I ran into the following headline: Black Swans Now a Regular
Part of Market Landscape. I quote:
They [supposedly rare occurrences] include the Internet explosion in the
late 1990s, the ensuing dotcom bubble burst and stock market selloff a few
years later, the 2001 terrorist attacks, the collapse of the real estate
market that began five years ago, and now, the events in the Middle East
and Japan. (Jeff Cox, CNBC.com)

To that list I would add the volcanic activity along old and new American political
fault lines and WikiLeaks. I have a ready pattern-chemical explanation for all that:
the world is in transition state to a new stable configuration. What can it be? The
evolutionary divergence between humans and Technos. In short, the allencompassing economy does not work to satisfy basic exclusively human needs
anymore, unlike what it had been doing for thousands of years. It works for
Technos and doles out the upkeep for humans, not too generously for the majority.
We cannot stop this transformation, but we must understand it.
The pattern novelty involves new generators corresponding to exystemic realities. What is
a new idea, then? Elsewhere I suggested that philosophy has been in the business of
discovering or inventing new subtle and sophisticated generators for assembling ideas.
They are useless in tilling the soil and weaving baskets. From philosophy they spread into
everyday language and thought. For example, the East Asian nations close to China
borrowed the words for abstract ideas from their bigger neighbor who had lived a long and
rich enough life to develop philosophy. History of science, especially, of mathematics and
physics, is a detailed record of new terms, notions, and concepts in the world of explosive
of complexity.
A new generator is a small configuration that crystallizes from old ones,
but how? It enters the circulation within an exystem. It takes a new name
and exists as an indivisible combination of old generators, which are not
remembered other than in dictionaries.
This process is similar to bio-evolution. All evolutions that we know belong to the same
pattern, which itself is a family of patterns. They carry in some form the information about
their origin—whether in genome, or history, or artifacts. Novelty is always evolutionary
and inseparable from time. Elementary ideas and realities behind them undergo Darwinian
natural selection.
PATTERN
EVOLUTION

Wikipedia is a great source of histories of ideas and realities, including Darwinian selection.
Thus, electricity is based on the concept of electric charge. This looks lice a logical circle, but
charge is based also on the concept of force, and force is a very common human experience.
Thus, two attracted magnets require a human effort to separate. Electric charge comes not from
magnets, however, but from amber, whose name it bears. Electric charge becomes a pattern
generator because it is used as a species of human experience, regardless of its origin. It is a
frozen configuration.

Not just training of puppies and early development of babies, but the entire evolution of
human civilization backtracked to the evolution and origin of life come to mind in
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connection with the pattern of ordering chaos. Bios emerged as partly ordered molecular
chaos. Humanity, in the form of civilization, ordered the residual chaos of human behavior.
Technos orders society even more by bringing in contact previously independent domains
of humanity.
A—B + C—D  C—A—B—D

Addition

A

B

A—B + C—D  C—A—B—D Elimination
A—B + C—D  A—C + B—D

Substitution

A—B—C  A—B—C—D
|
D

Rearrangement

A—B—C—D  A—B
| |
C—D

Cyclization

A +B+A+B+…
 A—B—A—B— …

Polymerization

C

D

Figure 7.6
Types of social
topologies: star (A), network (B) ,
Following this path we come to a
A + B  A—B
(No specific name;
example: oxydation)
proposition that history of life on earth,
which is traditionally a record of order in
Figure 7.5 Major topological
the form of species, institutions,
transformations in chemistry
technology, culture, ideas, etc., can be
complemented by a record of chaos from
molecular movement to climate fluctuations, geological disruptions, genetic mutations and
further to hunting-gathering societies, accidental discoveries, movement of people and
ideas, spontaneous revolts like the Spartacus uprising and storming of the Bastille, the
uncertainty of outcome in democratic elections, and the chaos on Capitol Hill and in
financial markets. The two records will look like positive and negative images with longer
periods of stability separated by outbursts of chaos.
Moreover, at this degree of abstraction we could probably arrive at a map of all possible
exystemic patterns arranged as a hierarchy. Furthermore, this map could turn out quite
small. Patterns, like basic physical laws of conservation, are manifestations of symmetry
and it is known that groups of symmetry can be finite and quite small. Thus, there are not
more and not less than seventeen two-dimensional groups of symmetry (wallpaper groups)
and 230 groups of symmetry (crystallographic group) in 3D space.

Any molecular chemical transformation can be represented as a sequence of only two
moves: breaking a bond and locking a bond, while the number of atoms is conserved.
There are larger classifications, reducible to the two basic operations.
Topology is a kind of geometry that is not interested in angles and distances, but only in
what is close to what and how this closeness remains unchanged under transformations.
Topology perfectly suits to represent singularities. In addition to topology, bond between
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generators in pattern theory has no distance, but has some measure of “strength” or
probability, quite like chemical bond.
The transformations in Figure 7.5 (incomplete list) have nothing specifically chemical in
them and are applicable to anything consisting of generators and bonds, including Lego,
architecture, engineering, and social structures. Thus, building the border fence is typical
polymerization, gated community uses cyclization, and reshuffling of staff may involve
rearrangement. In social structures, the predominant topologies (Figure 7.6) are star, tree,
network, and full graph (as in the circle of friends). The largest social network combines
all of them.
Note that Figure 7.5 relates to processes while Figure 7.6 shows structures. The typical
process in building social structures is catalysis:
A + C  A—C; A—C + B  A—C—B  A—B + C .
Theoretically, the catalyst can perform its
CATALYST
connecting/disconnecting function indefinitely. Molecules do
MECHANISM
not wear off, but can be blocked or changed. The pattern of
MACHINE
repeated performance, often cyclical, is the most ubiquitous
throughout the evolution from living cell to tool to machine to institution to computer. In
fact, this is one of two necessary conditions for
exystem: there must be a machine (mechanism)
and source of energy. Mechanism is a chemical
term, not just mechanical one.

Figure 7.7 Albert Szukalski , Ghost
Rider , at Rhyolite, NV, USA ; source

By machine/mechanism I mean any structure
capable of actions—identical or different—in a
repeatable manner. Examples: organism,
Maxwell’s demon, Paleolithic tool, human,
machine, switch, computer. Only a few tools,
like wrench and screwdriver, work both possible
ways.

Is bicycle a machine? It can start, move, stop, and turn repeatedly. The motorcycle, in
addition, has a source of energy supplied externally. Both needs a rider to move, turn, etc.
The rider also has a source of energy supplied externally, so, what’s the difference?
In its choice of moves, both bicycle (mechanism) and motorcycle (machine) completely
depend on the driver who is the source of control. By disassembling the driver we find that
it is a machine with the internal “driver” known as brain (nervous system, to be exact).
What is the difference between the driver’s body and its brain? Brain is the driver of the
body, which is the same as to say that mind is the source of control. But the mind itself is
not material. It is an information template created by years of life, learning, practice, and
correction, quite like the content of a computer hard drive. Some segments of this
information, like simple mathematical operations, come from distant past unchanged,
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others, like a recent tidbit about Lady Gaga to be forgotten tomorrow, come from the
Internet.
Information is the key word in exystemic mechanisms, but there is no consensus on what
information means in most abstract sense. I suspect that it is quite natural for exystems
because of their pattern-chemical nature: all general principles display in concrete
circumstances. This is natural for chemistry, but not for theoretical physics, although
physicists may not agree.

Is there anything wrong with the use of “catalyst” in the
following snippet (3/3/2011 10:21 AM)?

NEWS
NOVELTY
EVOLUTION

The Wall Street Journal quotes an analyst’s note: “We believe the iPad 2 introduction and
the June iPhone refresh will serve as critical catalysts in the coming months.”
The pattern-chemical problem with this usage is that catalyst by definition performs its
function as many times as possible under circumstances, while iPad 2 can be released only
once. As for “refresh,” I am unsure, but the trick looks like a catalyst of limited use. The
tablet’s introduction with much fanfare was news, “a shot in the arm,” which loses its
novelty immediately after announcement, but can leave an imprint. If the imprint is long
term, it is an evolutionary event.
The world after the Internet is not entirely the same. The fading imprint is a small
disturbance or perturbation, as astronomers and physicists call it. A variation in the system
leaves a dissipating effect, like most of the daily events in the human short time memory.
The new (Internet) is a stable change in the pattern of communication, although nothing is
forever stable. It may be followed by another novelty. The different (iPad 2) will be
followed by another different “pad” or “tablet.”
What is fanfare, by the way? “Information in newspapers and on television and radio intended to make
people interested in someone or something” (definition of fanfare in MacMillan Dictionary ). Yet the act of
fanfare presentation as promotion pattern happens every day.

Catalyst does not perform physical work. It does nothing but
boosting the speed of a very narrow slice of processes among many
possible.

WORK AND
CATALYSIS

I perform a small amount of physical work almost every morning when I slice my bagel. It
takes a different time every day and I am rarely satisfied with the results. I know about the
existence of bagel slicers but never actually saw any at work. Some are seen in Figure 7.87,
from professional A to cuddly “bagel hugger” D. They look completely different, but the
pattern function is the same.
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There is an object of two bonded
parts Tp—Bt (for bagel top and
bottom), which should be separated
into Tp and Bt , ideally, along the
median plane. It is possible, but not
easy to do with the knife alone. The
purpose of the slicer is to speed up
the right separation by hindering all
Figure 7.8 Bagel cutters
that can go wrong, and almost
everything can. The slicers A to C
do the job by preventing the wobbling of both the bagel and knife, and D stabilizes only
the bagel. All four slicers do the same pattern work: Tp—Bt  Tp + Bt . This is
catalysis in pattern chemistry, but not in molecular one where catalysis is reversible. The
gadgets can be ideally reused many times, although some are less ideal than others: the
blades in C cannot be either sharpened or straightened.
The stiff bureaucratization—human, mechanical, or digital—is a
common effect of complexity, from bagel slicer to
computerized cars and appliances, to government, to
democracy: the user has longer menus and more buttons, but less
power to change them or get rid of.
FREEDOM

The fruits of the Industrial Revolution—transportation, telephone,
medicine, and agriculture—were generally celebrated as a great benefit
to humanity born with a stone tool in hand. It is assumed that humans
have a full control of man-made things (Technos) and if not, it is just an
accident. An inversed question about the influence of Technos on
humans has been asked in many forms by many thinkers, especially in the post-WW2 era,
after new weapons had demonstrated an unprecedented destructive power. The sacrifice of
the environment for the sake of progress cast doubts on the very concept of progress. The
advent of computers and the Internet, together with the idea of artificial intelligence, has
made another step toward closing the gap between humans an Technos, mostly in two
opposite forms of beneficial fusion (convergence) and antagonistic split (divergence)
between the two domains.
In “The Botany of Desire: A Plant's-Eye View of the World” (2001), Michael Pollan,
explores a remarkable idea: when we select plants using their inborn properties,
domesticated plants select us using our inborn desires, so that we keep
propagating and perfecting them. We are their human bumblebees. They are
our servants and providers. It is not exactly a case of Darwinian coevolution of
bumblebee and flower, in which no mind is involved and which takes a long
time, but a more general pattern. Coevolution is by definition beneficial for the two species,
but who can decide what is beneficial for animals and plants if even humans cannot agree
on what is good for them? As far as Technos is concerned, the idea that something can be
good or bad for things, outside the use, covers maybe just historical and cultural artifacts.
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Probably, somebody has already expanded Michael Pollan’s idea to the relationship
between humans and human-made things, and if not, I am here to add a configuration to
the pattern of the coevolution of humans with their non-human dependents on the planet.
Technos exploits our inborn human desires to propagate itself. We are the enzymes for the
Krebs cycle of things, ribosomes for their steel, plastic, computer chips, and remakes of
old movies. What is not so obvious, our freedom of thought causes their mutations, as if
we were a kind of cosmic rays. The things are not less powerful: they can change our
behavior and thinking within one human generation and, potentially, our nature within a
few decades.
In view of the last twenty years of evolution of Technos, we are trying, still hesitantly, to
reconsider the old ideas about human nature, progress, information, and freedom—none of
which has ever been consensual. The best way to do that is to get around the nonconsensual ideas by substituting observable patterns for their surrogate interpretations.
Whether we cut a bagel, put a battery into a remote control, break a twig,
WORK
walk, think, or just sleep, we follow the pattern of work shared also by
chemical catalysis. By work I mean not the measurable in Joules (J) or
electron volts (eV) quantity of physical work, but work as a process with a beginning and
end, i.e., event which is highly unlikely to happen on its own. Its result is work in the sense
of the Latin opus. The Earth is in the process of rotation, but it is not an event on the
human scale. This concept of work not as a quantity but as a transformation through a
series of configurations separates monochromic physical and chemical pictures of the
world, to which biology adds the third color: evolution.
Work requires a pattern scenario, similar to the script of Bunraku theater, for the catalytic
play in which interacting actors prevent the chaotically shaking and twitching puppets
from wrong movements, quite like the bagel slicers restrain the unsteady hand of humans.
Yet there is another alternative: the interacting actors move interacting puppets instead of
the lifeless and passive ones. This case is more or less similar to the social interaction, i.e.,
“the human use of human beings” (Norbert Wiener). The question about the future
relationship between humans and Technos takes then the form of who is who.
Figure 7.9 illustrates the pattern-chemical mechanism of an act of work, i.e., an event
with the beginning and the end. The smallest atomic operations of work are a formation of
a bond (bonding) or a breakup of a bond (unbonding). The nature of the bond does not
matter in pattern chemistry. The unfriending on Facebook is an
example of unbonding, although not quite pure, however, until the
friend is completely forgotten. Yet even forgetting is difficult
unless nobody else among friends remembers the former friend
and no record of the past exists anywhere. To re-classify a friend
into an enemy is the most efficient way to keep him or her in memory. The example of
unfriending shows why events in human society are practically irreversible and it takes a
long time to forget them.
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Ultimately, the irreversibility boils down to the effect of size: the larger an exystem, the
more stable to a total annihilation. It applies equally to individual human life, society, and
culture. Of course, all exystems have their points of vulnerability and none has as many as
individual human.
The catalyst A—B , with A and B connected by a strong bond, must be able to form two
weak bonds with its substrate consisting of C and D. The weakness (lability, more exactly)
is necessary for releasing the catalyst after the job is done.
A
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Figure 7.9 Work as catalysis. M: bonding, N: Unbonding,
A—B: catalyst,
strong bond
weak bond

Figure 7.9 shows only the pattern mechanism. The stages of catalysis are (1) bonding
with substrate trough weak bonds, (2) locking or breaking the bond, depending on which
state is more stable, and (3) separating from the substrate due to the weakness of the
catalyst-substrate bonds.
The nature of the act can be different. In chemistry, the reasons for the course of events are
physical. The reasons for friending and unfriending are neuropsychological, much more
intricate, and still quite dark, regarding details. Even the problems with bagel arise from its
size: there are too many bonds between its particles. For the same reason, the cutting is
irreversible.
In complexity (for example, visible hands) I presented numerous illustrations of pattern
catalysis. Here I do not want to use new illustrations.
Let us take an important example of switch, which can be of mechanical, electronic, neural,
or any other nature. As a template for the pattern I choose the knife switch, which can be
seen in old movies. I believe that Figure 7.10 does not need an explanation: a big part of
it was provided by René Descartes in 1664. The switch is similar to a Bunraku puppet, but
not quite: it can be in a few stable states well-defined by the script, while the isolated
puppet can be in a continuum of states, all non-functional .
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AB

C
D

Figure 7.10
Pattern catalytic mechanism of switching (left) and
Descartes’ explanation (right) of the strength of A—B bond in the
The catalyst A—B in Figure 7.10 is the bond between two mental images of contacts C
and D which can be in OFF or ON configurations in the same human mind. If there is a
bond of communication between two minds, each can have only one of two images. This is
how two space stations can dock in space and, more generally, social mechanisms of
match-making work. The GPS system enables a single mind to do the job across big
distances. Secret intelligence, like the CIA, is intended to work through the borders,
languages, cultures, and communication networks, as well as codes, walls, intent, and
human resistance. It is hard to overcome human stupidity, obstinacy, and ignorance, but
there are plenty of tricks to profit on them. With catalysts, we can only speed up or hamper
a process, but not to change its results.
EXERCISE. What are the pattern mechanisms of fraud? Of politics? Of religion?

The bond between the blade C and the working contact D of the switch is neither positive,
nor negative because a small comparable effort is needed for both ON and OFF states. I
call this kind of bond neutral. For safety considerations, switches are designed so that it
would be easier to stop than to start a machine like electrical motor or nuclear war. Figure
7.11 shows "MLCS 9072 Safety Motor Power Switch" which makes OFF easier to do
than ON by using some very general properties of the world. A chemist in me wants to call
the effect of this switch “a shift of equilibrium.” The states ON and OFF are equally
stable in the absence of humans around. If accidental impacts on the switch are possible,
like with a lot of curious children around, the two possible transitions will require different
effort and the probability of the states will differ:
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ON

OFF

B

C

A
High
Low
Temperature/chaos
Figure 7.11. Switch MLCS 9072: ON-OFF transitions (A), instability in
chaotic environment (B), and state probability at high and low chaos (C)
The respectable business of physics is discovering and studying the
NOVELTY
laws of nature, which for all practical reasons are permanent. As
AND
TIME
any science, physics evolves. It generates novelty, which is
reflected in the history of physics, but not in its content. History
and theoretical biology evolve, too, but their subjects include records of old novelties.
Chemistry takes the intermediate position: laws are from physics, novelties are from the
laboratory.
The question of the evolution of the laws of nature is frown upon but not outright rejected.
Suppose we come to understanding that physical laws evolve. We would immediately start
looking for timeless laws behind the evolution.
Lee Smolin sees the universe and its laws as result of natural selection.
What we see in the skies is not a snapshot, but a historical record almost from the moment
of birth because light brings us images of the past, the farther from earth the older. The
common objection to Smolin is: we see parts of the universe as they were long time ago,
but the laws there are the same as today. This objection has a gap: what if the picture of the
old universe changes along the way from the past, with its laws, to our telescopes, with
new laws? This gap is neither logical nor factual: it is the gap of imagination, by which I
mean either lack or excess of it.
Natural selection presumes adaptation to the environment. A more serious objection, in
my opinion, would be the absence of anything external to the universe.
Novelty is a difficult and mind-bending notion. Natural selection also exerts some stress
on many minds because it has not just an open end, but also an open beginning. There are
questions that do not have answers. We ask them simply because we can combine any
words and ideas into grammatically correct phrases.
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As a reader of Foreign Affairs, I have just found a curious example how lessons of history
warp on the way from the past to fit the present.
Malcolm Gladwell denies that social media are crucial for current protests and
revolts against authoritarian regimes. He might or might not be right—the
digitalized protests are still a novelty—but he asks the following question: “What
evidence is there that social revolutions in the pre-Internet era suffered from a lack
of cutting edge communications and organizational tools?” He concludes that to
have this evidence, one needs “to convince readers that in the absence of social
media, those uprisings would not have been possible.” (Foreign Affairs, March/April,
2011, p.153 ).
Let us disregard for a moment that suffering does not mean impossibility. Gladwell
asks for and evidence which is neither logical nor factual, but coming from
imagination. To imagine a part of the world some years ago, but exclude cell
phones and Internet from the picture, in other words, to falsify the past and then
analyze the fantastic situation as if it were real is like either denying or insisting
that the Roman Empire fell because it did not have nuclear weapons. Paraphrasing
Rudyard Kipling,
Oh, Future is Future, and Past is Past, and never the twain shall meet,
Till Earth and Sky stand presently at God’s great Judgment Seat…

Pattern is something that transcends time, space, and knowledge and, by the way,
allows me to put side by side the pairs “revolt—social media” and “Roman
Empire—nuclear weapons.” Natural selection is a pattern. It is supposed to
survive transpositions from West to East and from Past to Future. How about back
from Present to Past? We can certainly better understand the past with a larger
library of patterns.

In this Chapter, I focus on the evolutionary aspects of Pattern
Theory. Evolution operates with a category not (yet) known as a
WHAT IS
GENERATOR
physical concept: novelty. We constantly perform mental and
practical analysis and synthesis by splitting objects and ideas into
components and combining components into objects and ideas. In pattern language, we
analyze images as configurations of generators and synthesize configurations from
generators. Obviously, this is what chemists routinely do with molecules and atoms,
whether in their minds or in test tubes. Novelty is crystal clear in chemistry: an individual
substance (not just a possible combination of atoms) that has never been discovered in
nature or made in a lab, even though it could be easily imagined as a combination of atoms.
At the enormous size of chemical records, occasional errors and duplications with novelty
are possible.
A chemical substance must exist in a material form in order to be new. Chemistry,
however, brings novelty not only with new configurations. New generators are best
exemplified with the story of the chemical elements and the Periodic Table, but there are
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more numerous and less known examples of discovering new stable combinations of atoms
as generators of a higher hierarchical level. Three examples are presented in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12 Large generators of organic chemistry. A: Benzene ring;
B: The core of steroids; C: Buckminsterfullerene.
There is a C (carbon) at each intersection of lines in B and C.

Chemistry discovers also new rules of combination of atoms, for example, some exotic
organometallic compounds, distant relatives of hemoglobin and chlorophyll. Chemists like
to do what looks as impossible as buckminsterfullerene (“buckyball”), which was
originally an architectural form invented by Richard Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller.
Patterns, which are classes of configurations, are themselves configurations built of classes
of generators. All human activity of any kind can be described in pattern language. This
explains the origin of our knowledge, whether true or false, together with the essential
vocabulary of human languages. How then can we apprehend the new, which turns into the
old right before our eyes?
My position is that novelty starts with new generators. To discover the novelty of a
generator is easy: it was not in the list—generator space—yesterday. As for the new rules
of regularity, they are configurations, too, and the above criterion applies to them. The
complexity increases each time a new generator or a rule of bonding and similarity enters
the generator space and becomes old. There are numeric measures of complexity
(Kolmogorov complexity is one of many) applicable to specific objects and systems. All a
pattern chemist can do is to compare two not too much different pattern spaces and say
which one is more complex, which reminds of the pattern of differential calculus.
If everything starts with generators, how can we recognize one? How do we come to the
conclusion that a certain observable object A is simple, atomic, and can be considered a
generator?
I denote any generator as X and any other generator as Y.
If A—X and A—Y exist, A is generator (analysis);.
If A—Y does not exist, A—X is generator (synthesis).
By existence (“exist”) I mean the absence of novelty, i.e., presence in the memory or
record of some kind. The above criterion of simplicity has been directing the evolution of
chemistry for its entire history. The suggested above definition of generator or a simple
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entity uses the notion of bond, but it is not circular in spite of the definition of bond
through generators. I define the bond as the state of two generators that requires energy
either to dissolve it or to maintain it. A pair of inseparable, at least for a while, lovers is
the best example of “either” and the Democrats and Republicans, perennial enemies in US
Congress, exemplify “or.”
In plain words, first, being a generator means the ability to combine with other generators
and, second, generator which is not in the record/memory, is new until recorded. My
position, therefore, belongs to the Kantian conceptual pattern: our understanding of the
world evolves from our inborn ability to distinguish a part from the whole and the whole
from a larger whole. To put it differently, it means to distinguish a set from its subset.
Next, it means the ability to perceive patterns, for example, a squirrel as a squirrel
regardless of posture, size, movement, background, and source (natural or image). From
yet another angle, it involves the category of quantity and the notions of MORE or LESS
necessary for distinction between a part and the whole. Finally (or not), it means the ability
to tolerate circular definitions—all fundamental concepts are circular.
All those abilities, except the last one, appear at a very early age and not just in human
children: animals have them too. As for circularity, the children—and scientists,
permanent curious children—are naturally looking for causes and reasons of everything
and it is difficult to satisfy them with circular explanations.
To summarize, we understand the complex world because, starting with early childhood,
we use our inborn abilities to recognize and manage the simple configurations of everyday
life, to stock up a library of typical situations and responses, and then, flooded by novelty,
to generalize the movement of the toy rattle into the movement of electron, Earth, stock
market, aircraft, people, ideas, emotional state, history, and abstract time. Equations of
hard science do not apply to individual exystems, which are never equal to themselves
from one moment to another. Instead of EQUAL (=), only MORE (>), LESS (<) and
SIMILAR (~ , ≈) are of some use in the world with novelty, individuality, and singularity.

But what is the state of two generators that do not require energy
EXISTENCE
either to maintain or to destroy it? Whether they are objects or
CLOSENESS
ideas, they can be distant or close: material objects in Euclidean
BONDING
space and ideas in discrete topological space of a semantic
network or tree-like hierarchy. I call this state pre-bond and award it, together with
novelty, with “cufflinks of time.”
To illustrate what I mean, I return to my earlier example of the
Facebook “unfriending.” The link with former friend can be broken,
but the “unfriended” person exists in the personal memory, which
makes possible a future re-bonding. If the former friend has been
Cufflinks of time
forgotten and erased from all records, he or she is in the same
situation as somebody totally unknown and living on the other side of the globe. In other
words, generator needs a kind of pre-existing condition for another generator to be capable
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of bonding. For atoms, parts of machines, animals, and transportation, the condition for
bonding is closeness in space, for example, of the cargo with the ship. For humans and
machines this condition was to a significant degree abolished with telecommunication.
There are four stages in bond formation:
(1)

A || B

Non-bond. A and B are completely isolated and not aware of each
other’s existence, but the knowledge of their existence is stored
somewhere. What is not remembered does not exist.

(1)

A | B

Pre-bond: A has a knowledge of B, or it is mutual, but
bonding may not be either possible or desirable, i.e., potentially
stable. A negative bond can be too expensive to maintain, a positive
can be to expensive to “pre-bond.”

(2) A

B

(3) A—B

A and B are dissociated (not bonded).
A and B are associated ( bonded).

The digital revolution, which started in the middle of the twentieth century, with Claude
Shannon, Norbert Wiener and John von Neumann as its prophets, drastically shrunk the
world by wireless information technology. It continued the trend started by the Industrial
Revolution with railways and steamships. The Euclidean geometry has been reduced to
topology: either you are close or not. The rising price of reduction has been noticed only
with the linked in embrace oil price and atmospheric temperature.
Catalysis is a simple mechanism of turning non-bonds into pre-bonds and full bonds.
The correspondence between Leibniz (1646 –1716) and Samuel Clarke
(1675–1729) is one of the major philosophical documents, still in
circulation. It is known that Newton was at least aware of the exchange.
I was greatly influenced by it in my youth and I see the concept of time
which ticks at each event and does not run if nothing changes as a key pattern idea.
Leibniz’ idea of space seemed more obvious to me because I was prepared to it by
quantum physics and topology, but “Leibniz time” was a revelation.
CAROLINE
THE QUEEN
OF ENGLAND

The two philosophers never met and probably would never established a bond if not for
Caroline of Brandenburg-Ansbach (1683 - 1737). Leibniz had belonged to her circle of
friends before she moved to England and became Princess of Wales and finally the queen
consort of England during the reign of George II. There she became friends with Clarke
and catalyzed the unique correspondence (1715-1716) in which she apparently was an
intermediary. She was a woman of outstanding intelligence, but for the lack of any decent
picture of stand-alone intelligence (except the ugly artificial one), I present in Figure 7.13 the
picture of her beauty, which was undoubtedly a big part of her magnetism. Intelligence is
beautiful, but it can stir up trouble as much as beauty.
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The story of Caroline, her involvement with philosophy and science, the place in the
triangle in Figure 7.13, her connection to the historical feud between Leibniz and Newton,
and even, obliquely, to American history, as the grandmother of George III, is a
captivating tangle of four strands—historical, personal, religious, and scientific. Accounts
about it have minor contradictions, oversized controversies, and remarkable details of dark
and bright sides of human nature. The European jewel of Caroline shines there in the
double light of royalty and wisdom. It is better to be kept secret from Hollywood. One of
more detailed introductions to the correspondence (by Roger Ariew) is accessible on
Google. Domenico Bertoloni Meli published an essay, from which I am pleased to quote:
She was involved in the dispute by arguing with Clarke and even with Newton,
exchanging opinions with Leibniz, and functioning as an arbiter and moderator.
Her presence helped shape the style and contents of the letters, and characterizes
the genre to which the correspondence belongs. (D. Bertoloni Meli, Caroline, Leibniz, and
Clarke, Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 60, No. 3 (Jul., 1999), pp. 469-486).

A real gentleman is always a feminist.

Ca

Ca
Le

Cl
Ca

Le

Cl

Le

Cl

Figure 7.13 Topology of catalysis (right): Leibniz (Le), Caroline of
Ansbach (Ca), and Clarke (Cl)
Reading about the quadrangle Leibniz-Newton-Clarke-Caroline, I was intrigued by the
intensity and seriousness of religious interests of all four and especially of the two
intellectual giants. I am coming to conclusion that there is nothing surprising. Giants are
drawn to giant mysteries until one of them—like Galileo, Darwin, or Einstein—solves the
riddle.

Pattern chemistry displays in the space and time as Leibniz understood it: space is an
“order of co-existences” and time is an “order of successions.” Caroline catalyzed the
correspondence in two pattern steps. She made both potential correspondents close enough
to pre-bond by keeping them in her topological neighborhood, where they could be in coexistence and develop a bond as the second step.
With the Carolina’s triangle in mind, we have to reconsider the previous pattern
mechanism of catalysis:
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Here is our definition of generator comes handy. The catalyst’s structure is presented
above as A—B, but since it does not change at all during the transformation, we can
generalize it as a single entity K, not necessarily simple one. In other words, A—B is a
generator of a wider pattern because we never see it split.
K
C

K
D

C

K
D

C

K
D

C

D

Bonding of the catalyst K with substrate C and D, always dual, can happen at different
moments of time and space, as the Leibniz-Caroline-Clarke delightfully illustrates. The
bond of Caroline with Leinbiz locked in Hanover was the first and the bond with Clarke in
London was the second. Therefore, I award catalysis with “cufflinks of time,” the badge of
the exclusive club of travelers between past, present, and future.
Intuitively I expect every catalyst to have two components (“dockings”), A and B, but it is
not for me to prove it.
Here is a weak attempt. I am typing this line and want to type “a.” I have pressed the key
“A” to get the “a” of previous sentence. It was a simple act. Its hidden duality is the bond
in my mind between not yet typed “a” and its particular place in a particular line. Or, from
a different angle, it is a bond between the two states of the key “A,” one in present, the
other in future.

Mind, from this point of view, is a giant catalyst with memory
(another mystery for giants), which keeps in pre-bond state
generators that otherwise would be in no-bond state and separated in
space and time. The mind maps the world and “keeps it in mind.”

MIND
LIBRARY
COMPUTER

EXERCISE. Is the mind a computer and if so, in what sense? What is that the

computer lacks, if anything, in comparison with mind?
Computer is a tiny, very efficient (“fast”) catalyst with very big memory. For all but last 40
years, the library was the main organ of memory for humanity. It was capable of catalyzing
links over space and time. Like the mind, libraries offered open access to any of stored
items. They were full of surprises and novelty for the young. I think it is a tragedy that
computer is killing libraries. I have two reasons to dislike the digital libraries, while
enjoying their convenience. They are like paid love in comparison with free love.
1. The Internet gives us limited but free access to the day before yesterday. The excessive
greed of copyright creates a gap between today and yesterday, and, therefore, an illusion
that today was like yesterday, tomorrow will be like today, and history is old hat. Library
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smoothly transcends the gap. Internet breaks the continuity of human experience.
Fortunately, many authors and readers do all they can to give free access to publications
otherwise requiring payment, but I will keep examples to myself.
2. Library gives equal random access to any subject, shelf, and book. The
computer monitor gives you a menu and takes back your freedom, especially if
bestseller lists, Oprah Club, author’s stardom, or titillating
title influence the menu. Library is the intrinsic part of
education and it must be preserved, at least, in some form. The
alternative to the open mind of the pre-digital world is the
Little Red Book of Chairman Mao (or of Doctor Ruth, Deepak Chopra,
etc., or a digest of the Bible, Koran, or Dianetics, or whatever, or
Astrophysics for Dummies, or Seven Years to Seven Figures). See
FREEDOM above.
Library is not an appendix to be inconsequentially cut off the bowels. It is the pituitary
gland of civilization.

The pattern picture of catalysis in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 has NON-EQUILIBRIUM
one troubling aspect: the catalyst is indifferent to the
direction of work. It can change the state of the switch from ON to OFF and back with
equal efficiency. What can we accomplish with an assembly manual for a Lego structure
which is built with one hand and destroyed with the other? Yet cells, species, large social
structures, small groups, politics, economy and exystems in general are always in flux by
definition because this is what means to be in non-equilibrium. They need constant supply
of energy and matter for maintenance. In spite of all the DNA, laws, traditions, and
blueprints, as well as of maintenance, exystems evolve and rewrite sometimes a word,
sometimes a chapter in the manual. Such systems, so contrasting with the inanimate world,
are called in physics dissipative structures. Physics is perfectly aware that what I call
exystems belongs to dissipative structures, but it does not go into details of structural
complexity, the home turf of chemistry.

Definitions of information are as circular as those of energy.
INFORMATION
Intuitively, if energy is associated with instability, information
relates to stability. Information partially converts energy into stability, but only in
exystems, starting with Bios. The problem with information in exystems is that it should
come from somewhere. The mystery of life and human passions required a source of
information and a god was, actually, a good guess. The scientific position, from my strictly
personal point of view, sees the source of initial information in the distant pass.
What was its original seed? I believe that information originated from chemical catalysis,
which evolved into pattern catalysis. I would prefer to do without the term information,
but it is here to stay, tease, and mislead us.
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It is assumed that the
switch will be stable in
either position. This is
possible only if an effort is
needed to move it in any
direction. This effort is
applied to overcoming the
transition state between ON
and OFF. In other words,
the switch must first
receive information telling
in which state it should be.

The “informed” switch is
the atomic unit of
information technology: the
simplest finite-state
machine, which can be in two states alternating in response to an external signal (Figure
7.14).
Figure 7.14 Similarity of Final State Machine (A) and
catalysis (B)

Information enters the pattern of Bunraku stage when it is necessary to decide what to do
the very first and any next moment of the performance down to the end.
EXERCISE. Is computer an exystem? Is it a machine? Why?

In a simplified picture, computer processor changes the state of a memory cell by writing 0
instead of 1 or 1 instead of 0. This work is pattern-similar to the function of the switch in
the sense that the cell can be in two states only and both transitions require a small effort,
although the wall between the states is high. The question is, where is the bond in this
picture? There is nothing like two contacts and the blade of the switch.
I am stepping into a busy and well-treaded area as an ignoramus with the superfluous for
computer science idea that the bond forms in time, in agreement with Leibniz’ concept of
time as a succession. This can be a pattern-chemical interpretation of information, based
on symmetry between time and space, in the spirit of Leibniz, but I am leaving this
potential flower in its unopened bud.

The daily waves of information roll over the individual mind like
INSTABILITY
tides, storms, floods, and glaciers, leaving seaweed, fallen
branches, garbage, and boulders of wisdom or folly. This pattern of constant periodic
instability was the driving force of other evolutions: geological, biological, social,
scientific, cultural, and technological. The simplest configuration within this pattern could
be the imaginary mechanical watch which slowly changes its face, hands, and gears under
the influence of daily winding, accidental shocks, and commute between work and home.
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The hard-line mechanical watch would come to the state of utmost facelessness, with little
sensitivity to the surroundings, but an exystemic watch could finally turn into something
totally different, like a gas lighter. A necessary condition for this living watch—one of
several—would be some degree of internal chaos and instability, in other words,
permanent non-equilibrium. The typical mechanism of translation of the external natural
chaos into the order of mind and DNA is Darwinian selection.
EXERCISE. Are there other mechanisms of translating chaos into order? Art?

Invention?
Our human brain is capable of accommodating the evolving mind because it is about 77%
water, which is a lot of chaotic movement at 36°C. For the same reason our body with
60% water overall is capable of functioning without the help of hooded handlers. It cannot
even stand still for too long.
EXERCISE. Is the entire thing in Figure 7.7 (“Ghost Rider” by Albert Szukalski,

at Rhyolite, NV ; source) a machine? What is the black thing that looks like bicycle?
What is the white thing that invokes a human form?
Therefore, the chemical fact of the abundance of water as solvent in the chemical systems
of life, from the pre-biotic hypothetical soup to the jelly in the tissues of plants and animals,
has been a necessary condition of the evolution not only of Bios, but also of the born out of
the jelly in our brains Technos and everything in-between. We maintain our human shape
because we are mostly liquid water, which has no shape of its own.

Let us take a pattern look at solvent.

SOLVENT:
AN IDEOGRAM

Two crucial chemical concepts are not associated with a particular
chemical structure: solvent and catalysis. The two ideas are closely linked in pattern
chemistry. I have written a lot about catalysis, which is the very foundation of all forms of
biological and social life. As for solvent, just think about the two thirds of the earth surface
covered with water (66% with oceans) and the human body consisting of 60% water in
adult males. Water is a ubiquitous and selective solvent, as important for what it dissolves
as for what it does not.
The streaming, swirling, occasionally stumbling, sleeping, or paroxysmal time is the
solvent of change—from a pattern viewpoint, of course, but this is an overstretched
poetical metaphor. Don’t take it seriously.
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A

Solvent

B

Figure 7.15. Solvent and catalyst (

C

D

) as ideograms

Solid chunks in Figure 7.15 (A) interact only at some surface points of contact. Dissolved
substances (B) interact at any point of the volume and any molecule is within a limited
distance from any other within a limited time interval. The higher the concentration of
reagents, the faster they interact. In too much solvent the diluted interactions are slow and
sleepy. Exystems, however, live not in a chemical flask but in the tank with a pipe and a
drain from school math (C). What is too slow to react is carried away unchanged and
ultimately everything, which is not renewed, is going down the drain anyway.
In other words, the solvent “connects” each molecule with a large
SOLVENT
number of other molecules. In information science and technology,
NETWORK
this situation is called network, in which server computers provide
MEMORY
the connections. Inside each computer, server or not, the Random
Access Memory (RAM) is a network of the same kind. I am not sure anybody sees it this
way and there must be some reason for that. So, what is the difference between a network
and RAM plus the processor? In RAM, all its elementary units are in the state of pre-bond,
ready to be connected. It is not exactly a network in which some nodes are close, but others
are not. Its topology is what is called full graph, Figure 7.6 D. In the Internet network, one
user may not know about the existence of another and something has to catalyze the
connection. This is done in many well-known ways.
The individual human memory is by no means a RAM and most of its cells are never
retrieved side by side within a limited time interval, unless the individual has a natural
RAM-like memory for some special domains. For example, the rhyming poet has a
developed ability to retrieve rhyming words regardless of their meaning, the artists,
inventors, and scientists have the ability to connect subjects that have never been close in
the minds of most people, and any professional in any areas has a RAM-like area in the
mind.
What does it mean “RAM-like,” by the way? It is not the practically instant electronic
connection, but at least a fast enough one. Creativity needs some time, but for most people
outside their profession (from astrophysics to burglary) this time exceeds the life span.
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The most telling fact about creative act, like solving a scientific or technical problem, is
that it takes a completely unpredictable time. I interpret it as the pattern similarity of the
process of thinking to a chemical reaction with a single set of molecules. The time of a
transformation of a quantum object—which is the essence of chemical reaction—is
predictable only as an average, but not individually. Thoughts in a single mind, I assume,
exist in single copies. Not so in the collective mindset of the crowd, however, which makes
opinion polling possible, if not flawless.
In chemistry, a collision between particles is the counterpart of an act of communication
between the nodes of the network. The term for both is interaction. Molecules run around
and collide, exchanging energy, while the telephone and Internet users exchange
information from their chairs and car seats. Solvent and network do their job by nearly
nullifying geometric distances, but nothing does it better than the solvent. What is in
between? The totalitarian state that keeps an eye on every resident and processes his fate
when the program requires.
I hope this Chapter segment, bringing solvent, network, memory, and totalitarian state
together under one pattern, clarifies the ideas of Pattern Theory and its chemical timeinvolving branch more than anything else. Water, Internet, and our own twisted and
bombarded minds epitomize the modern times and the secret police never sleeps.

The earlier segment SOLVENT NETWORK MEMORY
paragraph gives and example of what pattern means by
DISTANCE
bridging sub-domains of phenomena as distant as lab-bench
/kitchen-counter chemistry with the social network of the Egypt revolution of 2011.
Patterns nullify not just time and distance: they erase interdisciplinary borders. This is not
an easy idea for the modern structures of knowledge, education, science, and humanities. It
has never been easy since the novelist and scientist C. P. Snow first drew attention to the
chasm between sciences and humanities in 1959.
EXERCISE. Pattern metrics. Pattern topology. What it means?

As for distance in space, the transportation and telecommunication of the recent halfcentury have been transforming the global pattern topology in the direction of
proximization (from Latin proximus, nearest ). This term has been invented and used in
areas as different as Gestalt psychology, quantum physics and chemistry, political
discourse analysis, and economic sustainability. It relates in all cases to a system in which
all participants are topologically close to each other and involved in one way or another.
Thus, in the last case (Peter McManners), it means solving economic problems not by
outside control or abstract principles, but between members of community who have
mutual interests, local as well as global, and communicate with each other.
Proximization is a stage beyond globalization in which the imperative of sustainability is
used to override raw global capitalism. This is not turning back history. It is progressing to a
safe future, building on the best of our past achievements and backing off from the mistakes.
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The theories of free markets, deregulation and laissez-faire policy have been tried and tested
and found wanting. (Peter McManners , also )
The author regards proximization as “return to a
natural world order.” I see in this quite reasonable
idea a return to the pattern of democracy of the
Greek city-state and tribal council. Any historical
return is unnatural, except to a pattern. The
proximization in pattern sense, in my opinion, is already a fait accompli and it is called
globalization, for better or worse.
In no way I am criticizing Peter McManners’ ideas. Just the opposite: they are so much
against the tide, that they must be seriously considered and analyzed, all the more, because
the current tide of economic ideas is really low.

I do not suggest any bridge between both or any radical change
CANYON AND
in education. I do not believe that anybody but a few poets could TREE
walk it back and forth over the dizzying depth. I just want to
post a remote, less exotic, quite shallow, and nonetheless intellectually exciting place
where both rims of the canyon join, as in any natural canyon or ravine, Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.16 Aerial view of a part of Grand Canyon. Background photo:
old oak tree (source) . Each arrow has branches which are not

Federico Pozzi (source);
shown.

“Patterns” is a place of neither knowledge nor performance but of understanding the
landscape of Everything. I believe that poets and philosophers, following Lucretius, their
Columbus of sorts, were the first to colonize it. Note that what we now call science was for
a long time known as natural philosophy. Aristotelian physics was the point of emergence
of natural philosophy.
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Figure 7.16 presents configurations with connector topology of tree type (see Figure 7.6
C). The Grand Canyon and the oak tree are different patterns at a less abstract level: the
canyon is the product of destruction of the earth surface, bit by bit, while the oak tree is the
product of construction, cell by cell. One is an inversion of the other and both evolve from
the same natural elements: lithosphere (uppermost solid layers), hydrosphere, atmosphere,
and the sun (solar sphere) that brings all that in motion.

A

B

FUTURE
FISSION
FUSION

Figure 7.17 Phylogenetic tree of life (A) and “the computer tree” (B).
Numerous Web sources

The best-known (and still under the threat of the religious axe) pattern tree is the
phylogenetic tree of life representing the origin of species and relations between them,
Figure 7.17. It is also a great illustration of pattern systematics.
The explanation of an exystem is its history and the tree of origin is the most eloquent way
to do that without words. Similar trees can be drawn for any domain of an exystem: law,
tools, computers, games, etc.
Numerous trees of computer genealogy can be found on the web, but most of them are too
detailed and literalistic, as in Figure 7.17. A more telling would be the pattern tree of
information technology with similarity relations between species, for example, the
conceptual relations of computer to TV and two-way telegraph as its pattern parents, in
spite of the fact that telegraph was already dying when computer was born. At the root of
the tree would be, probably, human gesture or, deeper, bird’s song and even smell would
sprout a branch each. It would be more like a human genealogy, with parents, progeny,
and dense inbreeding. Technology is an exystem, as everything coming out of human
touch, including humans themselves.
The main entertaining question of pattern futurology is: will humans and Technos ever
split? The question sustains an army of sci-fi writers (and the optimistic eschatologist Ray
Kurzweil), but it requires clarification: split as the canyon, with joint history, fragmented
landscape and ever-increasing separation—like birds and lizards, humans and apes—or
split as the tree, with joint biochemistry and genome?
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The globe by definition is a single exystem with joint bio-techno-socio-econo-chemistry,
but the roles of humans, Bios, and Technos are already changing. Humans have completely
subjugated Bios and are assuming the double role of enzymes and source of dynamic chaos
in Technos. Technos exemplifies order and a sufficient measure of chaos is all it needs to
challenge humans.
By logical transitivity, Technos is moving toward domination for as long as there is
enough energy and matter for it. The humans still have an option of Amish lifestyle as Plan
B and of global Imperial China as Plan C.

Two more questions come to the foreground of pattern chemistry of
the future: what are divergence and domination?

DOMINANCE

Dominance. Production and propagation of Technos is the leading exystemic process. We
call it economy, but this term today comprises everything human, from family to politics.
What is called economy is a very diffuse term that has no wiki-wiki (quick) definition in
Wikipedia. It looks, however, that it is closer than ever before to its original Greek
meaning of house management, only the only house we all know is the globe. Economy
today is just all things considered, even the climate and distant planets. As in the ancient
times, the slaves and even the domestic animals in the big house are skillfully scheming
and manipulating the ostentatious masters.
I believe that humans and Bios adapt to Technos, not the opposite, because Technos
evolves faster. I cannot logically substantiate my intuitive opinion. To compare, the slowly
evolving nature—not the bacteria—yields to the pressure of humans where they breed
faster and easier. Yet the humans among cell phones are like elephants among rats and the
cell phones are irresistible because they smoothly fuse with human body.
In the Darwinian framework, as well as in chemical kinetics, the fastest breeder wins and
the rest adapts to the change. The humans must make and buy things that are not necessary
for their daily needs today, but will be tomorrow. The ads are self-fulfilling prophesies.
This moves Technos ahead of the trailing humans.
On a personal note and as a disclaimer, I am neither a Luddite
ADAPTATION
nor a Communist expropriator. I love intelligently made
REPRESENTATION
things and I lived in society that was poor because it had
extreminated its rich proprietors, substituting concentration of power for concentration of
money. I also feel an instinctive aversion to the principle of the middle road. I am in a
pursuit of understanding, as if the present were history for me. I am as much dispassionate
as I could possibly be regarding history. I am not pre-judging the future. I believe in
human adaptation based on understanding the alternatives—the luxury no other member of
exystemic community and participant of the evolution can have at the moment. What the
participants—like biosphere, wild nature, pets, machines, young humans, dying humans—
have is being represented by human individuals and institutions which pursue the interests
of their constituency no matter what, with the zeal of religious wars of the past and present.
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Divergence. Evolution generates new species from their common
DIVERGENCE
ancestor. We did not come from apes: both of us had a common
ancestor. Following this pattern, the split of the global human civilization into new biotechno-social (i.e., exystemic) species may follow the pathway for which, sorry to say, the
estates (classes) of the Ancien Régime in France are a good template. This is what I call
verticalization of society. The relentlessly growing demand for energy (oil and food) and
commodities like chemical elements, the exploding population of poorer countries, and,
more than anything, the growing inequality of richer countries are the signs of the next
evolutionary turn of the screw.
Annoyed or entertained by the Tea-Party in America? Wait until
the specter of Communism arises with its expropriation sickle and
Politburo hammer. At least the Communists eulogized Darwin to
prove that they were the latest and highest stage of history. Just
joking. No, the image on the right is not my cup of tea.

Historically, there was time when science, arts, and superstition diverged from the
common root. Although the canyon has the same topology as oak tree, it divides the whole
landscape instead of uniting. It tells something about the nature of similarity
transformation: it can be inversion instead of invariance.
Incidentally, "consolidation of vertical power" is the central motto of the doctrine of the
Russian autocrat Valdimir Putin, which is effectively enforced in Putin’s Russia and even
more so in Communist China—two big nations with the doctrine of mandate of heaven for
the emperor throughout most of history.

Technos

Demos

Humans
Bios

Chemistry
Chemis
Figure 7-18 Evolution of global
exystem and its gray areas

The words life and
GRAY AREAS
technology have so many
meanings that I need
separate terms for the life of organisms and the
life of man-made things: Bios and Technos,
respectively. I also foresee an abstract possibility,
as well as the first steps toward reality, of the life
of thing-made things, for which I suggest to
reserve the term Demos. No, we are not Humus,
just good old humans.
Does anything ever fuse in pattern evolution? I do
not mean what is called convergent evolution, like
the wing in distant species. I mean a real fusion,
i.e., hybridization of two distant types, like the
progeny of two very different parents or machines.

I have not found on the Web any consistent comparison of Technos and Bios as systems.
My search has been incomplete and I am sure that such ideas occurred to quite a few
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people. The thinkers in this area are mostly interested in the interaction of technology with
humans. One of the ideas with long roots is technological determinism and the general
attribution of priority of technology, starting with primitive tools, in human evolution.
I am interested in the pattern similarity between organisms and man-made things. I see
Technos as a branch of the evolutionary tree, Figure 7.18, which starts as the tree of life
with roots in the chemical systems of Earth’s hydrosphere.
Chemistry is the point of emergence of information, with its symbols and signs, from
matter and their evolutionary split . Exystems, which are inherently doomed to die or
change, produce a manual of their reconstitution or—if they are partially fluid societies of
interacting agents—of their maintenance.

Two out of the three gray areas are obvious, but what is the third one? In my choice of
Demos for the label of the last imaginary branch I was intuitively guided by the meaning
of demos in Athenian democracy. It was not the entire population, but the citizens, i.e.
land owners, divided into four open to mobility groups according to wealth. In fact, it was
not democracy in modern meaning, at least, formally, but timocracy: the power of wealth.
The division into classes, established by Solon, was quantitative (source): those who were
able to provide (1) 500, (2) 300, (3) 200, and (4) less than 200 bushels (medimnoi) of
agricultural produce.
This is a great illustration to the problem of money, see Chapter 3. If you want scientific
economics, burn the money and measure wealth in bushels, calories and kilowatt-hours.
I cannot give here more space to the fascinating story of Solon, his reforms, and their
pattern relation, on many points inverse, to American democracy as both concept and
reality. What is significant to me, the individual share of administrative power in society
was directly related to the person’s share in production of energy in its most human form
of food and work, and, therefore, in a city-state, to land in possession.
Those who could afford a horse, were admitted to the second class The poor fourth class,
the Thetes, might not have land, but they contributed physical energy to agriculture or to
ship propulsion as oarsmen and they had a social weight, too. According to Plutarch, they
“were not admitted to any office, but could come to the assembly, and act as jurors; which at first
seemed nothing, but afterwards was found an enormous privilege, as almost every matter of dispute
came before them in this latter capacity.”
Clearly, Demos—citizens of Greek city-state—comprised people who did not need
anybody’s permission, authorization, or good will, to feed themselves. The slaves did need
all that. Note that some of them provided not the physical work, but knowledge and what is
called today information technology. If it is not yet clear against the background of the
Great Recession, I will be unequivocal: the phenomenon of modern protracted
unemployment is, in pattern sense, similar to slavery.
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It is easy to see, at least for me, a pattern similarity between the social hierarchy and
exystemic hierarchy in general, although the phenomenon of power is solely human.
Demos, whatever it might be, with the genetic heritage of both humans and Technos, is
going to compete with three other domains for energy …but here I reach the current limits
of my imagination.
With all incoherence of this segment of the Chapter, I believe that some important new
understanding of history may emerge from the GRAY AREAS, like the four domains, all
with pattern-chemical genes in their branches, have been emerging from the chemical pool.
Yet it needs more humans scratching their heads in which mysterious minds are housed.
The earlier segment SOLVENT NETWORK MEMORY in this Chapter DISTANCE
gives an example of what pattern means by bridging sub-domains of
phenomena as distant as lab-bench /kitchen-counter chemistry with the social network of
the Egypt revolution of 2011. Patterns nullify not just time and distance: they erase
interdisciplinary borders. This is not an easy idea for the modern structures of knowledge,
education, science, and humanities. It has never been easy since the novelist and scientist C.
P. Snow first drew attention to the chasm between sciences and humanities in 1959.
EXERCISE. Pattern metrics. Pattern topology. What can it mean?

As for distance in space, the transportation and telecommunication of the recent halfcentury have been transforming the global pattern topology in the direction of
proximization (from Latin proximus, nearest ). This term has been invented and used in
areas as different as Gestalt psychology, quantum physics and chemistry, political
discourse analysis, and economic sustainability. It relates in all cases to a system in which
all participants are topologically close to each other and involved in one way or another.
Thus, in the last case (Peter MacMannus), it means solving economic problems not by
outside control or abstract principles, but between members of community who have
mutual interests, local as well as global, and communicate with each other.
Proximization is a stage beyond globalization in which the imperative of sustainability is
used to override raw global capitalism. This is not turning back history. It is progressing to a
safe future, building on the best of our past achievements and backing off from the mistakes.
The theories of free markets, deregulation and laissez-faire policy have been tried and tested
and found wanting. (Peter MacMannus)
The author regards proximization as “return to a
natural world order.” I see in this quite reasonable
idea a return to the pattern of democracy of the
Greek city-state and tribal council. Any historical
return is unnatural, except to a pattern. The
proximization in pattern sense, in my opinion, is already a fait accompli and it is called
globalization, for better or worse.
Now let us look back at the Athens before Solon through the eyes of Plutarch.
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And the disparity of fortune between the rich and the poor, at that time, also reached its
height; so that the city seemed to be in a truly dangerous condition, and no other means for
freeing it from disturbances and settling it to be possible but a despotic power. All the
people were indebted to the rich; and either they tilled their land for their creditors, paying
them a sixth part of the increase, and were, therefore, called Hectemorii and Thetes, or else
they engaged their body for the debt, and might be seized, and either sent into slavery at
home, or sold to strangers; some (for no law forbade it) were forced to sell their children, or
fly their country to avoid the cruelty of their creditors; but the most part and the bravest of
them began to combine together and encourage one another to stand to it, to choose a
leader, to liberate the condemned debtors, divide the land, and change the government.
There is little direct historical evidence regarding Solon, but it looks like Athens were
lucky to have a legislator who, along Plutarch, was “the only one not implicated in the
troubles,” or who “had not joined in the exactions of the rich, and was not involved in the
necessities of the poor,” and “did not show himself mean and submissive to the powerful,
nor make his laws to pleasure those that chose him.” Will any proximized community find
such a leader? And who will repeat his unthinkable act of allegedly (no definite proof,
however) abolishing all existing debts, even what his dishonest friends owed him and
future enslavement for unpaid debt? Not quite unthinkable, however, see the Bible, Leviticus 25.
Exystems are inherently unequal: equality means death, equilibrium, deep freeze.
Excessive inequality means instability, turmoil, revolution, war, expropriation, and
verticalization of power, Russian style.

The four domains in Figure 7.18 are similar (in rich
pattern sense) to Aristotle’s earth, air, water,
ROOTS OF
and fire. This similarity leads us to the seed
UNDERSTANDING
from which both threes in Figure 7.16
emerged.
The pattern of combinatorial creativity of a few basic elements can still be seen
in the creation myths of many nations and in cyclic cosmology of major
Trimurti
religions of Asia. In Hinduism, the functions of creation, destruction, and
maintenance of the world are performed by Brahma, Shiva, and Vishnu accordingly. The
trimurti, as the triad is called, is often portrayed as a single entity. Even God the Creator of
the Bible made a few later demonstrations of his destructive power. This apparently very
abstract and esoteric area, however, is relevant for the understanding of the ongoing global
changes, and, as I hope, of the entire pattern paradigm. Otherwise, it would be pure art.
The very idea of a limited number of basic elements is a pattern of thought.
Looking into the ancient roots of the modern picture of the world, including superstitions,
we find ancient patterns that might be still relevant for understanding modern-day events.
Thus, the revolutions of 2011 in the Middle East may be successful in their initial
destructive stages, but can they be followed by stabilization? What kind of maintenance
and creation is needed? What are the differences between the major national mentalities?
What is the connection between Eastern fatalism, Christian hope, and resulting economies?
Which pattern is more stable: collectivism or individualism? What does Confucianism
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mean for the future evolution of China? Why prescriptive religions, like Orthodox Judaism
and extreme fundamentalist Islam, produce enclaves isolated from global economy? Why
is it so difficult for Russia to get rid of the authoritarian government in spite of the
centuries long openness to Western knowledge and culture? Ancient patterns are extremely
stubborn. Are new pattern possible? Can the globally deity of growth be worshipped in
spite of scientific impossibility of unlimited growth? Isn’t the ideology of economic
growth just another superstition? Or religion? In a way, to deny that nothing can last
forever is the same as to believe in afterlife.
By asking, rhetorically, not as an EXERCISE, the above questions, I am trying to justify
the building of a Pattern Retreat near the currently uninhabited site where the rims of the
canyon in Figure 7.16 join. It is marked with the white spot.
As regards the construction lot, I cannot resist the temptation to digress on land: the earthy,
not the ideal one. Most people in developed nations do not work on land which itself is a
mediator between the energy of the sun and ATP in human cells. Technos separates
humans from the human source of energy—land—with so many layers of other mediators
that the human lifelines can be easily squeezed and cut. It is so easy to do because the
currency of energy has to switch from ATP to $$$ before it takes the natural ATP form.
Instead of spreading in space (of land), humans have to spread in time, on the promise of
tomorrow’s money convertible into ATP.
Prolonged unemployment without access to land is the modern plague—whether raging or
dormant. It takes a lot of forms, some violent, some self-destructive, some crazy. It works
as the opposite of money: not by promise but by despair. Albert Camus identified and
named by a medical name a very large social pattern. Depression is another medical name
on an equally large pattern. As Camus believed, “it comes for the bane and enlightening of
men.” It is hardly in any sense creative for the victim.
With all the inverse similarity between the canyon and the tree,
what is the reason for the dramatic contrast of geological
destruction and biological creation?

DESTRUCTION
AND CREATION

Destruction is a change from a definite order to an undefined state. When we take apart a
Lego structure and arrange the individual blocks in some defined order, like grouping by
color and size, we go from one order to another, even while performing deconstruction. In
real world, however, what matters is what happens to the bonds between the “atoms,” i.e.,
generators, in PT terminology. The bonds in inanimate nature, including Technos, are
predominantly positive: they require energy to break. The bonds in Bios and society are
predominantly negative: they require energy to maintain. Even the strongest family bonds
can dissolve in extreme situations. When water erodes soil and rock, its energy breaks the
positive bonds between solid particles in the process of destruction. When a tree grows, the
energy of the sun is used to lock and maintain bonds between atoms in dividing cells in the
process of construction along the inherited template. “The flow of time” is just a
metaphor. Time erodes negative bonds in human relations and institutions just because
they do not need anything to fall apart or mutate.
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Destruction does not need any sophisticated manual. It will happen regardless of whether
we want it or not because any non-equilibrium system will move toward equilibrium,
unless it is maintained by machine, human, or god. Construction needs a manual, and so
does an ordered deconstruction—taking apart—of a complex structure.

Back to the solvent—an exotic but meaningful template for a pattern
of interaction.

IDEOGRAM

EXERCISE. The liquid solvent spontaneously dissolves solid matter by breaking
positive bonds. Where does the energy for that process come?
EXERCISE. Does the Internet and social networks dissolve social bonds? Are

social bonds positive? Negative?
Scientists enthusiastically use metaphors in their popularizations. The best example that I
know is the metaphor of money, which biochemists use to explain ATP (adenosine
triphosphate). Alas, money is not as material and full-bodied as water, although it can run
between the fingers in exactly the same way.
EXERCISE. Is money material? If not, what is the evidence?

I see water, an exemplary solvent, as an ideogram because I
take it not as an abstraction, but a full-bodied phenomenon of
a real world. Ideogram has its parallel in the allegory in the
domain of arts and humanities. It is not a fleeting metaphor,
but an extended, detailed, and realistic presentation of a
phenomenon similar to another phenomenon in a different
area.
Allegory can be verbal (a staple of Socratic method and
Titian: Allegory of Prudence religious sermons) or visual, as Titian’s Allegory of Prudence,
which is more interesting as an illustration of similarity
transformation for a pattern of behavior of humans, nations, and civilizations evolving with
age. Since allegory has its established meaning in arts, I prefer ideogram as a somewhat
wider pattern term. Ideogram can be chosen as a representative tag of a pattern, or as its
pattern template, or both.

The solvent works only if it is liquid. The solid frozen solution limits
FREEZING
the movement of molecules and they slowly interact only with close
neighbors. Numerous membranes of cells and their components do the same job of
compartmentalization and limiting the solvent effect of water. The same can be said about
prisons, allegorically. The federal design of US limits the political influence of government,
whether Federal or State, but leaves doors open in the way of business.
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Suppose, there is a factor which suppresses the digital communication not because of
somebody’s ill will—that can happen, too—but because of some reason like general
scarcity of resources, lack of energy, standardization of life, limited choice, loss of
curiosity, etc. Then the society already dissolved in the total communication created by
Technos becomes a solid system with limited numbers of degrees of freedom. It turns into
a single mechanism or, as sci-fi writers imagine it, a depleted of energy totalitarian system:
a clockwork, which the master sets and winds up.
We are, probably, still evolutionary babies in history, but whether we should enjoy this
jovial stage or speed up the transformation into a social clockwork is a matter of individual
choice, while the trend is a matter of necessity. The social network is designed as a
powerful mechanism of peer pressure (do and buy what the friends do and buy) and is in
this sense a giant cooler, if not yet freezer. If this is a progress, then from babies to
perennial teenagers.
In the open-ended evolution, every stage is a kind of childhood. Yet if patterns are our
surrogates of physical laws of nature, we can more or less predict the adulthood and
senility.
EXERCISE : Communication network, as it was often noted, can be used for both

connection, as in the successful revolutions of the twenty-first century, and
isolation, as in authoritarian repressive societies like Iran and China. Do geological
erosion by rivers and repression of communication belong to the same pattern?
What about the tree growth and development of social cohesion? [Yes, I know, this is
overboard. Skip it.]

The catalyst, represented in Figure 7.15 D as a small white banner,
CATALYST
contains a plan of the product assembly, which is one of many
possibilities of a spontaneous process. The catalyst makes it highly
probable, although mistakes are possible, not by any magic, but by speeding it up, so that
other possibilities have no time to occur. The catalyst is the part of the system that must
remain unchanged after use, like DNA or The Rules of the Road. This is so unnatural
anywhere except chemistry! Catalysis is the oldest phenomenon in the natural history of
exystems.
Catalyst is the most primitive machine: it repeats its act indefinitely. The catalyst has no
source of energy. Instead the molecules take up the job of moving the assembly line and
supplying it with parts because of their thermal energy and spontaneous movement. Yet in
a different design, which is inversely similar to molecular catalysis, a machine uses the
catalyst (template, code) and energy to perform assembly of blocks by locking negative
bonds, in spite of internal chaos. In an intermediate design, the social machine/organism
uses the law, written and oral, as a catalyst to maintain human molecules (agents) capable
of both chaos and order within a certain pattern of behavior. In this design, both
government and citizens need external energy. What a strange world!
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EXERCISE: Is there anything wrong with the use of “catalyst” in the following

snippet (3/3/2011 10:21 AM)?

The Wall Street Journal quoted an analyst’s note: “We believe the iPad 2 introduction and
the June iPhone refresh will serve as critical catalysts in the coming months.”
ANSWER:

The pattern-chemical problem with this usage is that catalyst by definition performs
its function as many times as possible under circumstances, while iPad 2 can be
released only once. Its introduction with fanfare was news, “a shot in the arm,”
which loses its novelty immediately after announcement. What is fanfare, by the way?
“Information in newspapers and on television and radio intended to make people interested in
someone or something” (definition of fanfare in MacMillan Dictionary ). Yet the act of fanfare

presentation as promotion pattern happens every day.
EXERCISE. Is pattern a catalyst? A mechanism? A machine?

The observers of the Middle East turmoil in February 2011 ask the
STABILIZATION
most important question in the live prognostics of a revolution:
what is the template for the stable state? Is it the harsh mechanical
ideal of Stalin and the tribal Stalinism of Taliban (individual as a little screw in the
machine)? Is it a blueprint of parliamentary democracy? Is it the Russian or Chinese
oligarchy on the dog leash of the authoritarian master? Is it the Turkish model, still
successful, which was single-handedly enforced by Atatürk? Is it the Israeli schizophrenic
blend of democracy and state religion?

To understand what is happening right before our eyes in
COLLISIONS AND
human matters, let us generalize the notion of interaction to
COMMUNICATION
cover both (1) spatial contacts with the exchange of energy,
i.e., physical collisions and interactions, and (2) information exchange requiring little
energy and negligible physical action. The emerging picture is the humanity as a drop of
“pattern water” in which humans are capable of interaction by talking, calling, mailing, and
social networking, as opposite of the physical clash of molecules. In fact, this interaction
is still highly ordered by the apparatus of social cells, national tissues, and cultural and
economical organisms.
As a bit sinister mental experiment, we can draw an evolutionary line from the exchange of
energy, sometimes one-way, by physical collision (fight, predation, robbery) to the
exchange of energy in the currency of money through information (purchase, taxation, and
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fraud). Continuing this evolutionary line we come to the major destabilizing contradiction
of the modern digitized world: demanding instant gratification with deferred payment.
The difference between ATP and, say, the currency of US dollar is
MONEY AND
truly dramatic: ATP is material, “hard-scientific” and well defined,
STABILITY
while the dollar in accounting ledgers and digital files is symbolic,
fluctuating, most often just promissory, and sometimes fake. It quasi-materializes only in
the act of exchange. The two stages of every exchange (payment and delivery), however,
can be separated in time, to somebody’s good luck or bad loss.
Home mortgage is an outrageously soft arrangement, in which payment and delivery can
be separated by decades, which in our times and places is economic half-eternity.
Catastrophic insurance is of the same kind.
Few things in economics are as often repeated
and as poorly remembered as the nature of
money: it is only as good as the government
that prints it. Nothing else in modern society is
so well remembered as the only way to insure
money against loss: to amass it as much as
possible, best of all, billions. It would not
harm to convert part of the money into power
Not a good way to wealth
and freeze the government with a smile on the
face turned to business and a painted smile on
the backside. Anyway, democracy is also but a promise, although by no means of money.

Figure 7.19

The specter of expropriation and its recent appearances.

Left to right: Das Kapital by Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto, the cover of
The Economist of April 4th-10th 2009, and Hugo Chavez (Venezuela)

The reliance on a mythical “hard science” view of perpetually soft human matters was one
of the deepest causes of the Great Recession—in my view, not just the deepest, but also as
hard as the rock of Gibraltar. Whatever does not follow a law of conservation is not hard
science. But patterns are conserved throughout history, although they are capable of falling
asleep and wake up and are not numbers.
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Possibly the craziest idea in modern world would be the fear of too much wealth. Figure
7.19 offers a hint to one of rare dinosaurs in the pattern world. I do not want to follow this
storyline, but I keep Russian history in mind. As for the pattern causes of exystemic
instability, I will go on.
From school physics we acquire the notion of energy as a
ENERGY AND
measurable physical property of the same kind as number, mass,
STRESS
speed, volume, work, temperature, and pressure. Energy, however,
is a curious exception from the above matter-of-fact solid properties: it is a window into
the future. If energy of a system goes up, something is going to happen, although we do
not know when. If part of energy is lost, the chances of a future change decrease. At an
equilibrium, which is an idealization nowhere to be found on earth, the energy cannot go
any lower.
In human matters, energy is a too vague but overused term.
Instant gratification by deferred payment is an example of a subtle logical
contradiction. Something cannot be instant and deferred at the same time.
Gratification (G) and payment (P), however, are two different things and
plastic money seems to reconcile both stages of the transaction in the
smoothest possible way. The problem is that G and P are not independent:
they are bonded. Not only that, but the bond is also stretchable—over time—like a rubber
band.
Rubber band is a stretchable in space material, i.e., not an abstract idea or
a chunk of information, and its energy increases with stretching.

DEBT
CREDIT

The phenomenon of credit is not something you can literally put your finger on. It is the
bond between the act of possession at one moment of time and the act of payment in
another. This bond is negative: it requires the force of social institutions (in the past, the
threat of prison), to be maintained in place. Nothing physically prevents me from buying
today a thing on plastic, walking away, and refusing to pay a month later, except the fear of
a subsequent stressful situation.

PRESENT
FUTURE
Figure 7.20 Allegory of debt (and financial crisis, energy
crisis, revolution, pollution, and God knows what else)
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While there is obviously a similarity between physical stress measured in physical energy
and social and psychological stress, which has no measure even remotely comparable with
physical force, we do not have any scale to compare them. Human matters can be about
brute physical force, but mostly they are about a system of relations: bonds in a
configuration. Physics does not apply to human matters, unless from a very specific angle.
Still, we can feel a growing psychological stress as clearly as the stress of a stretched
rubber. We know that the future can strike back.
Here I feel an urge to come back to Peter McManners idea of proximization. It might work
in time in the following way: any spread of economic exchange in time must be
discouraged. It may even apply to open-end processes of change, like simplification of
taxation, greening of energy supply, and all kinds of reform. In times of instability, all
good intentions age very quickly.
Instead of energy, entropy, and physical temperature, let us use
their pattern generalization for any dynamic system with
communication (acts of exchange). They are:

INEQUALITY
TEMPERATURE
INSTABILITY

(1) Instability:
The higher instability, the more probable spontaneous change.
(2) Inequality of distribution of an exchangeable value:
The higher inequality of distribution, the higher instability.
(3) Generalized “metaphoric” temperature (like in colloquial expressions from
“hot water” and “hot potato” to “hot chick” and “hot pants”).
The higher the “temperature,” the higher instability.
With this kind of metaphysics instead of physics we can hardly calculate the time of the
next Great Recession (…Depression, Repression, Revolution, Reaction… etc.), but we can
have a clear interpretation of the vital signs of the exystem: the growing income inequality
increases instability, the growing number of demonstrations, strikes, protests, incendiary
propaganda increases instability, and increasing instability brings a financial crisis, war,
civil war, change of power, sharp change of policy, revolution, etc., closer.
Historical experience and common sense would help connecting the dots without any
pattern chemistry. But when we deal with probability, we want to know how big or small it
is. Even the weather forecast today is accompanied by the likelihood figures for rain or
snowstorm.
In this segment I repeat, in a nutshell, how chemistry approaches
forecasting the outcome of a transformation. For more, see
complexity and numerous Web materials.
Consider the typical transformation of exchange:

TRANSITION
STATE AND
KINETICS
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A—B + C—D  [A B C D ]*  A—C + B—D ,
Initial state
Transition state
Final state
Note that we are looking not at anything tangible and “real,” but at patterns. It is
mathematics without numbers. The number of possible “chemical” patterns at such an
abstract level is limited. It is chemistry without molecules and it looks flippantly simple.

A
[A B C D ]*

A—B + C—D
A—C + B—D

B

[Transition1]*
[Transition2]*

[State4]
[State3]

[State 1]
[State2]

Figure 7.20. Distribution of stability over time of transformation
Figure 7.20 A presents the typical reversible change in stability for a molecular system.
The final state can be either more or less stable than the initial state and the sign of the
difference determines the position of equilibrium, which is shifted toward more stable
states.
Figure 7.20 B presents irreversible alternatives for a more general situation, molecular as
well as exystemic, when there are two (or more) transition states that lead to either the
same or two (or more) final states each, with possibly overlapping results. This central for
chemistry paradigm is a pattern of low complexity. All stable states are in the topological
neighborhood of the corresponding unstable state.
What is the logical necessity of the unstable transition state? If not for that, all chemical
diversity of molecules in a closed volume would immediately come to equilibrium and
nothing else would ever happen.
Social psychology is, essentially, the chemistry of human interaction. It replicates the
chemical ideas of bond, attraction, repulsion, and stability. The concept of cognitive
dissonance belongs to the simplest chemical pattern with an unstable (stressful)
intermediate state between two stable mutually exclusive ones. There are, probably,
observations on the speed of such processes as problem solving by a group, reorganization,
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adaptation to different management, etc., but the speed of wedding and divorce depending
on the circumstances is the subject open to all lay people.
How can we use this paradigm in understanding the behavior of exystems?
First of all, we have to reconcile with the simplicity and its drawbacks: for esoteric
theorems, equations, and numbers you will be paid by the page, symbol, number, and
dollar sign.

Second, we have to reconcile with a limited predictive capability. All
we can do at this point is to present alternatives.
Nevertheless, I believe that in the computer era it is possible to have an
approximation of the state of economy in real time and predict the next
state at least with the average weather forecast precision: “Chance of
market collapse 60%” or “Possible severe tornadoes in smart phones, ”
or “Drought in oil supply.”
Third, we have to anticipate possible futility
of our efforts: neither business not
government needs everybody to know
everything. Knowledge is power for as
much as it is proprietary and concentrated in
a few hands.

AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A
SUBSTITUTE TO H.R. 4872, AS REPORTED
……………………….
(2) in paragraph (3)-(A) in subparagraph
(A), by striking “$750” and inserting “$695”;
(B) in subparagraph (B),
by striking “$495” and inserting “$325”; and
(C) in subparagraph (D)-- (i) in the matter
preceding clause (i),
by striking “$750” and inserting “$695”;
…………………………

Finally, we need not the numeric results, not
even like “60% chance of defense budget
cuts,“ but the differences, trends, and
A fragment of USHousespeak
comparisons in terms of MORE and LESS.
Generally, this would not satisfy either hard
science and technology or those mysterious people who write 1000 pages congressional
bills full of remarkably specific small numbers and large numbers rounded to billions. But
because chemical patterns are discrete and small, the difference between yes and no, more
or less, up or down, and fast or slow could be distinct and of sufficient importance.
Patterns are instruments of our thinking with a naked mind, without a sheet of paper and
computer, on the fly, off the limelight of consciousness, and they work only because they
are small. In a way—pattern way, of course—they are comparable to the Stone Age tools,
which can still be functional in dire need.
What is the pattern-chemical cause of the Great Recession of
2008? It is the critically high and growing inequality of wealth.
In all systems, from physical to social, in which molecules or

FINANCIAL CRISIS
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people exchange energy or energy-like money, the inequality of distribution is
synonymous with instability. The fine analysis of this universal dynamic pattern is beyond
my capacity, but somebody might do that someday for exystems.
Whatever kind of social inequality—wealth or political power—reaches a certain critical
limit, stress builds up and a subsequent change of pattern follows.
Pattern cannot change continuously. This is why we feel it as a more or less sharp shock,
although it can last long years, as the Great Depression did. This is the most universal
pattern of history, unless some Solon the Wise takes the steering wheel, which almost
never happens nowadays.
In idealized physical and chemical systems energy by definition
MORE AND LESS
is a measure of the potential or actual change. In nonequilibrium systems the picture is much less clear and can be described only in relative
terms. “The thermodynamic study of non-equilibrium systems requires more general
concepts than are dealt with by equilibrium thermodynamics. “ (a very good article on nonequilibrium systems in Wikipedia). Mathematical inequality, denoted with < , LESS, and >,
MORE, is a more general concept than
= , equality. In particular, the principal
difficulty of describing non-equilibrium
systems, of which exystems are most
complex, follows from the need to
measure and calculate order/disorder,
i.e., entropy. We can do that—in
principle or at least to discuss it—for
something with more or less clear
boundaries, for example, the planet
Earth. We can use for that data that
make sense only in space around the
Earth, disregarding internal complexity
Figure 7.21 Non-equilibrium systems:
of the planet.
thermal engine (A) and planet Earth (b)
Entropy is a controversial subject for anything but simple physical models. As I found out,
not for export, any measure of inequality of distribution, for example Gini coefficient, does
the job in a completely satisfying way.
I borrow Figure 7.21A from Wikipedia’s articles on thermodynamics. It shows a nonequilibrium system, heat engine, that uses a flow of energy from the hot source on the left
to the cold source on the right and performs work W on the outside. This is a pattern and
car engine is one of its configurations.
I deform A into B by inverting the arrow W. Now it produces work on the inside of the
system by taking organized (convertible into work) energy from the hot source and
dissipating it in a less organized form into the space. This is how the existence of Bios,
humans, and Technos perpetuates on planet Earth.
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Over twenty years ago, when I came to America, I was struck
GINI COEFFICIENT
by two economic charts I had never seen in Russia: inflation
and inequality (Gini coefficient). They had a point of sharp
change of slope. Something radical had happened around 1970, after which both indices
rushed up like mad.
While nobody is surprised that decline naturally stops at zero, people have a religious faith
in growth that can go on indefinitely and even accelerate. Any acceleration, however, is a
sure sign of a coming qualitative change, whether disastrous or not. It means that there is
an unbalanced force
In 2011, the third year of the Great Recession, the Gini has been released from the bottle.
A remarkable number of economists, observers, and serious politicians look at the getting
uglier every day American Gini coefficient with an instinctive fear, which they express and
interpret in various ways. Science is a cooperative occupation; at least it used to be.
Economics and politics are competitive trades. More about Gini, see Chapter 6.
The way of life and social function of the super-rich begins to attract
WEALTH
serious attention. I do not want to be distracted here by this still little
researched subject, but all my personal experience and world literature
make me think that the super-rich are the best candidates for the next evolutionary split on
the phylogenetic tree of humans.
I do not think we should suspect the “superrs” of malice and accuse them of ill intent. This
category of wealth has been created by digital Technos and it is very different from the
wealth of the past. The same Technos that had created better mousetraps, automobile,
space stations, and Internet, invented better money-making machines, as expensive as a
space rocket, rather than as a Lamborghini. Without being formally incorporated into
government and institutions of power, unlike the aristocracy of the past, the “superrs”
influence the course of history by tilting the economic axis of the entire earth without even
realizing that. This is a historically unprecedented power, comparable only with the
Russian and Chinese revolutions and potentially as destructive. In the previous history it
could happen only in selected parts of the globe. If I were and an economist, I would
investigate whether the counterbalancing mechanisms are theoretically possible at all. If I
were a sociologist, I would investigate whether the government, enabled by computers to
generate unreadable 2000-pages bills, can be bought as any other machine, with its
computers, pencils, and erasers, lock, stock, and barrel.

IMPORTANT: Inequality is natural and beneficial for society. Concentration of
wealth is the source of all progress and national well-being, as well as culture, arts,
sciences, and humanities. Egalitarian societies and communities stagnate and end up in
dictatorships. The equality has to be enforced, while inequality is naturally self-maintained.
Above a certain level of inequality, however, the society loses stability and changes form.
This is a very general property of all non-equilibrium dynamic systems in which
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components exchange energy (money) and information with each other. Surprisingly little
is known about the laws of behavior of such systems and the role of inequality.
We
have never had 500 emperors in nation. This is the novelty of our current situation and the
cause of the financial crisis. We are in a transition state leading to something new. The
only tool for understanding the new is and old pattern. I am calling back to the podium
Plutarch, who noted that the Thetes, the poorest Athenians had neither wealth nor
administrative positions. What they had was the voting power and it caused a lot of trouble
to the Athenian hierarchy.
The nature of the recent American stress is the same as in all “de-proximizations.” With
the growth of inequality and the proximization of communication (Internet, cmart phones,
and social networks) , the centers of gravity in financial power and the voting power are
becoming as far removed as never before. The rich are a democratic voting minority and
the poor are a democratic voting majority. Something has to change and the only way is
proximization: the easing—not erasing—of wealth inequality distribution, not its erasing.
What I don’t see is a Solon-like figure. This is the era of transfer from the militaryindustrial complex to a financial-digital complex.
The accumulation of coal and, probably, mineral oil from the
ENERGY CRISIS
remnants of plants or animals created throughout millions of
years by the energy of the sun is an example of the main
physical problem with exystems: they create something that can be compressed into a
pattern, but not into a calculable parameter: complexity of real-world configurations.

Peter
McManners

I can formulate a more specific problem of humanity: there is a huge time
span between the creation of the source of energy and its use by humans. It
stretches the pattern rubber band between the past and the presence in a way
similar to the stress created by the separation of gratification and payment
in credit: the stress of distance between present and future. It creates debt
that cannot be repaid. I find the proximization of Peter McManners more
and more attractive as a pattern of thought.

In Russia and China the revolutions resulted in the historically
POPULATION
unprecedented results: the complete eradication of private property
STRESS
in Russia and the severe restriction of the instinctive drive of all
living beings to reproduce and multiply. Both have been time bombs, one, made in China,
still unexploded, although it had quite rational motives.
The natural waning of the previously powerful reproducing drive in Europe and Russia
tells me more than anything else that Technos begins to dominate humans. As “sheep ate
men” (Thomas More, 1516), things eat people. The inequality of the birthrate across the globe
creates yet another powerful pattern stress. The social and ethnic shifts, already sensed in
Europe, can happen anywhere.
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I can keep jumping all over the exystemic tree for fifty more
pages, but I must stop somewhere and I am going to do it right
now. Sapienti satis.

HOPE
COURAGE
UNDERSTANDING

My final question is: how we, humans, have to look into the future?
We cannot stop evolution, but we can adapt to anything. To adapt does not mean to submit.
I believe, we need hope and courage. But we can believe only in ourselves. Our only hope
is not knowledge—we cannot know the yet unknown—but understanding: the art of
acquiring knowledge. We have to try yet another apple from the tree of understanding and
bravely meet the consequences.
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Very crude draft, unfinished

8. PATTERN CHEMISTRY OF INFORMATION INSECURITY
8.1. Preamble
I am not an information technology professional, but I would not consider information
security as my subject if I were competent in it. As an outsider, I do not provide any
answers and practical solutions and do not seek any rewards. Instead, I enjoy unlimited
freedom of thought.
By the way, what is thought? This Chapter could have a different title: PATTERN
CHEMISTRY OF NON-ALGORITHMIC THINKING, but it is too preliminary and
narrow in scope. Maybe next time I will be able to expand it.
I intend this Chapter as an exercise in pattern chemistry, which means, of
course, exercise in thinking. The idea is to take some complicated subject,
as far from chemistry as possible, and look at it in chemical light.
Information security is far enough: it is the perfect soil to plant some seeds
of productive doubt.
Information insecurity comprises cyberwar, computer crime, hacking, Internet abuse,
malware, phishing, and scores of other infractions in the new brave world of digital threat,
sin, and evil. In response, it faces a whole industry of pest control with a cornucopia of
counter-tricks.
The fight against insecurity is conceptually akin to medicine, traffic control, reliability of
bridges, etc., not to mention crime in general. All those areas include events that are, in a
sense, natural, normal, and bound to happen. The task is to decrease their frequency. This
is where similarity with chemistry starts.
Chemical transformations of the same starting substance usually run concurrently in many
directions. Chemists want to increase the yield of the desired product in its mixture with
various unwanted products. The standard chemical method to this end is catalysis:
speeding up the desired outcome or slowing down (inhibiting) the unwanted one. This is a
very general, if not the only one, pattern strategy of controlling events in exystems.
Chemical catalysis is based on the principle that very crudely can be stated as follows.
Suppose we have several possible events starting with A: A B, AC, and AD. If we
speed up AB, then there will be less A to turn into C and D. This principle works in
chemistry statistically, due to the large number of participating species, but pattern
chemistry is intended mostly for singular events. Obviously, digital defense widely uses
this principle, which chemistry calls “kinetic” and digital security calls “dynamic.” More
generally, it is known as competition, or THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM.
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Leaving the theoretical and practical problems of Internet security to professionals, I am
trying here to do something different: to explore the pattern-chemical mechanism of our
thinking on the subject of Internet security. This is only a rough sketch of the idea.
Indeed, if the digital age floods our life with novelty (which mostly turns into junk next
morning) at the speed and intensity of a tsunami, how can we solve new problems if they
are dramatically new? I suspect that we do it by using long-lasting patterns of thinking in a
way similar to how an engineer uses old physical equations to solve new technical
problems. We take a template, probably coming from Isaac Newton (1643–1727) or Daniel
Bernoulli (1700–1782)), and transform it to apply to the new object by preserving the
invariance of the venerable ancient equations or at least some core in them.
We assume that the physical laws of nature have not changed for a few millenia. Dealing
with problems in human matters and exystems in general, we do not have a sufficient stock
of hard knowledge because our object is either unique, or singular, or evolving right before
our eyes, or all of the above. Patterns are our surrogate “equations.” While hard science
deplores analogies, except in popularizations, we simply do not have anything else in
everyday human matters.
I believe that the professionals have already arrived at the realization that human nature,
not algorithms and computation, are the heart of the matter of digital security, regardless of
whether there is any matter in bits and bytes. Human nature, made of gold and dirt, with
the affinity to both, is the weakest link against the lure of the whole Internet bestiary from
junk mail to WikiLeaks.
While cyberspace has been recognized “as a new domain of warfare” along with “land, sea, air, and
space,” one more domain is strangely missing from the list: human mind.
In America, a fierce, cruel, and commonly dishonest war has been fought at least every two years on
the election battlefields, where the digital media have been the main weapon of disinformation and
sedition, as well as transparency and truth-finding. It may seem strange that the rich history of this
democratic process has not been effectively used in the war against international terrorism. Its
occasional futility in democracy may turn to efficiency against extremist, totalitarian, and tribal
systems.

Why is human nature such a difficult, unyielding problem in digital age? I would say it is
because all humans are different while all digits are the same. The digital age levels out the
battlefield for both the state and the individual by empowering the individual and
enfeebling the institution. This sounds like a Tea Party program come true, but the result—of the TP
program, too—can only be disarming everybody, except a strong hand, against chaos.

While the physical power of two policemen doubles the power of one, nobody can say that
in any sense the intellectual—or physical—power of two people glued to their computers
is twice the power of one. After subtracting the power of digits, all that remains is the
contest of two human minds of about the same size, not the muscles, terabytes, or
gigawatts. In addition, the hackers can also be marshaled into an army very similar to the
loosely connected terrorist franchise of al-Qaeda type, which invests its power more in
mind than matter. If they have no capital city and not even a beach front retreat, how can you bomb them
out?
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My main impetus comes from highly stimulating discussions on a wide range of subjects
with Benjamin Long (NIST), to whom I am greatly indebted. The additional push came
from Defending a New Domain, by William J. Lynn III (Foreign Affairs,
September/October 2010). Since 2010, increasingly sinister information on cyber threat
has been coming from all sides. It might have been filtered before.
The same year Cyber War by Richard A. Clarke and Robert K. Knake appeared (ECCO/
HarperCollins). Since it is impossible for a lay reader to distinguish fact from fiction in
this book, the best we can do is to append question marks to all its assertions. As a
believer in the simple truth that a good question is half the answer, I see this however
imperfect book as an intelligent half-way point of no return on the way to answers.

8.2. Pattern Theory and Pattern Chemistry
I have already described many times in complexity what pattern chemistry is about:
novelty in exystems, or, ultimately, understanding the future of evolving complex systems
in which we live. The last time I did it in this Part 4, Chapter 2, PATTERN CHEMISTRY
ON ONE FOOT. The following repetitions are addressed to those who are interested only in
the subject of this Chapter. If the reader is familiar with my other e-publications, this
section can be skipped, although I am trying to take here a slightly different angle by
asking the following couple centuries old question:
If the new is what we do not know, how can we understand it?
Pattern chemistry is a small outgrowth of the well-developed Pattern Theory (PT) of Ulf
Grenander (Brown University). I believe that PT can open a scientific way toward
understanding human matters and including the future into the picture of the world
commensurable with the human dimensions.
Patterns are counterparts of physical laws of nature in exystems (evolving complex
systems). In such systems, to which human civilization belongs, the axiomatic foundation
changes with time, which is, probably, the best way to define exystems. Patterns, however,
are not only long-lasting and recurrent, but also relatively simple and limited in number
because they leave out differences and retain the invariances. Patterns sift complexity off.
Simplicity is one of the reasons why people follow old dogmatic ideologies.

Some half-ripe fruits of pattern chemistry can be found in the thorny thicket of my website
spirospero behind the doors under complexity and simplicity signs. Numerous references
and illustrations can be found in complexity. A unique introductory source for Pattern
Theory is: Ulf Grenander, Elements of Pattern Theory, Johns Hopkins UP, 1996. Other sources
can be found on the Web.
Molecular chemistry manages the enormous complexity of its subject by applying just a
few core principles. Pattern Theory, from the chemical point of view, is a generalization of
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chemistry over all objects consisting of building blocks, real or imaginary, which is
practically everything, from things to processes to thoughts to history. For PT there are no
illegitimate subjects in human matters and nature.
Instead of repeating all the basics, I offer here, again, a very personal short annotation of
Pattern Theory.
Pattern Theory, like chemistry, represents state as a configuration of atomic
generators (stable “particles” of Everything) connected by bonds. Sometimes the
configuration is just a set of generators without particular structure and order, for
example, a simple list. Large exystemic configurations, like large molecules,
typically change only locally, while most of the configuration remains unchanged.
This is the most powerful tool of dealing with incompressible complexity.
As any scientific notion, pattern is a label for a possibly open collection (set) of
different objects with a common property (similar objects). If the collection is open,
i.e., not presentable with its exhaustive finite list, how can we define “the same
property?” This is an important question related to the concept of novelty and,
therefore, both the past history and the oncoming future. How can we know
anything about something yet unknown?
Chemists commonly have some expectation of an experiment conducted for the
very first time. Whether proven right in expectations or disappointed, the chemist
can repeat the same experiment countless times and other chemists can reproduce it.
This is not possible in an exystem, of which society and economics, less and less
separable, are the foremost example. In evolution of exystems there is no way
exactly back, but many ways ahead.
PT sees the world in the light of the mathematical discipline of group theory, i.e.,
through atomic elements (generators) and relations between them. This explains
why PT has something to do with chemistry: atoms are “generators” and bonds are
“relations”.
Mathematically, pattern is a group of configurations under similarity
transformation. Very simplistically, pattern is a collection of configurations that all
have not just something in common, but can be transformed into each other in a
defined way.
If Pattern Theory stopped here, at the stage of classification, it would be just
another abstract taxonomy of everything in the world. It is the attribution of a
numerical value of probability or energy (instability) to a generator, bond, or a
configuration that turns “metric” PT in a kind of realistic chemistry because it gives
a means to distinguish between what is MORE, LESS, and NOT AT ALL
probable in the real world, even if it has never happened yet. In practical terms, for
example, when making a strategic political, business, or military decision, MORE,
LESS, and NOT AT ALL is all what really matters. Moreover, PT never loses the
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connection with the real world, which supplies new generators, configurations, and
patterns. A human (or another—animal, virtual, alien, or android) agent decides
what is or is not similar.
For a chemist, the “chemicality” in nature and spirit of PT is striking. I would
compare PT with an imaginary chemistry based on a giant and never complete
Periodic Table, in which the new “atoms” (generators), as well as types and classes
(patterns) of “molecules” (configurations) are being constantly discovered. While
individual configurations that neither fit an old pattern, nor serve as a template for
a new one are short-living, patterns can survive long stretches of history. PT, in
other words, is open to evolutionary novelty and, therefore, to “bipolar” history:
from past to future and not just from past to present. Thus, only a few news threads
survive in the daily torrent of ephemeral information, and even less survive a week,
all the more, a year. Appearance of mammals, the Industrial Revolution, and the
advent of computers and digital rogues, are examples of new large-scale
evolutionary patterns, while evolution is the oldest of all.
How can PT fit the overall scientific paradigm? What are pattern laws of nature?
We take the permanence of the laws of physics for granted. There are some ideas and data
to the contrary and the permanence could be only the consequence of the limits of human
experience, but within the Solar System the laws of nature are fully in force.
“Qualitatively, our results suggest a violation of the Einstein Equivalence Principle, and
could infer a very large or infinite universe, within which our ‘local’ Hubble volume
represents a tiny fraction, with correspondingly small variations in the physical constants.” (J.
K. Webb et al, Evidence for spatial variation of the fine structure constant, source).
The very idea of evolving universe comes from William Herschel (see Richard Holmes, The Age of
Wonder: The Romantic Generation and the Discovery of the Beauty and Terror of Science ,
Pantheon, 2009, p. 123; see Section 8.8 of this Chapter).

In human matters, patterns are similar to the laws of physics in the most general sense: as
invariance of generators, their relations, and connectivity over time and place.
Developed religions, as well as primitive superstitions, are also based on immutable
laws: mortal sin = burning in hell, black cat = misfortune.
Regarding longevity, patterns of human history may lag far behind the physical laws of
nature, but they are potentially durable enough to extend into the near future, which is of
more interest for humans than the cosmic one. Although human nature is in the state of a
quietly accelerating drift, its biological underpinnings are still the most stable background
for social evolution with its war, crime, struggle, and strife.
I see pattern chemistry as a possible bridge over the divide between natural science and
humanities. A series of pattern-chemical incursions into human matters in complexity,
including this one, aims at testing grounds for a construction site.
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While Pattern Theory in the form developed by Ulf Grenander focuses on regular, i.e.,
most stable configurations, a pattern chemist is more interested in the fleeting irregular
transition states, which define the kinetics, i.e., speed of transformations. Such unstable
configurations have their place within the main body of PT and I did not invent the concept.
Pattern Chemistry does not add to PT anything but some specific focal points of attention.
They are: (1) evolutionary novelty: indeed, what does it mean to be new? , (2) transition
state: when something changes from A to B, what is there between A and B? (3) the
likelihood of a new final state: so much can happen in the future, but what will happen in
fact?
While Pattern Theory can be mathematically precise, pattern chemistry is not mathematics
in the usual sense, but rather “undermath,” as Ben Long shrewdly labels it. All it can
promise, without any guarantee, is a possibility of comparing alternatives in terms of
MORE and LESS.
Note that any new social phenomenon is a singular configuration and has no statistics by
definition. This is why I use the term exystem (evolving complex system) for such
singular and usually large systems, which statistical mechanics and other physical
weapons of mass construction cannot handle.

8.3. Chemistry in a pill
Two immediate questions a pattern chemist should ask are: if cyberwar is a new
phenomenon, what exactly is new about it, and if cyberwar is a war, what is different about
this kind of war? The next step would be to look for a similarity of cyberwar to old and
familiar configurations under the same pattern.
Following the basics of Pattern Theory, I start with the template: an exemplary
configuration from which I will try to draw similarity pathways to other configurations.
The typical scientific thinking is convergent: it draws pathways from different areas of
knowledge in order to explain a particular case. As a chemist, in order to build up a
presentation of aspirin, I would have to dig into an intimidating spectrum of sources. To
illustrate this situation, I reproduce in Figure 8.1 the contents of the article Aspirin in
Wikipedia. My thinking, however, is diverging: from one to many. It could be
hyperbolically compared with taking the chemistry of aspirin and deriving from it a
general understanding of the entire gigantic area of organic chemistry. To some extent, it is
possible: at the level of templates for possible patterns.
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I want to emphasize, that in no way knowledge of organic chemistry can be derived solely
from the knowledge of chemical behavior of aspirin. Nevertheless, I insist that somebody
with very little of previous knowledge can get understanding of organic chemistry by
considering what can happen with aspirin if we bring it in contact with some other simple
molecules. Unlike specifics, principles can be generalized.

ASPIRIN
1 History
1.1 Trademark in most countries

2 Therapeutic uses
3 Contraindications and resistance
4 Adverse effects
4.1 Gastrointestinal
4.2 Central effects
4.3 Reye's syndrome
4.5 Other effects

5 Dosage
6 Overdose
7 Mechanism of action
7.1 Discovery of the mechanism
7.2 Suppression of prostaglandins
and thromboxanes
7.3 PTGS1 [COX-1] and PTGS2
[ COX-2] inhibition
7.4 Additional mechanisms
7.5 Effects upon HypothalamicPituitary-Adrenal Activity

8 Pharmacokinetics
9 Interactions
10 Veterinary uses
11 Chemistry
11.1 Synthesis

12 Compendial status
13 See also
14 Notes and references
15 References
16 External links
7 Mechanism of action
7.1 Discovery of the mechanism
7.2 Suppression of prostaglandins and
thromboxanes
7.3 PTGS1 [COX-1] and PTGS2
[COX-2] inhibition
7.4 Additional mechanisms
7.5 Effects upon HypothalamicPituitary-Adrenal Activity

8 Pharmacokinetics
9 Interactions
10 Veterinary uses
11 Chemistry
11.1 Synthesis
11.2 Polymorphism

12 Compendial status
13 See also
14 Notes and references
15 References
16 External links

Figure 8.1. Contents of Aspirin (Wikipedia)
Of course, understanding is far from professional knowledge. To a student in the field,
deep understanding comes from a substantial volume of knowledge. To beginners,
understanding opens the gate to the patterns of chemical thinking. A general idea of
mechanical clockwork would not help us to build or repair a watch, but it places clockwork
among other mechanical devices and gives a template for the pattern of irreversible cyclic
motion, which we all use as metaphor.
It would be ridiculous for a man to wait for the end of his life in order to understand what
his life was, although Plato recommended that to the survivors of the deceased. We
understand important things on the go, often from a single instance. Modern life, however,
is so complex and noisy and its many aspects are so confusing that people are tempted to
rely on simple religious and ideological dogmas. We are drowning in complexity—the
main non-material excretion of our civilization.
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By understanding I do not mean either inductive or deductive reasoning. I mean pattern
reasoning, to which analogy is the closest mental vehicle. Analogy is a taboo between
“serious” scientists but a pet tool for scientific education.
Without metaphor, comparison, hyperbole, and other figures of speech, we would not have
literature, theatre, art, rhetoric, eloquence, humor, and, for better or worse, politics,
advertisement, revolution, vigorous progress, and stale prejudices. We would never use
proverbs, like “Once bitten, twice shy,” which in Russian version sounds as “He was
scalded by hot milk and now blows on water (обжегшись на молоке, дует на воду).”
What mysterious chemistry exists between the two?
Without pattern thinking, we could never put the entire problem of digital information
security into a nutshell by saying “It takes a thief to catch a thief.” Steve Jobs could not
say his “Stay hungry. Stay foolish,” or if he did, we would not understand him.
The problem with analogy is that it does not prove anything and, consequently, can be
bought low but does not sell high in our mercantile times. Yet before science, politics, and
information technology, people used to learn about the world by pattern reasoning. Once
bitten, twice shy—literally, not metaphorically—was the first lesson in the art of survival.
Fear of snakes and spiders is what we still remember. (I am a big fan of spiders).

8.4. Pattern Chemistry of disinformation
Norbert Wiener’s initial definition of cybernetics as “the science of control and
communication in the animal and the machine” was detached from the notion of electronic
digital computing, which was then in its early gargantuan infancy. The definition tacitly
included humans as the substrate of communication and control, although I am curious
whether Wiener would place humans with animals or machines.
I would say that humans are animals that use animals, humans, and machines, thereby
shifting the focus onto the notion of use. The following description of cybernetics , which
dominates all Web dictionaries (I could not find its author), does exactly that:
Cybernetics is a broad field of study, but the essential goal of cybernetics is to understand
and define the functions and processes of systems that have goals and that participate in
circular, causal chains that move from action to sensing to comparison with desired goal,
and again to action.
It is informative that Wiener’s cybernetics emerged from the task of firing anti-aircraft
guns, in which “goal” had the most concrete meaning. What is the most abstract meaning
of goal for a pattern chemist?
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There is a principal difference between mathematical and chemical equations. The
equations (a + b) = a2 +2ab +b2 and F= m·a are true always and instantly.
The research chemist who writes a chemical equation A + B  C + D has in mind that
A + B is separated from C + D by a time interval. When we mix A and B, they begin to
turn into C + D at a certain speed until an equilibrium. This is why chemists use arrows
instead of equality sign. Double arrows  are used in the state of reaching equilibrium
when apparently nothing observable happens: A + B  C + D. As for the speed, it can
be calculated and expressed by common mathematical equations, for example,
d[C]/dt = d[D]/dt = k [A] [B] , where square brackets contain concentrations of
chemical species A and B and k is the rate constant.
Individual chemical act happens with single molecules A, B, C, and D. Exact mathematics
of the rate of transformation is possible because of the large number of participating
molecules. If A is water, for example, a table spoon of A contains about 1023 molecules.
Large numbers of participants make statistical studies of society and markets possible.
Society, market, and human soul, however, exist in a single copy and their chemistry is
never exact for structural transformations. Nevertheless, the principles are the same and
they translate into comparative likelihood of two possible pathways. This is the main
assumption of pattern chemistry.
Goal means that (1) the initial state and the final state of a process in a system are defined
in the present, (2) separated by a time interval and (3) the final state is in the future. This is
a typically chemical situation. The chemist, however, similarly to the historian, regularly
deals with the reversed situation: reconstruct the initial state in the past from the present
state. This pattern of thinking is called reverse engineering in technology, reconstruction
of metabolic pathway in biochemistry, and is the daily bread of historians, detectives,
investigative journalists, and those who fret over a lost wallet. There is also (4) a
motivation that drives the entire process. Motivation means that the future looks more
comfortable, i.e., stable than the present. Goal is the human way to LESS instability.
Chemistry is a sort of “calculus of molecular goals.” Psychology is the calculus of human
goals.
Pattern Theory expects the similarity of motivation or something like it in all human
ventures. Moreover, a similarity is expected between all spontaneous processes, whether
with humans, machines, or even molecules. There is something in common between the
desire of a person to become the US President or a baseball star and the “desire” of A + B
to turn into C + D or E + F. Pattern Theory is super-disciplinary rather than
interdisciplinary.
In short, for a dreamer, the final state of an imaginary venture looks more stable than the
initial state. Whether a chemist mixes A and B for the first time with the yet problematic
goal to obtain C and D or an ambitious young /mature Arkansas /California governor
decides to run for president, there is a similarity in the eyes of a pattern chemist. Moreover,
in a sense, when a ball starts rolling downhill, there must be something of a “desire,” too,
and it is called “potential energy”. In physics and molecular chemistry it is energy, in
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Pattern Chemistry it is instability, and in human mind it is the potential energy of
motivation that pushes the system toward a transformation.
The goal is the image of possible future. Usually, it is a configuration of known elements.
Sometimes the actual effect of moving toward the goal is a different or completely new
combination with some new elements.
Humans can set goals to machines and other humans, whether in advance or post factum,
because the future in human imagination has the same essential properties (so different in
reality!) as past and present.
The understanding of cybernetics as the science of control and communication in pursuit of
goal strongly pulls Prince Hamlet into the cyber-limelight, although computers did not
exist in his time. They are conspicuously absent, unlike machine-gun, helicopter and
camcorder, even in the Royal Shakespeare Company’s modern (2008) adaptation of
Hamlet. I can imagine, however, a super-modern production of Hamlet, in which email and
hacking are the means to destroy people by character assassination, financial ruin, criminal
setup, imprisonment, illness, madness, following the patterns, as Horatio says,
Of carnal, bloody and unnatural acts;
Of accidental judgments, casual slaughters;
Of deaths put on by cunning and forced cause;
And, in this upshot, purposes mistook
Fall'n on the inventors' heads.
The pattern of the ethical dilemma of Hamlet can survive any transportation in time and
space (see the end of Section 8.5).
At this stage I do not want to digress into choice of terminology, but for the study of
cyberscam, cybercrime, and cyberwar, the theory of disinformation (the term was
suggested by several people) is a perfect choice. We need just a few terms more.
The term cybercrime today is already inseparable from computers. I prefer cyberscam
(already in use), whether computerized or archaic (like what Jacob did to Isaac and Esau)
as a preliminary generic term for what Hamlet did to Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern while
pursuing his goals. Cyberscam is disinformation as a means to achieve a goal. The term
info scam is already in use, but it is hardly intended for deadly results and I would reserve
it for a subspecies of cyberscam. If it all sounds awkward—which it does—better
suggestions are welcome.
Note the inherent asymmetry of cyberscam: only one side—the attacker—initiates the
action, while the other side defends itself, unless the conflict becomes a cyberwar in which
the roles can be symmetrical or switched. In pattern-chemical terms, the attacker hijacks
the future. What can the victim do? Where exactly is the pattern battlefield?
Pattern chemistry sees the process of change as a triad of initial, transition, and final states,
each of different stability. The term stability is more general than the inverse of energy
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(the lower energy the higher stability) because it is applicable to incompletely defined and
singular systems in the realm of which all human matters reside. Although we cannot (yet)
quantify this kind of stability—and probably don’t need to—we can easily detect whether
it goes up or down along the timeline of the event. In most cases it is all that matters. I use
the term event instead of process to emphasize that event has a beginning and an end.
Often we can predict the change and even speed it up or slow down.
Catalyst is a subsystem that remains unchanged in the final state. Its function is to speed up
the transformation by lowering the transition barrier (typical catalysis) or slow it down
(inhibition). Catalyst performs its function by bonding to the transition state for the
duration of the transition. A human hand is a good pattern template for the phenomenon of
catalysis: it can push the puppy toward the bowl or stand in its way, although the contact
would happen anyway. A pair of hands can make possible processes that would not
happen too soon on their own, for example, to screw a nut on a bolt. Any machine of
repetitive use is also a pattern catalyst. See more in Chapter 7 of this Part 4, Part 1, Chapter 3.15 and
The Visible Hands.

Only idealized physical systems are reversible; reality is not. Even repeated bending and
straightening of a piece of copper wire is not reversible, which could be a metaphor for any
political process, as well as Hamlet’s vacillation. Patterns in exystems—trends—are
reversible.
Instability
A
B
C
D

INITIAL

TRANSITION

FINAL

time
Figure 8.2. Possible states of a changing system as
victim’s goal (A or B) and attacker’s goal (C or D).
Figure 8.2 presents three stages of a transformation that can be chemical or exystemic.
With molecules, we usually know the initial and final states after an experiment, which can
be repeated and modified. With exystems, an event is practically never repeatable and all
we know in advance is the present state. The future is not in the picture. After the event,
for example, recession or war, we know all three states, although, especially in politics, the
transition state and sometimes the final state become known in sufficient detail only much
later. This is why an exystemic event generates an incessant and irreconcilable discussion
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of “human chemists,” often through generations, with inevitable revisionism. Patterns,
however, are an unpopular subject in academic humanities; discussions are.
The transition state is not really a state: it is an event. It may consist of a sequence of finer
intermediate stages. In human matters (politics, economics, society, culture, individual life)
initial and final states are also changing. The difference is in the character of the change.
Initial and final states fluctuate around a slowly drifting baseline, while the transition state
also fluctuates, but around the rising and falling baseline. Human history is a walk over a
landscape of a European type, with its Alps, Pyrenees, and Carpathians. Some of its
episodes are more like wandering along the Rocky Mountains.
From the same initial state the process can go to:
final states of lower (pathways A, C) or higher (pathways B, D) stability than the
initial state through
transition states of stability significantly lower (A, B ) or moderately lower (C, D)
than in both initial and final state.
The pattern-chemical battlefield of a cyberscam is in its transition state. The
task of the defense is to raise its instability for the attacker, while the task of
the attacker is to lower it. The duration of the transition, however short, offers
a chance to compensate for the inherent advantage of the attacker by means of
invasion detection. The military vocabulary is not metaphoric: Internet
insecurity belongs to the pattern of war. The digital Valkyries monitor the
battle from the digital skies with stopwatches in hands: the fastest will win.
The final state can be more, equally, or less stable than the initial one, but the transition
state is a real bottleneck: it is significantly unstable and can be only short-living. This
is why many possible transformations either do not happen, or run slowly, or so slowly that
something else happens faster. If there were no barriers on the way to more stable states,
everything that can happen would happen at once and nothing could happen after that.
Thus, in a vacuum, a piece of lead and a handful of feathers fall down with the same speed.
Note that the emphasized phrase “it is significantly unstable and can be only short-living”
points to a strange connection between stability, energy, and time. The link suggests the
currency of time instead of currency of energy for paying the cost of a transformation.
The link is not at all esoteric: energy is measured in kilowatt-hours. At constant power, it is
just time, and time is money.
High-level encryption is based on the expectation that the attacker will not have enough
time to break the password.
The pattern equivalence of time and energy is an intriguing subject. As for global supply of
energy, the sun takes care of it. But the time limits of human existence—which is just an
event—make time the only truly limited resource on Earth and, therefore, an ultimate
currency to measure the cost of inter-human transactions. In the digital age it is slowly
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creeping into focus. Time is more than money, it cannot be bought, from which the
strategy of cyberscam defense follows: let the individual attacker spend more time than it
pays off. This strategy is based on the extremely low energy cost of computing. Cyberwar
is cheap, or just seems so. As the ultimate general strategy, the attacker has to lower the
obstacle created by the transition state, while the victim must bring it as high as possible.
The final state has high satisfaction and stability for the attacker and loss and frustration
for the victim, which is reflected in Figure 8.2. How can that be done from the cost
considerations?
The power of time as currency has been demonstrated in two long American wars—
Vietnam and Afghanistan—which look like self-inflicted wounds. While one side places
no value on individual life, it has an enormous advantage against the other, more powerful
in physical energy terms, which values not only human life, but also the political life
between elections. When America entered WWII, the sides had their stakes in the same or
at least similar currency. Dictators, however, do not think in alternatives.

I do not claim any discovery here. I simply want to turn attention to the well-known
dependency of value on how limited the resource is. Atoms of gold in nature are
indestructible and can be extracted and recycled, mineral fuel turned to carbon dioxide can
be recycled by solar energy through plants, but lifetime has absolute limits.
In molecular chemistry the transition state is short-living, rarely observable, and often only
hypothetical, although a constant progress has been made. Similarly, we rarely know what
is going on in human mind between the stable observable initial and final states. In a largescale historical transformation, historians can in principle reconstruct the fast-paced events,
for example, the onset of a war, although some sources could remain hidden or lost. On
Pattern Theory of history see: Yuri Tarnopolsky and Ulf Grenander, History as Points and Lines.
In pattern chemistry, the concept of initial, transition, and final state, originally introduced
by physicists, is taken from molecular chemistry and simply transposed to other structural
transformations. The justification for this generalization comes from Pattern Theory, which
offers a universal abstract measure of stability/ probability of a configuration regardless of
its place in real world.

8.5. Template: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead
Let us turn to Hamlet: Act 5, Scene 2
Traveling by sea to England with Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, suspicious Hamlet
searches their things and finds the order of Claudius to behead Hamlet on his arrival. He
substitutes for it a forged letter with the order to kill the messengers. I quote in Figure 8.3
the most relevant lines of the scene.
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Now let us look at Figure 8.3 with pattern-chemical eyes. We are interested here not in the
entire story of Hamlet but only in his cyberscam, which I call “cyber” because Hamlet’s
act included both control and communication. Hamlet intercepts the letter communicating
the signal of Claudius and takes over control.
The unusually crafted movie “Limits of control” (Jim Jarmusch, 2009) treats artistically the subjects of
message, control, communication, and similarity and uses recurrent patterns for different configurations.

(4) ALTERATION

… … I sat me down;
Devis'd a new commission; wrote it fair…

(1) UNCERTAINTY
HAMLET:

Sir, in my heart there was a kind of fighting Without debatement further, more or less,
That would not let me sleep… …
He should the bearers put to sudden death,
Not shriving-time allow'd.
(2) INVASION

… …in the dark
Groped I to find out them; had my desire.
Finger'd their packet, and in fine withdrew
To mine own room again; making so bold,
My fears forgetting manners, to unseal
Their grand commission; ……
(3) READING

That, on the supervise, no leisure bated,
No, not to stay the grinding of the axe,
My head should be struck off.

(5) AUTHENTICATION
HORATIO:

How was this seal'd?
HAMLET:

… … I had my father's signet in my purse,
Which was the model of that Danish seal;
Folded the writ up in form of the other,
Subscrib'd it, gave't the impression, placed
it safely,
The changeling never known. ….

Figure 8.3. Components of a cyberscam. Excerpts from Hamlet, Act V,
Scene 2.

The episode with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is only a stage in a sequence of
transformations. Figure 8.4 shows, as a possible interpretation, major stages in the
evolution of Prince Hamlet: (1) the revelation
and request of Ghost, (2) the test of Ghost’s
message by the dramatization, (3) discovery of
Claudius’ plot, and (4) the annihilation of all
major characters.
1

2

3

4

Figure 8.4 shows the wavy pattern of
Figure 8.4. Transformation stages in instability (anxiety and vacillations) of Hamlet
before making the next decision. The plot is
Hamlet : 1, Ghost, anxiety; 2, Test
and madness; 3, Travel; 4, Fight and not a graph of a calculated function. The curve
can be deformed in any way with preserving
annihilation.
the sequence and relative levels of peaks and
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valleys. It can be regarded as a fine structure of a larger transition state between the
beginning and the end of the tragedy. Any long enough stretch of history, national,
institutional, or individual, consists of the typically chemical alternation of stable states
and unstable transitions.
Hamlet had been in a state of anxiety since his first appearance, but his father’s ghost
elevated him to the state of utmost confusion and frustration up to his departure for
England. That state ended with much more determination after the encounter with
Fortinbras’ army marching to die for a senseless cause. The observation catalyzed
Hamlet’s acceptance of the possibility of his death and the necessity of revenge:
… …I see
The imminent death of twenty thousand men
That, for a whim and trick of fame,
Go to their graves like going to bed, … …
… …O, from this time forth,
My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth!
Hence, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead, the victims of a logic bomb prototype.
In this and the earlier “To be, or not to be” monologues Hamlet imagines the final state and
evaluates the height of the transition barrier in terms of the cost, which ultimately amounts
to the value of human life. Moreover, he describes the structure of the transition state in
which conscience, emotion, and thought are main components:
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action.
(Act III, Scene 1)

The “pale cast of thought” is an inhibitor bonded to the very beginning of the transition
state of action.
Hamlet comes home a changed man. His vacillation is gone. This final state in the episode
with the letter is more stable than its initial state. It is high enough to roll down to the final
mayhem of the tragedy. On that final stretch, the outcome of the fencing match and
intended poisoning is uncertain, as in any war.
“Chemistry” is a commonplace metaphor for the complexity and dynamics of human soul
and its interactions. See an excellent collection of materials on human chemistry in
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics to which I would add Shakespeare’s Hamlet .
Goethe’s Elected Affinities is already in the Pattern Hall of Fame.
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For a pattern chemist, metaphor is a pair of configurations in the same pattern, pointing to
a similarity, usually distant. Pattern chemistry, however, is more than a metaphor for what
happens in human mind. To hypothesize, our imagination builds up a limited set of
configurations, few in present, more in past, and some in future, the instability of which
(stress) is registered by our emotional apparatus. We take a pathway, not necessarily
realistic, toward the future state of maximal stability (low stress, high satisfaction). During
the transition, the alternative states and pathways compete with each other like parallel
molecular reactions, mostly reversible at each stage, but rarely after thinking has resulted
in action.
Sometimes—even most of the times—the imaginary transition pathway is so loaded with
stress that we give up the attractive final state. Sometimes we are ready to do anything to
get rid of the present emotional dread. We constantly evaluate the configurations by their
components, considering their contributions approximately additive. Our mind does not
perform calculations. Instead, we simply compare the alternatives by the magnitude of
associated stress. As Ulf Grenander suggested in his Golem project (search the Web for his
A CALCULUS OF IDEAS: A Mathematical Study of Thinking), emotions are part of
human intelligence.
The primitive chemistry, which I tried to apply to Hamlet may seem unreliable, and so it is:
to err is human. “Accidental judgments, casual slaughters “ (Horatio) happen. Remarkably,
Hamlet, so insightful and cunning in the “changeling” incident, has the same heavy heart
before the duel (“how ill all's here about my heart” ). Yet he shows no desire to secure
himself against possible scam on part of Claudius, although his behavior during the duel
with Laertes is inconclusive in this respect. External events, accidents, and coincidences
compete with the acting mind and urge it to rely on the fast “mechanical” reason, rather
than on the slow “chemical” one.
The role of emotions in reasoning and decision-making is gradually becoming clear,
especially after works of Antonio Damasio and progress of behavioral economics and
finance. The concept of value (in currency of life, pleasure, money, fame, speed, stability,
satisfaction, relaxation, etc.) binds together chemistry, economics, thinking, and metric
Pattern Theory.
In pattern language, I would say that emotions are the components of the measure of
stability, remotely similar to the Newtonian energy that defines where the ball will roll on
the inclined plane: down.
Living organism, however, is, in a way, anti-similar to mechanical systems because life is a
constant Sisyphean work on an inclined treadmill: up and down along the median.
Exystems can be better described by “Faustian energy:” at the moment of the highest
achievement and satisfaction we want the treadmill of life—and the clock—to stop. The
anxiety and dissatisfaction makes us search for the state with the lowest F-energy.
This is not so simple with exystems, however. The supply of energy (which the ball on the
inclined plane does not need) is a decisive factor. It can override emotions. Unhappiness
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and depression combined with the critical shortage of energy lead to simplification and
mortal dismantling the entire structure. This concerns both organisms and societies.

Yet we have to stick to our main subject: digital security. What can the story of Hamlet
tell us about it if we are the targets? Use inhibitors at every stage. In other words, build up
the transition state walls, and better a lot of them.

8.6. The Mini Wall of China
It is easy to say “build walls,” but of what? The digital walls are not sufficiently effective
against digital invasion and even less effective against the attack on human nature. In the
first case, the sides of the conflict are armed with the same weapon and in the second, alas,
endowed with the same human nature. It is hard to hide any professional secrets in such a
bare playfield, but the sides still do it. Statistically, the defense may have a big but costly
advantage, although even the rare loss can be ruinous. One of the most troubling aspects
of the cyberwar is that the government does not really want a complete security against
spying: it wants a semiconductive wall, quite like the Chinese emperors did.
The defense turns into insurance. This is the pattern contradiction of the war between the
state and the individual. I am not aware of any real war insured against losses and defeat,
although Goldman Sachs may someday invent it. The recent American masochistic wars
look like they better insure the opposite side against the losses than our own soldiers.
Protection of civilians is for politics, not for war.

Let us consider some situations along Figure 8.3.

(1) UNCERTAINTY
HAMLET:
Sir, in my heart there was a kind of fighting
That would not let me sleep… …

The first line of defense against uncertainty is information. Horatio suggests a partial
solution:
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HORATIO:
HORATIO If your mind dislikes anything, obey it.
It requires, however, some knowledge of what should be kept in mind.
The target of aggression is always in the state of uncertainty. Possible ample intelligence
and raised alertness of the target increases the transition barrier against digital invaders.
The height of transition barrier consists of two increments: the “height” (difference) of
physical energy and “height” of uncertainty. For molecules, the latter is expressed in terms
of entropy (S) and temperature (− T∆S). For configurations in PT, it is expressed in terms
of probability and temperature. For singular events there is no quantitative measure, but
MORE/LESS estimates are possible. In the digital world, the physical increment of an
elementary computation is negligible, while its physical result can be catastrophic.
Unfortunately, a hard theory of singular events is hardly possible (sorry for the pun). Nassim
N. Taleb, who calls rare large-scale events, like financial crash, “black swans,” believes
that they are unpredictable in principle and must be met with the defense of wellcapitalized insurance.
I think that Nassim Taleb’s book The Black Swan and subsequent publications are the only
significant, stimulating, and disappointing for the gurus contribution to the still missing
theory of exystemic catastrophes. I am not at all pessimistic regarding prediction of the
unpredictable, however. Quite a few economists—almost none among the top gurus—saw
the collapse of 2008 coming. It is the very beginning of the transition that makes early
warning possible. As for the tsunami of 2011 in Japan, it was always a possibility for any
coastal point of the region.
A pair of black Australian swans in the local zoo is part of my childhood memories and I
find nothing disturbing in this image. The black swan of the Tchaikovsky’s ballet has a
more sinister symbolism in the world of money. Anyway, I suggest the name for the
ancient anti-Black-Swan trick: Joseph ben-Jacob’s defense, see the Bible. This is the same
kind of insurance as maintaining the US Strategic Petroleum Reserves. Pharaoh’s dream
with Joseph’s interpretation was simply an exercise in pattern thinking.

The obvious solution is to monitor the state of the material world across all political
borders and of the entire digital space, which has no borders. In short, make friends and
look out for enemies. Learn and keep secret as much as you can.
The massive spy web of the Cold War has been the most recent—and successful—
template of the protection pattern. Expensive, dangerous, and full of gaps, it was a
successful—after the loss of nuclear secrets—war of nerves for America. Most probably
devalued but never dismantled, it has recently turned into a tripartite contest, with China as
the major newcomer followed by a group of minor freshmen. Regarding human nature, the
diverse and materialistic America looks more vulnerable in this challenge, but materialism is not
ideology-specific.

As far as I remember the Soviet Russia and Cold War, the tendency to needlessly
hurt not just enemies, but also non-friends used to be a pattern of Soviet mentality.
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Russia, Politburo or not, wants to be loved and kissed three times on both cheeks
and it detests indifference.
In terms of the Hamlet template, even a superficial analysis of the political situation in
Denmark—the court politics at least—would point to Hamlet as a source of instability.
Claudius, of course, had perfect reasons to spy on Hamlet who realized he was in danger.
This is the pattern of cold war that can turn hot any moment.
Let us note the important pattern property of human nature: the configurations of conflicts
between individuals are small and simple. Like single quantum objects, they are
predictable only statistically over time, which is rarely useful in such matters: we die but
once. The world is small for large systems and very large for small ones. This is one of the
difficulties the national institutions face in hunting an individual or small group in the
digital borderless world.
How can we neutralize or suppress the human factor? Typically, the human factor, known
as betrayal and treason, is an exchange of information or action for money, fame, or at
least some personal satisfaction. It bears a pattern similarity to the chemical reaction of
exchange. It can be enhanced by a mediator (catalyst), but can also be hindered by
inhibitor. From digital honey-pots to all kinds of decoys, double agents, and sting
operations, the weapon against digitalized human nature is borrowed from the pre-digital
armory. Decoys are also used in biochemistry.
In short, the inhibition (or boosting) consists of introducing a “third party” to the event. Of
repetitive use, like machine, it should increase (or decrease) the stability of the transition
state from initial (pre-transaction/attack) to final state (post-transaction/attack). Obviously,
the final states are different goals of the attacker and the target.
The catalyst in chemistry and life is such “third party.” It is material in the sense that its
participation changes the energy (in chemistry) and stability (everywhere else) of the
transition state. In the digital world, physical energy matters little, but time is crucial.
The dematerialization of the world is the new evolutionary process started with the advent
of computers. A neat shortcut term demat (it invokes unfriend) and sufficient literature
already exist. Stock market is the oldest natural environment for demat, the fullest form of
which is digital finance.
Back to Shakespeare, the Ghost freely traverses the walls because it is demated. For the
same reason electronic wealth easily moves through the wallet leather in both directions or
just vanishes. Ghosts are not subject to laws of conservation.
“The world is flat” (Thomas Friedman) is the slogan of the Brave New World. I do not see
any flatness in the current pictures of Shanghai and Detroit side by side. Detroit looks more
like the materialization of dematerialization, but to follow this thread would be a long distraction.

The digital world, however, is indeed flatter than a pancake. The end of history is not yet in sight,
however.
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We are going to take a closer look at materialization. Unfortunately, it is not
easy to find a shortcut to this unwieldy word, which is even longer than my
full name.
Here is the appropriate image. 
Hyleation or hylation , from Greek ὕλη , hyle , 'whoo-lay,' matter or stuff,
is an optional term. It could be pronounced like 'hilation.'
Finally, inhibition is OK. But it is hard to beat materialization in digital context.

Materialization (or hilation) is the mounting of a transition barrier between two stable
states of a transformation in which physical energy plays otherwise a negligible or small
part. This is achieved by linking a material (not digital) object—“m-padlock”—to the
transition state. I assume, without sufficient certainty, that the access to the m-padlock is
easier to guard than the access to a digital file. Of course, the m-padlock must be converted
to e-padlock, but in such a way that no middleman can jam in. This can be done with the
usual means of physical protection and even without it. For example: make it as big as
Washington Monument and nobody will ever steal it. Impossible? Maybe not.
How can that be done? The digital world has an indigenous currency similar to the
currency of energy in the material world: time, which is, as everybody knows, nothing but
money, but can money be time?
In the recent past, Cray (one of the first supercomputers [1976]) time was $1,000 per hour.
The use of this "Cray time" was a very common way to express computer costs in time and
dollars (source : Introduction to supercoomputers).
The proverbial convertibility of time and money is the strange reality of the digital world.
The strangeness comes form the “quantum” structure of everything digital: there is nothing
between one bit and two bits of information or H-key and J-key on the computer keyboard,
as there is nothing between one and two quanta of monochromatic light or one and two
electrons.
The usual way to break a password is to use a high-speed computer for combinatorial brute
force assault during which the password file remains resigned to its fate. If the burglar had
enough time, up to million years, no digital file of reasonable size, can be protected
because of its very digital nature. There is another known way, however: to make the life
of the password file so short that no burglar, even with a supercomputer, will have enough
time to crack it. Time is the digital equivalent of energy for transition barrier.
The pattern aspect of security and the role of time have been fully realized by professionals.
The value of time is in plain view.
“While in past eras, there was no passive infrared (PIR) based technology, electronic access
control systems, or video surveillance system (VSS) cameras, the essential methodology of
physical security has not altered over time.”
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“Electronic access control easily manages large user populations, controlling for user
lifecycles times, dates, and individual access points. For example a user's access rights could
allow access from 0700h to 1900h Monday through Friday and expires in 90 days.”
(source: Wiki)

Figure 8.5. Two ways
to use the padlock

Materialization applies to digital operations, but here is a fully
material parallel. It requires very little energy to open or close the
door. The padlock wedges between two states of the door, takes a
little energy to lock/unlock with the key, but demands a lot of
physical energy to break through the door without the key.
Curiously, it can be used for locking the door without the key by
bending and closing the shackle, Figure 8.5, but probably with
even more energy and, in both cases, loss of further use.

If the lock works at all, it is because all properties of the key and
lock are material and have no accessible copy. For the same
pattern reason, the mechanical lock can be accessed with a mechanical lock pick. On the
contrary, the digital alarm or lock is expected to be resistant to mechanical picking. It
seems that any instance of digital password picking could be easily identified, as it
apparently is in common banking passwords, which freeze after a few unsuccessful
attempts, but I am not sure how universal it is.
Since nothing can resist human inventiveness, except a super-human one, the only solution
is inhibition by advantage, as in a card game in which one player has incomparably larger
resources than others. By the same reason, money can have the upper hand in wrestling with
democracy—which it probably already has in the post-1970 America; it does it in very subtle and roundabout
ways.

As for the human factor, following the above pattern, the inhibition of the human factor
may require a third party in the criminal transaction. The critical issue is that the third party
should be neither human, nor digital.
OMG! “Go I don’t know where, bring I don’t know what.” Not the barbell sets, really!

(2) INVASION

… …in the dark
Groped I to find out them; had my desire.
Finger'd their packet, and in fine withdrew …
Obviously, Hamlet’s companions did not think they had a personal stake in
politics of the kingdom. Otherwise, they would take guards with them, or sleep
in shifts, or just keep the royal mail in a heavy padlocked chest, for the lack of
a chained briefcase.
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Other modern configurations of invasion protection are web cam, alarm, and similar
devices with long historical roots going back to pre-human times. The detection of the
invasion would trigger authentication. I see it as the key
problem of security: the Great Wall of China must have
passes on trade routes, which it had.

(3) MESSAGE READING
Figure 8.6 Jiayuguan Pass, a
key passageway of the Silk
Road through the Great Wall.
(source)

That, on the supervise, no leisure bated,
No, not to stay the grinding of the axe,
My head should be struck off.

It is impossible to hide the Washington Monument, but information carrier can be made
nearly invisible.
Here is a fresh example from the stale past.
‘The document warns of "other methods used by spies and smugglers, according to the skill
and education of the criminals", such as "engraving
engraving messages and credentials on toetoe-nails".’
nails
20 April 2011 “CIA reveals invisible ink recipes used by WWI spies”
The entire history of encryption and code breaking can be found in: The Codebreakers: The Story of
Secret Writing , by David Kahn, Scribner (1996) , 1181 pages. I have not read it.

Hiding, deforming, use of a rare or mixed language, invisible ink, microdots, toenails,
verbal message trough a trusted courier—all that can be considered materialization, but
digital encrypting cannot. Let us just reiterate the main hypothetical task of digital
security: materialization. Period. (I realize that experts have good reasons to disagree).

(4) MESSAGE FORGERY

… … I sat me down;
Devis'd a new commission; wrote it fair…
Obviously, it is difficult—but not impossible—to forge a message written on toenails, as
well as on rare parchment, stone tablet, and gold plate. All that is inhibited by the profound
materialization, so to speak, super-materialization of substrate, especially, when used for
the first time.
Art forgery is an art in its own and it starts with the forgery of the substrate. Forgery is
closely related to interception and code breaking, but the similarity is anti-symmetric. The
forged message must be in full view. Encoding makes the true message look as what it is
not, while forgery makes the false message look as what it is.
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(5) AUTHENTICATION

… … I had my father's signet in my purse,
Which was the model of that Danish seal;
Folded the writ up in form of the other,
Subscrib'd it, gave't the impression, placed
it safely… …
The following is a fragment of a movie synopsis.
When she is deserted by her husband, the Stranger (Anna Q. Nilsson) leaves her baby on a
doorstep with half a dollar bill pinned to his chest, and a note saying that one day she will
return for the child with the other half as identification.
The movie is Half-a-dollar-bill, 1923.
As for real life, the only problem, irrelevant in
1923, with this digital password is that the serial
number is printed on both halves and the second
half can be forged from the first because of the
standardization of money.
The half-bill password is a configuration of a
larger challenge-response pattern, well beyond
B-movies. The military password requiring the
counter-password (reply) and common online
login-password pair belong to the split-password
pattern (not the exact technical term). The difference is that the half-bill (like CAPTCHA)
does not require digital processing for authentication and exists in a single copy, unlike the
military password. It is not only material, but also rare: like a key dropped in the ocean.
“Rare” means near impossible to find. It is almost unique—almost, because it can also be
forged or copied. I prefer rare to low probability because it is humanized , i.e. nothing
stands between the object and the human, quite like in the computer. Humanization is a
pattern of which CAPTCHA is a configuration: "Completely Automated Public Turing test
to tell Computers and Humans Apart".
The similarity (symmetry, in deeper mathematical sense) of space and time allows for two kinds
of rare objects, respectively. Rarity in time is implemented in numerous dynamic password
systems in which password changes with time.
I do not know whether the authentication configuration I am going to describe in the next
segment is new. I doubt it is, but my purpose is to show a possible template as an
illustration of pattern thinking, more specifically, invention, not necessarily practical.
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The imaginary system in Figure 8.7 combines the properties of dynamic, graphical, time
synchronized, single-use, materialized, hidden, split password systems, and what not—a
true chimera.
I wonder if anybody ever cared to draw a digital security tree, like Figure 7.17. In
addition, a periodic system of security methods could probably have, like the
original Mendeleev Table, some empty cells to fill out.
From the pattern perspective, what matters is the fragmentation of a (1) unique, (2) highly
rare in time and space, (3) complex object, and (4) the humanization of two fragments
(CAPTCHA-pattern). Not just by humans: the Kipling’s “We are of the same blood - you
and me!” belongs to the same pattern. Another example is the communication between the
Navajo and other code talkers during WW2, based on the rarity of language.
These days, our young wolves learn the digital language before the native howling and snarling.

8.7. Materialization template

Figure 8.7 explains the principle by presenting a template, which should not be taken as a
technical solution.

Figure 8.7. Traffic as material inhibitor (hylator) in authentication. An
actual traffic camera shot is used.

The actual, not digital, state of highway traffic—or cloudy skies, control panel of a nuclear
power station, view from a railway car, etc.—must be included into the transition state of
secure communication between two human or robotic sides with half-pictures serving as
split password. The access to the highway (maybe on a distant continent) is free, but the
camera can be easily hidden.
I have a feeling that somebody has already claimed this idea, but I was unable to find it.
The secretive world of national and corporate security is full of dark matter.
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It is not for me to decide whether the “highway” authentication makes any practical sense.
I wanted to show two things: (1) how pattern thinking can generate hypotheses by using
distant templates from formally unrelated domains of knowledge and (2) how matter,
usually associated with stability in time, can be combined with a high degree of rarity in
both space and time, and used to generate “permanently unique” configurations.
The highway traffic or cloudy skies are natural generators of “quasi-unique” (i.e., highly
rare for the attacker) complex material objects. Unlike long strings of symbols, such
objects can have a human interface as a kind of “air gap” of digital security.
In my case, the “distant template” was the fictional story of Hamlet, far enough removed
from the digital age. This is the main reason why I chose it.
A closely related but formally very distant example of pattern thinking is: Kenji Yoshino,
A Thousand Times More Fair: What Shakespeare's Plays Teach Us About Justice,
HarperCollins, 2011, from which I quote:
It is not just that I have found Shakespeare to be a universal passport into profound
conversation—in China as in England, in Argentina as in Hong Kong, in Italy as in Japan. It
is also that his work stimulates conversations about justice that might not otherwise be
possible (p. xiii).

8.8. Pattern: the intelligence highway
The highway is an impractical way toward materialization. Since vehicles are small details
in the picture, disparate halves of the split image can look compatible, traffic can be very
sparse or absent, the place can be recognizable, the procedure of authentication is unclear.
The role of pattern template is to offer not a technical solution, but a point of departure
toward a solution. As an idea, it can be right or wrong, practical or not—it does not matter
much. All kinds of ideas contributed to the evolution of science and technology.
Ulf Grenander, in private discussions, often emphasized that whether configuration
is “true” or “false” is of no importance in PT for as long as it is regular. It took me
a long time to realize the truth and significance of this idea.
I see pattern template as the initial stage of an intuitive, heuristic, subconscious,
spontaneous, non-algorithmic mechanism of animal, human, and humanoid thinking,
which is the opposite of the algorithmic “thinking” of computers. As soon as there is a
template, it is allowed to be deformed, tweaked, and mutated until the conditions of some
kind of truth value are met, even if not in the best way.
The previous paragraph is a template of a thought. Here is its next modification:
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I see pattern template as the initial stage of natural human and humanoid thinking, distinct
from the algorithmic thinking of humans and computers.
This is the second modification. I see pattern template as the catalyst for the process of
thinking. If there is a template, thought is a walk in a small compartment of the total
combinatorial space instead of the entire space.
My third modification is the combination of all three configurations.
But why the highway? How could this idea emerge in my mind? What was it in the state of
emergence, how did it manage to self-assemble, and from what initial stuff? Note the
pattern similarity of this question to the problem of the origin of life.
As soon as I had formulated the questions in the previous paragraph and after some
consideration—not more than ten minute long—I came to the following reconstruction of
the emergence of my “highway idea”, not necessarily correct, but sufficient to serve as a
template for further thinking. I was surprised myself by the result.
1. I am working on the current Chapter 8 related to information insecurity.
Authentication and passwords are parts of the subject.
2. I also keep thinking about the problem of high interest for me: the Great
Recession of 2008. It is all about money.
3. I recollect the use of torn money as a password.
4. I am looking for an example of a complex, quickly changing, and non-recurrent
material object to serve as a split password.
5. Twice a workday I access the local traffic website with cameras along the entire
highway that my wife takes daily to get to her job and back. Sometimes, when
she is in a jam, I inform her about the location and extent of the accident. Traffic is
a complex, quickly changing, non-recurrent material object.
6. At least this year (2011), the local part of the big interstate highway, usually
congested during the rush hours, looks strangely empty. My wife gets to work 15
minutes earlier than a year ago and before that. I believe the money is the reason:
gasoline is expensive, jobs scarce (over10% unemployment), people drive less,
which has been officially confirmed.
7. The idea to use the image of the highway as split password pops up in my mind
because all it components are there at the same time. They form the initial
“primordial” soup from which the configuration of the final idea—highway as
password base—emerges.
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money

money

password

A

password

object

highway

object

highway

B
password
money

object
highway

Figure 8.8 Synthesis of the configuration of an
idea. B follows from A by eliminating vertical
identities. New similarity
has been catalyzed.

Figure 8.8 illustrates the formation of the final configuration. The few generators—
money, password, object (complex, ephemeral) and highway—are connected by
horizontal similarities and vertical identities. The resulting new vertical bond is between
password and highway. It does not depend on the catalysts money and object. This is a
new idea catalyzed by ideas of money and object.
It is tempting to go into possible technical implementation of the idea, but I will resist the
foolish temptation, except (quite like an alcoholic or smoker!) for three last remarks.
1. I see a distant but distinct pattern similarity between the completely demat RSA
encrypting and my “highway” idea, which may suggest that there is a universal minimal
pattern for any authentication procedure and the whole hierarchy of more detailed
password systems. The reader can explore the similarity as an EXERCISE.
2. The splitting of a materialized password in time can be substituted for the
splitting in space, see Figure 8.9. Two different but close enough snapshots serve as two
halves of the password. In this way traffic view becomes much more usable, but not
completely.
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A

B

Figure 8.9. Time-split material password base
(sources:

A, B) .

3. It may seem a paradox, but a good computer-generated material password base is
possible as an option for materialization, see
Figure 8.10, from Kenneth A. Huff’s website
(which is a whole world in itself; his work can be
characterized as synthesis of individuality). A series

of

Kenneth Huff’s images incorporates prime
numbers. See also his videos. These images
are quasi-material in the sense that they are
Figure 8.10. Quasi-material base
computer-generated, but perceived as physical
for split password. Two of Kenneth
object by a human through the “air gap.” Their
A. Huff’s images (source).
randomness would make them practically
material. 3D images and holograms of moving toys could be an intriguing variation. Note
that the images are not random matrices of pixels because of the shape constraints. This is
exactly why they are instantly recognized by humans.
A moving quasi-material image can be generated by a completely insulated computer of a
higher ranked third party. The so-called air gap security system and top-down principles
involved in it provide some useful templates.

8.9. Invention and scientific method
The principle of materialization in digital security means including matter into the
transition state of authentication. How to implement materialization technically is outside
my expertise and interests. Many modern miniature and elegant inventions, of which smart
phones and tablets are the current but not final stage have evolved from the dinosaurs of
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the short vacuum-tube-and-punch-card era. Someday we’ll probably have computers on
fingernails, too, and cut the junk with scissors.
I am much more interested in the pattern chemistry of human thinking, in particular,
invention, as opposite of discovery. Invention is synthetic activity and discovery is
analytical, but I suspect that the mechanism of both has a common stage.
As for the pattern invention, let us compare it with the standard inductive method of
experimental science, which consists of (1) observation of events, (2) generation of a
hypothesis, and (3) experimental test.
But how do we generate (invent) a hypothesis? There is no algorithm for that. Inventive
ideas seem to come out of the blue.
Pattern thinking consists of (1) observation of events, (2) generation of a template, (3)
combinatorial deformation (mutation) of the template and (4) test of the new configuration.
I believe that this is the actual way we generate anything, whether hypothesis, or a device,
or a strategy, mostly subconsciously. This is also the pattern of biological and social
evolution. Is the swinging between two parties a real evolution?
Well then, how do we generate a template?
In order to generate a template, we identify generators and let them recombine in our mind
like in a chemical flask) into stable (non-contradictory) configurations. As I tried to show
in my essays on pattern chemistry of thought and speech, both processes can be realized
using extremely simple algorithmic procedures without anything like evolved human mind,
which partly explains how the mind itself emerged. These sources will explain the origin
and meaning of Figure 8.8. See also previous Chapter 7, segment WHAT IS
GENERATOR.
In a few words, the cardinal hypothesis of pattern chemistry is that
chemical reactions
origin and evolution of life
origin and evolution of thought and speech
origin and evolution of society, ideas, and man-made things
all belong to the same pattern of search for stable configurations.

8.10. Chemistry and imagination

The Age of Wonder: How the romantic generation Discovered the Beauty and Terror of
Science, by Richard Holmes, Pantheon, 2008, 500+ pages, is not for everybody, but it was an
extraordinary book for me, and apparently the critics. With a few biographies as focal
points, it shows the scientific, intellectual, cultural, intimate, and everyday life of Europe
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during the period when science and technology were starting the breakneck 150 year long
race toward its modern form, finely fragmented, specialized, and drenched in money. It
was time when the very word “scientist” was invented and “natural philosophy” faded into
history.
It was the time when some newly baptized scientists began to ask the question with which
I started Section 8.2, and this is why I allow myself the current sentimental digression.
If the new is what we do not know, how can we understand it?
Captivated by the rich and unparalleled book, I had a
curious feeling of time travel into the extinct world
populated by giant creatures from which our current
numerous species of smaller size would later evolve. Their
habitat had been the entire universe, before the actual
inhuman and inhospitable dimensions of which were for
the first time discovered by William Herschel. Soon
Charles Darwin would unravel the similarly inhuman
dimensions of human origin. The romantic generation
was on the wane. But history has the right of return—as
pattern.
I have always considered chemistry the most romantic
science. I thought it was my personal quirk, but as I found
out, owing to Richard Holmes’ book, Humphry Davy, one A parable of pattern
thinking
of the founders of modern chemistry, was of the same
opinion. Moreover, he, it seems, anticipated what I call
pattern chemistry: chemical ideas applied well beyond atoms and molecules. Anyway, he
considered chemistry the central science.
Meanwhile, young Michael Faraday and his generation were preparing to stand their
ground and the world was about to switch to electric drive.
Electricity was too fast for romanticism. Charles Babbage, of the new wave, spent his life
and fortune on his calculating monsters, but mechanics was too slow for thinking machines.
Ultimately, his idea was revived by a jolt of electricity, à la Frankenstein, and as result we
have no privacy today. However large the universe, our planet is small.
I present here two quotations from Humphry Davy, "Consolations in travel, or, The last
days of a philosopher," 1830, Dialogue V, The Chemical Philosopher.
He [the chemical philosopher] sees man an atom amidst atoms fixed upon a point in space;
and yet modifying the laws that are around him by understanding them; and gaining, as it
were, a kind of dominion over time, and an empire in material space…
……………………………………………………………………………….
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Whilst chemical pursuits exalt the understanding, they do not depress the imagination or
weaken genuine feeling; whilst they give the mind habits of accuracy, by obliging it to attend
to facts, they likewise extend its analogies; and, though conversant with the minute forms of
things, they have for their ultimate end the great and magnificent objects of nature. They
regard the formation of a crystal, the structure of a pebble, the nature of a clay or earth; and
they apply to the causes of the diversity of our mountain chains, the appearances of the
winds, thunder storms, meteors, the earthquake, the volcano, and all those phenomena which
offer the most striking images to the poet and the painter. They keep alive that
inextinguishable thirst after knowledge, which is one of the greatest characteristics of our
nature; for every discovery opens a new field for investigation of facts, shows us the
imperfection of our theories.
The following is a remark of John Herschel (the son of William Herschel) on the
phenomenon of electricity and magnetism in A Preliminary Discourse on the Study of
Natural Philosophy (available online). Herschel writes on the perseverance of Hans
Christian Ørsted (Oersted) in his search for the connection between electricity and
magnetism:
There is something in this [perseverance] which reminds us of the obstinate adherence of
Columbus to his notion of the necessary existence of the New World; and the whole history
of this beautiful discovery may serve to teach us reliance on those g eneral analogies and
parallels between great branches of science by which one strongly reminds us of another,
though no direct connection appears.
appears (quoted from: Richard Holmes, The age of Wonder , p. 443-444;
online Herschel’s text, page 340)
John Herschel had in mind the analogy between electricity and magnetism regarding the
property of polarity.

8.11. War and play news

Sony: Hacker stole PlayStation users' personal info
By Mark Milian, CNN, April 26, 2011 7:16 p.m. EDT
(CNN) -- A hacker has obtained the personal information of PlayStation Network account
holders and subscribers of the Qriocity streaming service, Sony said in a message to
customers Tuesday. ………..
The attack also has crippled Sony's PlayStation Network, which has some 70
subscribers and has been down since April 20. …………

million
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The hacker could have taken credit card numbers, card expiration dates, billing addresses,
answers to security questions and purchase history, but not credit-card security codes, they
said. …………..
Security and insecurity may seem as just two ends of the single scale, like order and chaos.
This field, however, can have a peculiar transcendent structure in which the difference
between both is relative. They make sense only in a context. The latest example is the
absence of the telephone line, high walls, and security cameras around the perimeter of the
bin Laden’s compound in Pakistan. Considered as security measures by the inhabitants,
they became the break-in points for outside security specialists. Conspicuous security
signals insecurity.
Here is a curious addendum to the subject of pattern thinking (source):
A 2008 study conducted by US university professors suggested there was a high probability
Osama Bin Laden had taken refuge in the town where he was ultimately killed by US
operatives on Sunday [May 1, 2011].
……….
The model, which Mr Gillespie typically uses in his work to track endangered species,
species
suggested Bin Laden was probably residing in a city compound, rather than in a cave in a
rural environment, because people in less densely populated regions would be more likely to
take the time to notice him, the university professor told the BBC.
Using the study, Mr Gillespie and his students then surmised that the compound would
have security, such as high walls around its perimeter, and an electricity supply, both of
which were found at the site of Bin Laden's residence in Pakistan.
Probably, the information security will never be achieved other than in the context of war
rather than of crime.
EXERCISE: What is the difference between the patterns of crime and war, if any?

I compared Internet security with pest control. With my own bleak experience with
lawn and garden and the lost war against crabgrass, I don’t trust weed and pest control too
much. The sellers of chemicals do not want me to get rid of crabgrass. The radical step is
to completely replace the soil and relocate some of my neighbors—or myself. In pattern
language: start with the template of the global totalitarian state, best of all, of the Stalin’s
model. (Note: I belong to the vanishing cohort of people who remember life in Stalin’s Russia).
As we have (almost) learned to live with the nuclear bombs, reactors, and terrorists, and as
we have overcome Yersinia pestis, I hope, we will learn to live with Yersinia digitalis, the
digital plague, and prevail.

Although human nature is extremely stubborn, the digital era makes things more human
and humans more material. The future humanoids will celebrate its beginning, counting
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from 1971 (8/15/1971, to be exact), the year when gold, one of the most
rugged and robust matter on earth, the idol of materialists, was
dematerialized. While we elect the government to represent us,
humans, it also represents things to the extent that many refuse to
believe and the things are still mute about.

Come on,
grow up,
America!

Yuri Tarnopolsky
LAST SIGNIFICANT UPDATE: May 9, 2011 , Chapter 8 added

